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Abstract
Temporal expression is a fascinating topic in linguistics as it is a universal
feature in all natural languages but is realized in a variety of different forms.
Comparative studies of temporal expression usage within languages and
comparing translations between languages are of importance to understanding
both individual languages and the accuracy and efficiency of translation. In this
dissertation, I examine the topic of tense and aspect usage in English and
Mandarin Chinese, two important languages that belong to distant families and
have substantial differences in tense and aspect formalization.
I investigate three general questions regarding the translation of English
tense and aspect into Mandarin Chinese. First, how and to what degree are
English tense and aspect translated into Mandarin Chinese? Second, is the
translated text target text oriented, source text oriented, or a third code? And
finally, are the features of translation universals applicable? These questions,
although well studied with translations between western languages, remain
debated for English - Mandarin Chinese translation.
In order to address these questions, one needs to compare English and
Mandarin Chinese translations, and to compare original and translated
Mandarin Chinese. Taking a quantitative and non-biased approach, I collect
data from two corpora: the Babel English-Chinese Parallel Corpus for
translation patterns, and the Lancaster Corpus of Mandarin Chinese for L1
Mandarin Chinese data. Sentences are manually annotated for tense and aspect
classification and distribution. Statistical tests, e.g., chi-square test, are applied
to compare distributions and conclude their differences.
The results suggest that English tense and aspect are translatable into
Mandarin Chinese, but each tense and aspect can be translated by different
elements, with certain elements preferred over others. For example, context is
preferred to translate the English present; perfective aspect markers are
preferred to translate the English past; and temporal adverbials are preferred to
express the English perfect and progressive. Additionally, aspect shift is
observed in translation, since Mandarin Chinese has different aspectual
domains than English aspect. Translated Mandarin Chinese is shown to be
different from both English source text and original Mandarin Chinese in terms
of tense and aspect usage and distribution, which leads to the conclusion that
translated Mandarin Chinese is a third code. Based on monolingual comparable
data, differences between translated Mandarin Chinese and original Mandarin
Chinese support the feature of normalization, but not the feature of
explicitation.
This dissertation presents a systematic comparative study in translation of
English tense and aspect into Mandarin Chinese, with a corpus-based
quantitative approach. The study demonstrates how linguistic theories built
based on western languages can or cannot be extrapolated into Mandarin
Chinese.

The discussion in this dissertation comprises the following parts: Part I
Chapter one is a general introduction; Part II offers theoretical preliminaries,
containing three chapters, Chapter two discusses tense and aspect in English,
Chapter three discusses the Mandarin Chinese aspectual system, and Chapter
four investigates the conventional rule of tense and aspect in English-Mandarin
Chinese translations. Part III describes the presented research, containing four
chapters, Chapter five introduces research questions and aims, Chapter six
describes the methodology in this study, Chapter seven presents data results,
including translated and original Mandarin Chinese and Chapter eight performs
statistical analysis of the results. Part IV Chapter nine is conclusions and
outlooks.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
PART I INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 Introduction
As a general introduction to the dissertation and a sketch of the presented
study, chapter one summarizes the linguistic background, current
understandings and open questions, proposed research, and study methods
under the headings of background, theoretical basis, and research.

1.1 Background
A natural language is a set of rules for "encoding and decoding" information
in oral and written forms in human society. In linguistics, the term language
is used to conceptualize the human cognitive facility of the systematic
creation and usage of sounds, symbols and words to carry thoughts and
ideas. 1 That is, a language usually appears as a tool for human
communication. With the rapid development of globalization, intercultural
communication is becoming more and more important on the international
stage. Translation is a linguistic activity between languages to achieve
mutual understanding. Translation consists of reproducing information from
the source language to the target language. However, translation is a complex
process which involves linguistic, cultural, and subjective factors. These
factors can influence the translation process and constitute a major source of
translation difficulties between languages.
One of the elements among these factors is the notion of time. The notion
of time is a major cognitive concept in all human languages. From a
cross-cultural point of view, time affects cultural ways of doing things. In the
West, time tends to be seen as “quantitative, measured in units that reflect the

1

Linguistics is the scientific study of natural language, which is mainly subdivided into the study of
language structure and meaning.
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march of progress”.2 In the East, time feels like it has “unlimited continuity,
an unravelling rather than a strict boundary”.3 The item time is embedded in
people’s understandings which inform perceived common sense about how
to proceed in cross-cultural communication. Different ideas of time may
result in communication challenges between Western and Eastern culture. To
indicate time from a grammatical standpoint, languages apply two related
and yet distinct linguistic categories, tense and aspect, which can be
expressed on the surface lexically or morpho-syntactically.4 For example,
English and German often use tense to indicate time. He goes to the city
every day (English) or Er geht zur Stadt jeden Tag (German) indicates
present time. He worked yesterday (English) or Er arbeitete gestern (German)
indicates past time by overt past tense morphemes. Mandarin Chinese
(hereafter MC), however, often expresses temporal information by aspect
markers, temporal adverbial constructions, lexical verbs or context. !"#

$%& (He goes to the city every day) indicates the present tense by the
temporal adverb "# (everyday). !'#$()* (He went to work
yesterday) signals the past tense by the temporal adverb '# (yesterday)
and the aspect marker le. In MC, the aspect marker -le has various usages.
Another example of using tense to indicate time is how to indicate the
progressive. In MC, ! + , - (He is writing a letter) shows the
progressive tense by means of the progressive marker zai. The combination
of the temporal adverb .+ (in the process) and the aspect marker -zhe,
such as !.+/012 (He is listening to the music), indicates durative
aspect in MC. English uses the construction be+V-ing to express the
imperfective aspect, such as I am working now or I was working while he
2

LeBaron (2003) means that time in West is “logical, sequential, and present-focused, moving with
incremental certainty toward a future the ego cannot touch and a past that is not a part of now”.
3
LeBaron (2003) means that time in East is “there is a certain timeless quality to time, an aesthetic
almost too intricate and vast for the human mind to comprehend”.
4
Comrie (1985) defines tense and aspect as: “tense relates the time of the situation referred to some
other time, whereas aspects are different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a
situation”.
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came in. German, interestingly, has no imperfective aspect and instead uses
adverbs gerade, da, jetzt, etc, such as Ich schreibe gerade einen Brief (I am
writing a letter).
Applying tense and aspect to express the concept of time may seem
straightforward to a native speaker, but their language-specific forms and
multiple functions pose significant challenges for both language learning and
cross-cultural communication. Even within a language, there are a variety of
verb forms, adverbs and temporal expressions. One time concept can be
indicated by multiple temporal expressions, and one temporal expression can
indicate different time concepts depending on the particular context. Tense
and aspect can be better appreciated when they are compared across
languages. Thus, it is necessary to describe and compare phenomena of tense
and aspect for accurate translation justification and realization between
languages.
In this dissertation, I study and compare tense and aspect usage in
English and MC, as they are the most widely used and arguably the most
important languages in the world. At a first glance, MC and English have
little in common. They belong to two distinct language families: English is
classified as a member of the Indo-European language family, while MC
belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language family. Each of the two languages has
many distinctive features absent in the other. On the grammatical level, for
example, English is an inflectional language, characterized by a degree of
inflection. In contrast, MC is an isolating language, characterized by a lack
of inflection. The distinction between English and MC is most evidently
demonstrated by their employment of tense and aspect, which presents a
major challenge in translation and cross-culture communication and thus is
the topic of this dissertation.
Besides analysing and comparing English tense and aspect with its MC
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translation counterparts, I will also investigate features of translated MC that
deviate from original MC owing to the translation process. The results of
these comparisons will help elucidate the characteristics of English and MC
temporal expressions, improve our understanding of translation accuracy and
efficiency, and contribute to exploring theoretical and practical issues in
corpus-based contrastive and translation studies.

1.2 Theoretical Basis
This section summarizes problems of tense and aspect in English and MC,
and the tendency to compare languages; and discusses previous results in
terms of translating tense and aspect in English into MC.
As a tense-prominent language, English expresses temporal information
explicitly, by means of verbal inflection (Comrie 1976; Quirk 1985; Smith
1997; Bhat 1999). Verbal suffixes are obligatory and involved in agreement
within a given sentence. However, two issues remain debatable: one issue
focuses whether English tense should be classified as two-model
(present/past) or three-model (present/past/future); the other issue is the
relationship between lexical aspect and situation type, and between
grammatical aspect and viewpoint aspect. Thus, the classification of English
tense and aspect needs to be discussed systematically. In this dissertation,
English grammatical tense is classified into two categories: simple present
and simple past. Due to lack of the inflectional form, future is not classified
as tense but as a category of modality. The meaning of tenses is based on
three times: present, past, and future time. English tense has basic and
special usages. The other temporal reference in English is grammatical
aspect, including the perfect and the progressive. The meanings of two
grammatical aspects are associated with viewpoint aspect. The English
perfect normally is understood as having a perfective viewpoint, while the

5
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progressive is the typical use of imperfective viewpoint aspect.
As for MC, there is no general agreement on the aspect system, although
it has been studied intensively. Some linguists argue that MC has both tense
and aspect (Ross 1995; Wong/Li/Yuan 1999), while others suggest that MC
has only aspect, i.e., it is a tenseless language (Li/Thompson 1981; Norman
1988; Feng et al. 1992; Smith 1997; McEnery/Xiao 2004). In addition, the
debate about the use of aspectual marking has generated interest from a
semantic-functional view. Particularly, the confusion of aspect markers has
attracted a large amount of discussions. Due to the discrepancies among
understandings, it is necessary to conceptualize the aspect system in MC
more accurately. In this dissertation, MC is recognized as an aspect language,
as it contains no verbal inflections. Perfective aspect conveys resultative and
completive senses, and is marked explicitly by the aspect markers -le, -guo,
temporal adverbs, or RVCs. Imperfective aspect refers to on-going, durative
or habitual states, and is marked explicitly by the aspect markers zai, -zhe,
temporal adverbs, or auxiliary verbs. Implicit context forms can be expressed
by perfective or imperfective aspect, depending on the translator’s choice.
Translation patterns are valuable resources for contrastive studies
between English and MC, since translation studies can explore how
information is transferred across languages. In translations, there are some
conventional patterns that can be described as tendencies. For example, i) the
English present is often translated into the MC zero form; ii) the English past
is usually translated into the perfective aspect marker -le; iii) the English
perfect is mostly translated into the experiential aspect marker -guo; iv) the
English progressive is often translated into the imperfective aspect markers
zai or -zhe.
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1.3 Research
1.3.1 Previous Results and Current Questions
From an empirical point of view, there have been few studies focusing on
tense and aspect in English-MC translation and using a corpus-based
methodology. Xiao/McEnery (2002) propose that the perfect of persistent
situation and past habitual situations are most frequently marked by the LVM
form. Both situations can be explicitly marked in MC, so why do implicit
LMV contexts most frequently occur in their data? In McEnery/Xiao/Mo
(2003)’s study, one of their contrastive results is that aspect markers in
English and MC show strikingly similar distribution patterns, especially
across the two broad categories of narrative and expository text. The very
notion aspect marker may cause confusion in English-MC translation.
McEnery/Xiao/Tono (2006) investigate the translation of the progressive, the
perfect/perfect progressive, the simple present, and the simple past, and
conclude that MC most frequently uses context to express English tense and
aspect. Why does translational MC tend to use implicit instead of explicit
devices to signal temporal expressions? Investigation of MC translation
patterns is closely connected to studying the features of translated MC.
Translated texts have special properties due to the translation process,
including simplification, explicitation, normalization, and levelling-out.
These features are what Baker (1993) called translation universals.
Wang/Qin (2010) suggest that some features of features of translational MC
contradict the translation universals. Xiao/He/Yue (2010) propose that the
asserted tendencies toward simplification and the normalization are not
supported by the MC data, while the explicitation hypothesis is supported.
The above discussions are all based on lexical features. In terms of tense and
aspect, however, few investigations of features in MC translated texts have
been done.
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Three general questions are to be investigated regarding translation of
English tense and aspect into MC. Question 1: how and to what degree does
English tense and aspect translate into MC? Question 2: is the translated text
target text oriented, or source text oriented, or a third code? Question 3: are
the features of translation universals applicable? In order to address these
questions, the aims of this dissertation are to compare the usages of tense and
aspect between: i) English and MC; ii) translated MC and original MC.
English and MC are compared in terms of translatability and
acceptability. Although the translatability between English and MC is
debatable as they are distant languages with distinct features, English tense
and aspect are assumed to be translatable into MC since the notion of time is
a universal concept in natural languages without cultural or linguistic
differences. However, questions remain as how MC translates English tense
and aspect. Specifically, does the presence of tense and aspect across
languages indicate the possibility of one-to-one transfer in English-MC
translation? The acceptability and adequacy of English and MC translation
equivalents are also to be discussed. Translated texts often contain features
of what is usually referred to as “translationese”, which leads to the question
of whether English source text influences the choice and usage of aspectual
marking in translated MC. In other words, is translated MC target text
oriented or source text oriented? Baker (1993) argues that translated texts
have some universal features that distinguish them from original texts. In
other words, specific linguistic features have been hypothesized to
"characterize all translations, which make translated language different from
the original target language". Since this theory is built on the studies of
closely related European languages, it remains to be tested in English-MC
translation. The features of normalization and explicitation will be examined
in this study with special attention to tense and aspect.
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1.3.2 Methods
This dissertation uses a corpus-based approach to study and compare tense
and aspect in English and MC. The data used in this study are mainly
collected from two corpora: a parallel, English/MC corpus for translation
patterns; and a monolingual corpus for sampling L1 MC data.
There are two main areas of cross-linguistic research: contrastive
linguistics and translation studies. Previous studies in cross-cultural
linguistics have been based on intuition and contrastive statements or
machine translation. Owing to the limitations of intuition-based and machine
translation approaches, cross-linguistic study requires a more accurate
method to approach natural language problems such as tense and aspect
resolution.
In this study, I apply a corpus-based method, focusing on the
complementary relationship between translation studies and contrastive
linguistics. My first aim is to illustrate how MC translates English tense and
aspect. A parallel English/MC corpus can provide examples of translation
equivalences. My second aim is to compare L1 MC with translated MC texts
by means of a comparable corpus in order to test Baker’s (1993/1996)
translation universals. A monolingual comparable corpus can provide original
L1 data.
Two corpora are used as the research subjects in this dissertation, the
Babel English-Chinese parallel corpus (hereafter BECPC), and the Lancaster
Corpus of Mandarin Chinese (hereafter LCMC). The BECPC is used to draw
from MC translation concordances of English, which is aligned at the
sentence level by ParaConc software tools.5 The English source texts in the
parallel corpus are annotated for parts of speech and POS tagged using the
CLAWS tagger. The MC data are tokenized and POS tagged on the basis of
5

The Babel English-Chinese Parallel Corpus is designed on the research project Contrasting on
English and Chinese. http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/babel/babel.htm
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the PKU (Peking University) tagset. The monolingual LCMC is used for
collecting original MC data, which is tokenized and tagged for POS. The
LCMC uses the LCMC tagset, which has an accuracy rate of ca. 98% (Xiao
2005). The corpora of translated MC and L1 MC have the following
common points: i) the pairs of translated MC and L1 MC corpora include
roughly the same range of text types and forms, and same domains (i.e., both
corpora are composed of literary texts, technical and scientific materials.
Both are written MC); ii) they were created around the same time (i.e.,
translated MC: 2005-2008; L1 MC: 2004); iii) they have similar sizes;6 iv)
POS tagging and use of similar tagsets ensure comparability. The analysis
procedure consists of two parts: i) 800 sentences are collected from the
BECPC (200 for the English simple present, 200 for the English simple past,
200 for the English perfect, and 200 for the English progressive), followed
by manual annotation and classification, and lastly statistical comparison
between English and MC translation. ii) 800 sentences are drawn randomly
from the LCMC, followed by manual annotation and classification, and
lastly statistical comparison between original and translated MC.
To sum up, I apply a combination of automatic and manual approaches to
collect data, and use quantitative and statistical methods to analyse data. This
combined approach helps improve the accuracy of data results. Compared to
previous methods, analysis based on corpus data is more representative,
authentic, and has fewer translation errors.7 It should be noted that the
representativeness of corpora is relatively limited, as they represent only a
small section of linguistic reality (Machniewski 2006). In addition, machine
readable texts are subject to copyright and other propriety restrictions, which
impose constraints on their availability for research (Leech 2002).
6

Although No. of tokens is different (translated MC: 287,462 Chinese tokens; L1 MC: 1 million
words), I choose 800 sentences as samples from both corpora.
7
Statistical MT systems typically perform miserably to translate Chinese into English in which tense
is grammatically marked with inflectional morphemes (Xue 2008).
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1.3.3 Results
The use of parallel corpus-based research makes it possible to map
correspondences between English and MC in great detail, and results in
several interesting observations. In my data, all situations in English can be
transferred into MC by different linguistic devices (e.g., aspect markers,
lexical verbs, and context) or even by the same means by which it is
represented in English (e.g., temporal adverbials). Thus, one-to-one
translation equivalence exists in English-MC translation. MC prefers using
temporal adverbs to translate English tense and aspect, especially for the
English perfect and progressive. The data also suggest that MC often uses
context to translate the English present, since stative situations are not
marked aspectually in MC. MC prefers using aspect markers to express the
English past. The most common means to translate both the English perfect
and progressive is the use of temporal adverbials in a clause. In many
translated sentences, MC will add typical temporal adverbials that do not
occur in the English original, such as .+ (in the process of) or 34
(already). Thus, the source English text does not influence the choice of MC
target text. Translated MC is not ST-oriented. Since MC lacks tense,
aspectual domains contain different perspectives in English and MC. Owing
to different aspectual domains, aspect shifts occur in translations, but do not
change the meaning of the clause.
There are statistical differences between L1 MC and translated MC in
terms of the distribution of aspect and aspectual markers. Translate MC is not
TT-oriented. Compared with L1 MC, translated MC uses fewer lexically
explicit means and more frequently the implicit zero form, which hints at the
existence of complexity. It is shown that explicitation in translated MC
contradicts the translation universals. Temporal adverbials are used most
frequently in L1 MC, which can be seen as its most typical feature. Temporal
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adverbials in translated MC appear more often than in L1 MC, and also more
often than other means. This phenomenon supports the feature of
normalization.
In conclusion, translated MC is different from both the English source
language and the original target MC. Thus, translated MC seems to be a third
code. Some but not all features of translation universals are observed in
translated MC, which suggests that these features might be language specific.
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PART II THEORETICAL BASIS

Chapter 2 Tense and Aspect in English
All natural languages have various ways to express time. Klein (1994)
considers several ways: the verbal categories of tense and aspect, inherent
lexical features of the verb, and various types of temporal adverbs. In
English, these devices interact or partly interact to form temporal
expressions.8 The verbal category of tense and aspect is, however, the key
component in expressing time in English. The following part will focus on
the description of English tense and aspect. The formation and usage of
English tenses and aspects summarizes description found in previous and
current studies.

2.1 Previous Studies
Previous studies mainly focus on describing problems of tense classification
and aspect classification. Tense classification is usually explained from a
morphological or a semantic view, leading to the conclusion that that English
has a two-model or a three-model classification of tenses. The first task in
this section is to discuss the conditions under which these two different
classifications are used. For the aspect classification, it is primarily to
distinguish the definitional items that may cause confusions. The second task
in this section is to review the relationship between traditional classification
and Smith’s (1997) classification.

8

Temporal expressions include time-denoting expressions and event-denoting expressions.
Schilder/Hable (2001) distinguish time-denoting expressions from event-denoting expressions as
followed: Time-denoting expressions can be stated with reference to a calendar or clock system.
Syntactically speaking, these expressions are mainly expressed by prepositional, adverbial or noun
phrase (e.g. on Friday or today or the fourth quarter). Event-denoting expressions refer to event. These
expressions are verb or noun phrase (e.g. increased or the election).
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2.1.1 Tense
Debating the number of English tense types has a long tradition in the Western
grammatical studies. Given the diversity of tenses in English, is there a reliable
generalization about the number of tenses in English? In general, two
classification systems coexist: i) two classes based on verb morphology, and ii)
three classes based on time. This section will examine these predominate issues
of tenses based on these two different systems.

2.1.1.1 Two-model Classification
It has been often claimed that English has two tenses based on inflected
verbal forms, namely present and past (Quirk et al. 1998; Huddleston/Pullum
2002). Whether there is an English future tense is always hotly debated.
Since tense is morphologically bound, the particle will belongs to the class of
auxiliary that marks mood rather than an inflectional morphology marking
tense (Huddleston/Pullum 2005). Thus, "English has no morphological
future tense" (Michaelis 2006). Some grammarians also argue that English
has two tenses, but they call them past and non-past. They prefer the term
non-past to present because the present is often realized by the base or
uninflected form of the verb (Quirk et al. 1985; Declerck 1991; Kroeger
2005).
The study of grammar divides into syntax and morphology. Syntax deals
with the combination of words to make sentences, while morphology is
concerned with the forms of the words themselves (Huddleston/Pullum
2002). The term inflectional morphology refers to the inflectional forms of
variable lexemes. Inflectional morphology describes how a verb is formed
from its lexical base, which manifests in the form of a suffix or vowel
changes, such as the way worked is formed from the base work by adding the
suffix -ed, and sang from sing by changing its vowel. That is, English verbs
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distinguish regular from irregular verbs forms. From a morphological point
of view, English tenses are classified as present and past. To clarify this
division, an introduction to inflectional categories of the verb characterizes
the generalization of regular and irregular verb forms.

Regular Verb Forms
In English, verbs can function as the head of a clause, and may vary in terms
of tense, aspect, mood, voice, etc. Verbs have a variety of inflectional forms,
which include regular verb and irregular verb forms. Regular full verbs have
four different forms, as shown in Table 1.

(1)Table 1: Regular Verb Form
Base
-s Form
-ed Form (past/participle)
work
works
worked/worked
cry
cries
cried/cried

-ing Participle
working
crying

Table 1 illustrates the generalization of regular verb forms in the -s form,
-ed form either in the past or the past participle, and the -ing participle.
Except for the above general rules, the spelling of regular verb inflections
includes the following three means: i) doubling of consonant before -ing and
-ed, as in occur-occurring-occurred; ii) deletion of and addition of -e, as in
create-creating-created; iii) treatment of -y, as in try-tried-tying (Quirk et al.
1985).

Irregular Verb Forms
Unlike regular verb forms, irregular verbs have a number of distinct forms.
The following Table 2 illustrates the irregular verb forms from a
morphological point of view.
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(2)Table 2: Irregular Verb Form
Base
-s Form
-ed Form
(past/participle)
give
gives
gave/given
win
wins
won/won
feel
feels
felt/felt
swear
swears
swore/sworn
show
bet

shows
bets

showed/shown
bet/bet

-ing Participle
giving
wining
feeling
swearing
showing
betting

The above table lists the irregular verbs. In contrast to regular verbs,
irregular verbs have a complex inflectional form to some extent. However,
characteristics postulate certain rules, which will be illustrated in the
following part. In addition, a typological classification of irregular form is
also provided in the dictionary.

A Six-term Paradigm
Huddleston/Pullum (2002) summarize a six-term paradigm, which illustrates
the set of inflectional forms of a variable lexeme in a systematic way. This
six-term paradigm contains two parts: primary and secondary. The following
illustrates the concept.
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(3) Diagram 1: The Six-term Paradigm
take

want

hit

took

wanted

hit

3rd sg

takes

wants

hits

plain

take

want

hit

plain form

take

want

hit

gerund-participle

taking

wanting

hitting

past participle

taken

preterite
Primary

present tense

Secondary

wanted

hit

As shown above, the primary preterite contains irregular and regular verb
forms. In regular verbs, it is marked by the suffix -ed, such as wanted. In
irregular verbs, it is marked according to different rules, such as took. The
preterite lacks agreement with the subject. The present tense form occurs
with -s or plain form, such as wants or want. The choice between them lies in
the agreement with the subject. The 3rd person singular subject is combined
with -s form, while the plain form agrees with the 1st and 2nd person and
plural subjects. The gerund participle in the secondary is identical with the
present participle, which is used in the construction of the progressive
auxiliary, as in be+wanting. The past participle is used in two constructions:
the perfect have+wanted and the passive be+wanted.

Syncretism
As shown in the above diagram, the preterite and the past participle realize
the same form wanted between the past and the perfect. This phenomenon is
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the referred to as syncretism. In linguistics, syncretism is "the situation where
one morphological form corresponds to two or more morphosyntactic
descriptions". 9 Syncretism can lead to the morphological change. The
meaning of the verbal tense is considered to recognize the whole clause
rather than only the inflectional form. The justification for syncretism is
based on certain principles, which may not cause problems in inflectional
distinctions.

2.1.1.2 Three-model Classification
This section describes three models of English tense: present, past, and
future. To clarify this division, a general introduction to time introduces this
issue from a semantic point of view. According to Comrie (1985), tense is a
grammaticalized location in time. Simple tenses code for relations among
three times: speech time, reference time, and event time. In a tense category,
speech time is the point of view from which the situation at reference time is
considered (Johnson 1981). Reference time is “the time for which, on some
occasion, a claim is made” (Klein1992: 535). Event time refers to the time of
the situation that the speaker is describing.10
Linguists who agree that English has three tenses basically rely on this
semantic distinction. The general term tense applies to “a system where the
basic or characteristic meaning of the terms is to locate the situation, or part of
it, at some point or period of time” (Huddleston/Pulum 2002). In the following,
basic and special meanings of the tenses are examined with reference to these
three times on the timeline.

Basic Meaning
To describe the basic meaning of tense, a sentence is oriented to speech time,
9
10

http://www.glottopedia.de/index.php/Syncretism
Reichenbach 1947 in Michaelis 2006.
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reference time, and event time. From a semantic point of view, these three
times on the time line account for temporal references in an English sentence
by means of fixing the event time-speech time (ES) relation. Diagrammatic
representations of the basic tense meanings can be illustrated as in diagram (4)
(Kamp/Reyle 1993; Smith 2006):

(4) Diagrammatic Representation of Tense Meanings
i) Diagram 2: The Past (She worked.)

E

S

ii) Diagram 3: The Present (She works.)

E, S

iii) Diagram 4: The Future (She will work.)

S

E

In (4i), the past indicates an event work coinciding with the reference
time, which precedes the time of speaking. The present tense in (4ii) denotes
the event work that coincides with both the reference time and the time of the
speech act. In (4iii), the future refers to an interval of time following the
literal present point in time. The syntactic construction is “shall/will + verb
plain form”.
The relationship between event time and speech time describes the
meaning of tenses. Time is also lineally ordered on the timeline, and any
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point is prior to, subsequent to, or simultaneous with any other specific point.
A past situation is conceived of as being temporally located before the
present; a present situation is temporally located in the present; a future
situation is temporally located after the present. Within the framework of
Reichenbach (1947), Givón (2001: 286) represents diagrammatically the
temporal relationship as follows.

(5) Diagram 5: Tense and Temporal Anchoring

Event-time:
Past

Present

Future

………………………………………………………………………

Speech-time
Reference time

Special Meaning
I Temporal Meaning
Semantic complexity describes a form that embodies more than one meaning.
For example, the basic meaning of present tense refers to present time. In
addition, it can also signal future time and timeless situations.
(6) a. The sun rises tomorrow at 6:10.
(Future time)
b. Exams start next week.
(Future time)
c. The Earth revolves on its axis once every 24 hours. (Timeless situation)
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Sentences (6a) and (6b) show that the incompatibility between the simple
present tense and future meaning. Both events are arranged in advance, which
signaled by tomorrow at 6.10 and next week. The expression of future time is
not restricted to the future tense, as the present acquires future meaning by
means of temporal adverbials. Example (6c) is timeless present. The situation
happens not only in the present time, but also in the past and future time. This
kind of transferred interpretation can be explained by a deictic principle, which
is also seen as a general pragmatic use. Jaszczolt (2002: 91) provides the
definition of deixis in the following,

Deixis is the phenomenon of encoding contextual information by
means of lexical items or grammatical distinctions to provide this
information only when paired with this context. In other words, it
means lexicalizing or grammaticalizing contextual information, which
is making it into obligatory grammatical or lexical distinctions.

The term deixis deals with the certain deictic expressions, comprising several
subcategories, including: person deixis, place deixis, time deixis, discourse
deixis, and social deixis.11 The three features of place, time, and person
references of an utterance directly relate to the situation in which the
utterance is made.
In time deixis, tenses identify the point of communication in terms of
grammaticalization. The deictic nature of tense is closely associated with the
propositional function, such as tense morphemes and temporal adverbials.
For example, what is referred to as a present situation today may have
referred to a past situation yesterday, and might have referred to as a future

11

Person deixis encodes the role of participle in the speech events such as speaker, addressee, and
other entities. Place deixis encodes spatial locations relative to the interlocutors
(demonstratives-proximal and distal in English, adverbs of place: “here” and “there”. Time deixis
encodes temporal units relative to the time of the utterance coding time (time of utterance), and
receiving time (time of the recovering of the information by the hearer). Discourse deixis encodes
reference to portions of discourse. Social deixis encodes social relationships and other social
distinctions (forms of addressing people). http://people.pwf.cam.ac.uk/kmj21/Deixis.H.08-09.pdf
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situation tomorrow. This explains the timeless/eternal truth in the English
present.

II Non-temporal Meaning
Except for temporal meanings, tenses may have non-temporal meanings in
certain contexts (Iatridou 2000; Smith 2006). The simple past signals a distance
between the requester and listener, making the request more polite. In this way,
it is easier for the person being asked a favor to deny it, such as in the sentence
could you give me a cup of coffee?

2.1.2 Aspect
Traditionally, these are a distinction between lexical aspect and grammatical
aspect. 12 Smith (1997) distinguishes aspect between situation type and
viewpoint aspect. While linguists label different items regarding defining
aspect, the classification of aspect makes a few distinctions. This section aims
at presenting the concept of the two issues to show the relationship between
two items, namely between lexical aspect and situation type, and between
grammatical aspect and viewpoint aspect.

2.1.2.1 Lexical Aspect and Situation Type
Lexical aspect is "an inherent property of an eventuality".13 In English, the
feature of lexical aspect is based on Vendler’s (1967) verb classification,
which holds that the verb is the aspectual centre of a clause. Situation types
are known as Aktionsarten or lexical aspects, which are expressed by its verb
constellation. 14 The classification of situation type is based on verb
classification. The difference is that temporal features of verb categories are
12

The term lexical aspect is also called Aktionsart, and the term grammatical aspect is also called
viewpoint aspect.
13
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexical_aspect
14
Verb constellation includes the verb and its arguments.
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described in situation types.

Lexical Aspect
Aspect is "an inherent feature of verbs or verb phrases and is determined by the
nature of the situation that the verb describes".15 The characteristics of verb
actions can be divided into four major groups: activity, accomplishment,
achievement and state. A classification of English verbs is summarized in the
following table (Vendler 1967; Mourelatos 1981; Bybee/ Perkins/ Pagliuca
1994; Givón 2001).

(7) Table 3: Verb Classifications
Category
Characteristic
Activity
Activity verbs involve no
culmination or anticipated
result. The event coded by
such verbs may be of
considerable duration.
Accomplishment Verbs in this group code the
completion of an event. The
event itself may be of longer
duration than in the case of
compact verbs.
Achievement
Events coded by such verbs
are instantaneous events
without duration.
State
A state involves no dynamics.

Example
run, walk, write, drive,
seek, listen to, look
for

paint a picture, draw a
circle, run a mile,
write a letter

recognize, find, lose,
die, understand,
arrive, graduate
know, love, have,
desire, be tall

This verb classification is confined to the lexical level, given that verb
phrases are proposed from a semantic point of view. In fact, activity,
achievement, and accomplishment have features of events. State has no
dynamic features, and thus is seen as stative. The distinctive features of state
and event are discussed in the following sections.

15

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_aspect
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Situation Type
I Classification
The two basic situation types are state and event. A state refers to the relation
between part and whole, and an event refers to the property of dynamism.
Compared to states, events are discrete and bounded entities. The concept of
boundedness implies that an event has initial and final endpoints. In contrast,
states are cumulative and unbounded, and consist of an undifferentiated period.
The following table shows these differences:

(8) Table 4: Differences between State and Event
Situation
Feature
State
the relation between part and whole
cumulative and unbounded
involves its reference point
Event
the property of dynamism
discrete and bounded
follows its reference point
The two items state and event have two important differences. 16 The
following generalized trichotomy appears as a binary contrast of a situation
(Smith 1981; Huddleston/Pullum 2002):

16

Several simple tests are listed for distinguishing states from events in English (Kroeger 2005). (a)
First, events can be said to “happen”, while states cannot. (b) Second, only events can normally be
expressed in the progressive aspect. When states are expressed in this form, the result is normally
ungrammatical. (c) A third test involves the use of the simple present tense. In English, events which
are expressed in the simple present tense take on a habitual interpretation, whereas states do not.
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(9) Diagram 6: A Classification of Situation Type
Situation

States [static]

Occurrences [dynamic]

Processes [durative]

Activities [atelic]

Achievement [punctual]

Accomplishments [telic]

As the diagram shows, situation type indirectly classifies a sentence as
expressing a state or an occurrence of a certain type with distinctive temporal
properties (Smith 1981). An occurrence is dynamic and shows actions over
time, which includes processes and achievements, respectively. Achievement is
considered punctual, whereas process is considered durative. Durative situation
types are characteristically combined with the progressive. The corresponding
examples illustrate states in (10a), activities in (10b), accomplishment in (10c),
and achievement in (10d).

(10) a. He knows it.
b. He runs.
c. He paints a picture.
d. I found him.

(State)
(Activity)
(Accomplishment)
(Achievement)

The interpretation of tense and aspect is based on the kind of situation
expressed in a given clause. The situation types are distinguished by temporal
feature. For example, the two kinds of process, namely achievements and
activities, are distinguished by the relations between telic and atelic forms.
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II Temporal Feature
"Three two-valued temporal features" distinguish the four classes of situations.
These temporal features are dynamic/static, telic/atelic, and durative/punctual.
(11) Table 5: Temporal Features of Situation Types17
Situation
Static
Durative
Telic
State
[+]
[+]
[-]
Activity
[-]
[+]
[-]
Accomplishment [-]
[+]
[+]
Achievement
[-]
[-]
[+]
(Quirk et al. 1985; Smith 1997; Smith/Erbaugh 2002)

Dynamic/static is used to describe the feature of a situation type in general.
Considering the static type of situation, the distinction is drawn between
quality and states. Quality is generally incompatible with the progressive. In
the situation type of dynamic, the classification is made between durative and
punctual. The durative type can combine with the progressive, while the
punctual theoretically can not. Consider the following sentences:

(12) a. He is tall.

(Quality)

b. He thinks that he is young.

(State)

c. It is raining.

(Durative)

d. The bus is coming.

(Punctual)

Stative

Dynamic

Qualities are related to “relatively permanent and inalienable properties of
the subject referent” (Quirk et al. 1985). If the verb in (12a) occurs with the
progressive, the sentence he is being tall introduces less permanent situation.
The intellectual states, such as in (12b), is always followed by a nominal clause.
17

The symbol + means contain.
The symbol – means does not contain.
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Sentence (12c) shows the ongoing, durative situation type. Sentence (12d)
involves a transitional event. The punctual use in the progressive means a
period leading up to the change of state.
The notion of dynamic characterizes both telic and atelic. Of all these
temporal features, telic and atelic are under the most discussion (Vendler 1967;
Comrie 1976; Dowty 1979; Binnick 1991; Dahl 1994; Dürich 2005). The
following table shows the references between telicity and atelicity by various
authors (Dürich 2005).!

(13) Table 6: Telicity and Atelicity
Author
References between Telicity and Atelicity
Vendler
Atelic: activities/ situations “which have no set terminal
(1967)
point”
telic: activities which “have a ‘climax’, which has to
reached if the action is to be what it is claimed to be”
Comrie
puts forward the following examples and explanations:
(1976)
John is singing is atelic, the singing can be stopped at any
time and it would always be true that John sang, whereas
John is making a chair is telic, it “is built on a terminal
point, namely that point at which at which the chair is
complete, when it automatically terminates; the situation
described by sing has no such terminal point.”
Dahl
On the Definition of the Telic -Atelic
(1994)
(Bounded -Non-bounded) Distinction
“A situation, process, action etc has the P property if it
has the T property and the goal, limit, or terminated point
in question is or is claimed to be actually reached.”
Telicity as a subset of atelicity.
Binnick
Following Mourelatos, he refers to atelic situations as
(1991)
processes, activities, non-terminative states of affairs, and
to telic situations as events, performances, terminative
states of affairs.
Klein
“An elementary clause-type content such as <Chris read
(1994)
in the book>, when used in an utterance is a SELECTIVE
description of the situation. The situation has many more
properties which are not made explicit […] but the lexical
content says nothing about the boundaries, nor about the
duration of the situation.”
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As the above table mentions, grammarians define the terms telic and
atelic from their own usages. Undoubtedly, a situation is telic if it has a
natural completion or endpoint of the action. In fact, temporal adverbials can
differ from types of situation types to some extent.

III Temporal Adverbial in Situation Type
Temporal adverbs are optional, universal, and provide evidence for reference
time. They may relate a situation to speech time yesterday, or to reference time
then, 3 days earlier, or to another situation when, before. By means of temporal
adverbials, the flexibility of situation types is a crucial feature of aspectual
component in a language.
Dowty (1979) lists several tests for distinguishing telic from atelic events,
such as the adverbial test. Atelic predicates occur quite naturally with phrases
expressing duration, such as for-adverbials; whereas telic predicates occur
naturally with phrases expressing a time limit, such as in-adverbials. Telic
events have natural endpoints, whereas durative atelic events or activities have
arbitrary and potential endpoints. Semantically, adverbials may affect situation
types by means of compositional rules to some extent. For example,

(14) a. Jane walked to school in ten minutes.
b. Mary walked to the park for ten minutes.
c. John ran a mile in an hour.
d. John was running for hours.

(Telic: accomplishment)
(Atelic: activity)
(Telic/bounded)
(Atelic/unbounded)
(Smith 1997)

As (14) shows, In-adverbials deal with accomplishment rather than with
activity. For-adverbials are acceptable with activity rather than with
accomplishment. Sentence (14d) is atelic and unbounded, which is typically
compatible with non-inclusive duration adverbials, such as for hours.
Non-inclusive duration adverbials answer the question of how long. Sentence
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(14c) is telic and bounded, which form is typically concerned with inclusive
duration adverbials, such as in an hour. Duration adverbials can answer the
question within what time.
In addition, situation types may shift as supported by the context as well. A
situation can change from stative to inchoative, activity to ingressive, or
activity to stative.18 The corresponding examples are listed (Smith 1997):

(15) Stative-inchoative
a. Teresa understood the problem.
(Stative)
b. At that moment Teresa understood the problem. (Inchoative)
Activity-ingressive
a. Mary walked down the beach.
b. (Then) Mary walked down the beach.
Activity-stative
a. The ship moved.
b. The ship was in motion.
Achievement-accomplishment
a. The old man died.
b. The old man finally finished dying.

(Activity)
(Ingressive)

(Activity)
(Stative)

(Achievement)
(Accomplishment)

These four sentence pairs all have similar verb constellations, but different
situation types. The situation types are realized at the clause level "by the verb
and its arguments". On one hand, the verb constellation can be associated with
a given situation type in terms of temporal adverbials.19 On the other hand,
situation types are dependent on the context in the light of the above sentences.

18
19

Inchoative refers to change into a state. Ingressive means the beginning of an event.
Table 7: Linguistic Constrains (Siegel 1997)
If a verb can occur:
…then it must be:
In the progressive
Extended event
With a temporal adverb (e.g., then)
Event
With a duration in -PP (e.g., in an hour)
Telic event
In the perfect tense
Telic event or State
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2.1.2.2 Grammatical Aspect and Viewpoint Aspect
Grammatical aspect can be seen as the formation of aspect. Viewpoint aspect
can be used to explain the meaning of aspect. These two items are correlated
with each other. The following section will deal with the features of
grammatical and viewpoint aspects.

Grammatical Aspect
As Comrie (1976: 3) defines, a grammatical category involves the marking
of “different ways of viewing the internal temporal constituency of a
situation”. The classification of aspectual category is illustrated in the
following diagram.

(16) Diagram 7: Classification of Aspectual Opposition

(Comrie 1976)

Grammatical aspect is a property of a specific verb form, which is
determined by inflectional morphology, aspect markers, adverbs or other
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syntactic constructions.20 In English, the perfective aspect is indicated by a
combination of the auxiliary have with the -ed particle of the verb. The
imperfective aspect is combined be with -ing form. Thus, the English perfect
is the subcategory of the perfective aspect. The progressive belongs to the
English imperfective aspect.

Viewpoint Aspect
Viewpoint aspect in English includes perfective and imperfective aspects.
Both aspects have their functions, which will be detailed in the following.

I Perfective Aspect
Smith (1997: 3) explains that “perfective viewpoints focus a situation in its
entirety, including both initial and final endpoints”. The choice of the
perfective viewpoint may suggest a continuing result, as well as short duration,
limited duration, ingressive meaning and resultative meaning. The span of the
unmarked perfective viewpoint is represented in (17):

(17) Diagram 8: Perfective Viewpoint in Universal Grammar
I

F

///////////////////
(Smith 1997)

As diagrammed, the perfective viewpoint includes "both initial and final
endpoints" of a situation, and the situation is closed. The perfective is used
when the event is viewed as a bounded whole, and is associated with three
implications or connotations: i) that the relevant time zone leads up to the
present; ii) that the event is recent; iii) that the result of the action still obtains

20

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_aspect
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at the present time (Quirk et al. 1985).

II Imperfective Aspect
Imperfective viewpoints focus on "part of a situation, without initial or final
endpoints". There are three possible foci: internal, prior to the initial endpoint,
follows the final endpoint (Smith 1995). This usage can be indicated
schematically in (18):

(18) Diagram 9: Possible Imperfective Viewpoints
a) I……F
//////

b) ……I……F…..
/////

////

(Smith 1997)

Imperfective aspect can be divided into two types, habitual and continuous
(Comrie 1976). Habituality means the repetition of a situation; an example of
the English past habitual situation expressed by the past tense is one such as:
Raine used to say I was like another daughter to her. The English present
habitual situation is indicated by the temporal adverbial, such as in I go
swimming everyday. Habituality in English is subject to the present and past
tense.
Unlike habituality, continuity can be either non-progressive or progressive.
The progressive is the typical use of imperfective aspect in English. The
differences between progressive and non-progressive are illustrated in the
following table.
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(19) Table 8: Non-progressive and Progressive
Non-progressive
Progressive
He nodded.
He was nodding.
A nod is punctual: There is just one It conveys the idea of a sequence
nod.
of nods.
He is very tactful.
He is being very tactful.
A state: describe his characteristics. “He is behaving tactfully.”
A dynamic component of
meaning: interpret in terms of
behavior rather than character.
She lives with her parents.
She is living with her parents.
A state
It conveys the situation is a
relatively temporary one- it is
progressing towards its end.
She reads the ‘New Scientist’.
She is reading the ‘New Scientist’.
A state: regular, habitual reading
A single reading in progress at the
present moment.
(Huddleston/ Pullum 2005)

In many cases, a stative verb is not combined with the progressive. This is
due to the fact that a state cannot express progress. However, some states can
appear in the progressive in a certain context, such as He is being very tactful is
similar to the meaning in He is behaving very tactfully.
To sum up, the imperfective and perfective viewpoints have their own
properties which are summarized in the following table.
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(20) Table 9: Perfective and Imperfective Viewpoints
Aspect
Properties Definitions
Perfective Inchoative Indicates the initiation of some process action.
Resultative Indicates the result of some situation.
Semelfactive Indicates that an event takes place only once.
Puntucal
Indicates that a situation might occur at a certain
time.
Imperfective Dynamic
Indicates a change in the state of a situation.
Transitory Binnick does not provide definitions for this
term, yet from the meaning of the word, it is
understood to refer to a change of state as well.
Progressive Indicates the continuation of a situation.
Iterative
Indicates that a situation occurs repeatedly.
Habitual
Indicates that something is done habitually.
Static and Indicates a persistent situation, without change
permanent of state.
(Binnick 1991; Dürich 2005)

In any particular language perfective viewpoints appear with sentences of
all situation types which have a consistent variable meaning, whereas
imperfective viewpoints focus on part of a situation which gives no
information about its endpoint (Smith 1997). In English, the perfective
aspect is resultative, while the imperfective aspect signals a progressive
meaning.

2.2 Tense in English
This section gives the results of the classification of the English tense in
previous studies. In this dissertation, the English tense is classified into two
models, according to verbal inflectional categories. The meanings of the two
tenses, namely simple present and simple past, are described from a semantic
view, depending on time.

2.2.1 Two-model Classification
The two models of classifying tenses are related to the grammatical category
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of tense (i.e., form). In this dissertation, English is classified as possessing
two grammatical tenses, namely simple present and simple past, for three
reasons.
First, all tenses make use of an inflectional tense morpheme which
expresses either past or present. There is no inflectional future tense
morpheme in English. The future tense is formed with the help of the
auxiliary will, i.e., a free morpheme rather than a bound one. Thus, there is
no future tense morpheme in English. Secondly, tense is closely associated
with time. However, there is no obvious future tense in English
corresponding to the time. Instead future time is rendered by means of the
simple present, progressive, or modal forms. The future auxiliaries shall and
will developed from their use as forms expressing present non-epistemic
modality, more specifically some kind of volition (Declerck 2006: 147).
Thirdly, three models of classification according to a time-based analysis are
devoted to explain the basic meaning of tenses.

2.2.2 Simple Present
2.2.2.1 Form
According to the six-term paradigm, the present tense has two forms. One is
inflected by suffix -(e)s, and the other is the plain form. The first and second
person singular and the plural agree with the plain form of verb, while the
third person takes the suffix -(e)s. For example,

(21) a. I/You/We/They go to school everyday. (Plain form)
b. He/She goes to school everyday.
(Suffix -es)

Plain present tense is syncretized with the plain form, as in sentence
(21a). The plain form in present tense is considered to be a distinct
inflectional form. The auxiliary be, however, does not have syncretism
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between the plain form and the present. Consider the following examples:
(22) a. Be on your guard.
b. You are on your guard.
(Huddleston/Pullum 2002)
Compare be in (22a) with are (22b), there is no syncretism between the
imperative and the present tense. The principle for deciding how much
syncretism to allow is based on the following issues:

i) An inflectional distinction is accepted between two forms only
if there is at least one lexeme with a stable contrast in realization
between those two forms. ii) Inflectional distinctions involving
agreement properties are not generalized from one lexeme to
another.
(Hulldelston/Pullum 2002)

Constructions with the plain form, such as imperative, subjective, and
infinitive, differ from the plain present form. There is syncretism only
between the verbal present tense and the plain form. The auxiliary be is not
included in this usage.

2.2.2.2 Meaning
Simple present has various uses. The basic meaning is based on the notion of
time. Special usages can be seen as extended interpretations of the basic
meaning, or even non-temporal.

Basic Meaning
The simple present is basically related to present time. The relation between
event time and speech time corresponds to the category of the present in the
following manner:
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(23) Diagram 10: The Basic Meaning of the Present

E, S

The above diagrammatic representation of time is adequate for an account
of English tense. As Diagram (10) shows, event time is simultaneous with
speech time on the timeline. That is, the present tense is used when the event
time overlaps with the speech time. The stative present signals the basic
meaning of the English simple present as well as the instantaneous present.

I Stative Present
Stative present means the present time coinciding with the time of utterance,
while the reference time includes the moment of speaking. In this case, the
situation referred to is stative rather than dynamic. Consider:
(24) a. I think you are right.
b. He wants a cup of coffee.
English uses the stative present for thoughts and feelings. The stative verbs
include see, hear, feel, smell, agree, believe, doubt, remember, know, think,
understand, love, hate, forgive, prefer, hope, want, seem, belong, contain,
depend, etc.

II Instantaneous Present
The instantaneous present refers to a single action begun and "completed
approximately at the moment of the speech" (Quirk et al. 1985). Unlike the
stative present, the instantaneous present occurs only with dynamic verbs
which signify an event simultaneous with the present. The verb in
performatives is often used in this case.
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(25) a. I advise you not to embarrass your son.
b. I predict her to win.
Performative verbs are used in sentences (25) which offer advice or make
predictions. These two sentences describe speech acts of which are the doing of
a certain kind of action.

Special Meaning
The relation between the grammatical category of tense (form) and the
semantic category of time (meaning) is highly complex. A present situation
may be applicable to non-present time. That is, the present tense can refer to
general timeless statements, future time, or even past time.

I Present Tense Referring to Present, Past, and Future Time
a. Eternal Truth
Present tense without reference to specific time is used where "there is no
limitation on the extension of the state" through the present into the past and
the future. Eternal truth has this usage, which is always used for statements
about rules of nature and the way the world is. Considering,

(26) a. Two and two make four.
b. The Earth revolves on its axis once every 24 hours.

Sentences in (26), present time signals any period of time, short, long or
eternal that includes the present moment. Such a statement includes scientific,
proverbial, mathematical, or geographic statements.

b. Habitual Present
The habitual present is particularly associated with dynamic verbs, and implies
repetition of an event. As Comrie (1985) argues, “sentences with habitual
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aspectual meaning refer not to a sequence of situations recurring at intervals,
but rather to a habit, a characteristic situation that holds at all times”.

(27) a. The club survives and organizes reunions every year.
b. Millions of tourists often visit it.
c. We come in every day.
d. I always do my best.

According to the examples above, habitual present implies the frequency of
the repetition. In this case, using a frequency adverb is important to the clause.
Without an adverb in the habitual present, the sentence is incomplete. A
habitual present activity can extend into the past as well as the future. Thus, the
frequency adverb can occur not only in the present, but also in the past and the
future. Sentences in (28) show this use.

(28) a. I always went swimming last year.
b. As a result 5,000 farmers are going out of business every year.

Sentence (28a) is related to the habitual past, and (28b) is progressive
futurate. These two phenomena will be discussed in the following section.

II Present Tense Referring to Future Time: Present Futurate
In English, present tense forms can be used for future situations if “the
constitution, order, schedule, habit of things [are] such that the occurrence can
be expected to take place” (Langacker 1991). This use refers to future events in
a restricted set of situations which is called the futurate, such as in (28).

(29) a. The musical opens next week.
b. Tomorrow is Monday

In sentences (29), the present futurate involves two components: a future
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component next week or tomorrow associated with the situation itself, and a
present component opens or is associated with the state of affairs in which the
occurrence of the future situation appears. The use of temporal adverbs leads to
a shift of temporal perspective, and hence to allow the sentence achieve a
particular semantic effect.
In English, the present futurate may represent a situation in which the
reference is extended from the present to a future event, excepting weather
conditions. Take the following sentences into account:
(30) *a. It rains tomorrow.
b. It will rain tomorrow.
Since weather conditions cannot be planned in advance (Ogihara 1996),
sentence (30a) is ill-formed. However, sentences It is going to rain tomorrow
or It will rain tomorrow are acceptable.

III Present Tense Referring to Past Time: Historical Present
The historical present can express past time situations, i.e., referring to events
that took place in the past (Carlson 1981; Comrie 1985; Quirk et al. 1985;
Labeau 2005). In other words, past time can be denoted by the present sector.
This kind of temporal shifting is often used in English "in a certain contexts,
such as in fiction, for hot news (as in headlines), and in everyday conversation"
(Huddleston/Pullum 2002). For instance,

(31) a. Heathcliff, who is taken in by the wealthy Earnshaw family as a child,
falls in love with their daughter, Catherine. (Wuthering Heights)
b. I tell her that he has gone.
(Verbs of communication)
Fictions are generally described "using the present tense rather than the past
tense", such as in (31a). This is because the description of narratives is
considered to come alive when read. (31b) contains a communication verb,
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which can express the persistency in the present of the effects of a past
communication (Quirk et al. 1985). Communication verbs are included tell,
hear, learn, write, etc. Roughly, (31b) means I have told her that he has gone.

2.2.3 Simple Past
2.2.3.1 Form
The past tense morpheme in English can be used to describe situations that
obtained in past time. Unlike the present, the past lacks the agreement with the
subject. In regular verbs, they are marked by the suffix -ed, such as wanted.
Irregular verbs are marked according to different rules.
Much of the complexity that is involved in the derivation of verbal forms
occurs in the past tense. The following lists several groups of irregular past
tense forms.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

no change in past tense: hit-hit
change of vowel only: run-ran
change of whole word: go-went
change of vowel and change of consonant : buy-bought,
change of Vy to id: pay-paid
addition of t to the stem with no other change: learn-learnt

2.2.3.2 Meaning
The meaning of the past tense can be explained in different ways. Most
linguists hold that the basic meaning of the past tense is related to past time.
Modal uses, however, are a special use (Huddleston/Pullum 2002). Others
point out that the past tense refers to remoteness or distance. That is, the basic
meaning of the past tense is the expression of distance form present reality
rather than past time (Palmer 1987; Declerck 1991; Binnick 1991).
Following Huddleston/Pullum (2002) and the notion of time, the basic
meaning of the past tense is related to past time in this dissertation. Special
usages contain the temporal and non-temporal meaning.
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Basic Meaning
The basic use of the past tense is to show that event time is before speech time.
The following diagram illustrates this use (Kamp/Reyle1993; Smith 2006).

(32) Diagram 11: The Basic Meaning of the Past

E

S

The past tense is mainly related to past time which combines three
subcategories: "event past, state past, and habitual past" (Quirk et al. 1985;
Huddleston/ Pullum 2005).

I Event Past
The event past means that "a signal definite event took place in the past" or "in
a definite time". For example,
(33) a. I swore at Martin yesterday.
b. The US Food and Drug Administration announced earlier this month
that it was likely to initiate a ban against farm use of the antibiotic.
In (33a), the verb swore describes a whole event that has already been
concluded in the definite time yesterday. The dynamic verb announced in
(33b) identifies a single event in the past this month. Adverbial yesterday can
only be used in the past tense, while this month can be used both in the past
and the present perfect.
The adverb follows the past tense, which is "the so-called cataphoric use
of the definite past", such as in (33a). Otherwise, if the adverb occurs in the
beginning of the sentence, it is the so-called anaphoric reference, such as in
Yesterday, I swore at Martin.
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II State Past
The state past refers to a stative verb referring to "a state in the past" or "in a
definite time".
(34) a. Mr. Horn was not available for comment yesterday.
b. She also had a wonderful sense of humor.
The stative verb of be and have denote stative past. Sentence (34b) has no
temporal adverbial, which means the state exists no longer at an indefinite
time.
Both event past and state past have two features: i) the event/state must
"exist in the past, with a gap between its completion and the present moment";
ii) The speaker or writer must "have in mind a definite time at which the
event/state took place" (Quirk et al. 1985; Huddleston/ Pullum 2005). As for
the first feature, the past tense denotes a single act located as a whole in past
time. The second feature represents the event as temporally distant from the
moment of speech.

III Habitual Past
The habitual past denotes that “a habit or state that existed in the past” (Quirk
et al. 1985). For instance,
(35) a. She usually got up at 7.
b. She used to get up at 7.
The frequency temporal adverb usually shows that the action happens as a
habit in the past. The construction “used to+verb” can also substitute the
habitual past. In general, dynamic verbs often occur in a habitual past as well
as in an event past. The construction used to implies the habitual repetition in
the past, which can distinguish habitual past from event past.
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Special Meaning
Semantic complexity relates to a form that embodies more than one meaning.
Except for basic meanings, the past tense signals the present time in terms of
backshift. Past tense can also refer to non-temporal reference, such as modal
remoteness.

I Past Tense Referring to Present Time: Backshift
The use of backshift shows up in indirect reported speech (Quirk et al. 1985;
Huddleston/Pullum 2005). It is a special grammatical principle concerning the
use of the past tense inflection. This phenomenon does not represent the past,
but the present in order to accommodate a matrix structure. For example,
(36) a. Kim has blue eyes.
b. I told Stacy that Kim had blue eyes.
c. He says you look well.
d. He said you looked well.

(Direct speech)
(Indirect speech)
(Direct speech)
(Indirect speech)

Sentences (36a/c) are a simple sentence in present tense, whereas the past
tense sentences (36b/d) are used in an indirect speech with the present time
reference. The use of had/looked is determined by the past tense form
told/said.

II Past Tense Referring to Non-temporal Reference: Modal Remoteness
Modal use conveys the meanings of unreality, uncertainty, distance, and
politeness (Quirk et al. 1985; Palmer 1965/1987; Hüllen 1989).21 Compare the
following sentences:
(37) a. I would appreciate it if you could come. (I will appreciate…)
b. I wondered if you could help me.
(I wonder…)
c. Could you give me a cup of coffee?
(Can you…)

21

Quirk et al. (1985) use the term attitudinal past to express the same meaning.
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All of these three sentences describe the modal use of the past, i.e., to
express the attitude rather than time. The past tense is more polite than the
present tense.

2.3 Aspect in English
Grammatical aspect is related to a property of a specific verb form. Aspect in
English can be classified as having two main categories: the perfect and the
progressive. The meaning of the perfect and the progressive can be explained
by viewpoint aspects on the sentence level, and by situation types on the
lexical level.
2.3.1 The Perfect
2.3.1.1 Form
In English, aspect functions in combination with tense, so the perfect
comprises the present perfect and the past perfect. The present perfect indicates
an event which is closer to the utterance time than the one denoted by the
simple past form, such as have/has written. This is due to the fact that an
immediate event would have a greater degree of present relevance than a
non-immediate one. The past perfect views the past situation from the
perfective aspect, which derives from the combination of the meanings of the
double anteriority, such as had written.
2.3.1.2 Meaning
The situation of the present perfect extends to the present time, which indicates
a present condition as a result of some past action, i.e., past with current
relevance. Compare the following pairs of sentences,
(38) a. Since 1986 it has offered a wide range of programmes. (Present perfect)
b. It offered a wide range of programmes.
(Past tense)
c. She has lived for 12 years.
(Present perfect)
d. She lived for 12 years.
(Past tense)
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Sentence (38a) shows that the result of an offering still obtainable by using
since 1986, whereas sentence (38b) signals that the action has finished.
Similarly, sentence (38c) indicates that the residence persists up to the present
time, whereas sentence (38d) shows that the residence has ended.
The past perfect indicates the concluded aspect in some past time, i.e.,
past-in-the-past. The basic meaning of the past perfect expresses the temporal
relation of anteriority, such as He had lived here for 10 years when I met him.
With the use of conjunction after, the past perfect and the past are
interchangeable. For example, I ate my lunch after she came/had come home.

2.3.1.3 Four Types
In English, the perfect occurs in different types. "The semantic extension of the
original semantic properties" is shown by perfect of result, experiential perfect,
perfect of persistent situation, and perfect of recent past (Comrie 1976; Dürich
2005).

Perfect of Result
The perfect of result is “a present state [which] is referred to as being the result
of some past situation” (Comrie 1976: 56). It indicates that the resultant state
begins at the time of occurrence of the past situation and continues through into
the present. The perfect of result is seen in (39):
(39) a. Warwickshire has already closed all its residential provisions for
children in care.
b. Those days have been already gone.
In sentence (39a), the action closing all its residential provisions leads to its
residential provisions is being closed. In sentence (39 b), the result is that those
days will never appear again.
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Experiential Perfect
The experiential perfect indicates that “a given situation has held at least once
during some time in the past leading up to the present” (Comrie 1976: 58). For
example,
(40) a. Pretty has finally got over his mid-life crisis.
b. Member has now put the record straight.
In the experiential perfect, the use of adverbs now/finally unambiguously
conveys that the completion of an accomplishment takes place.

Perfect of Persistency
The perfect of a persistent situation describes a “situation that started in the
past but continues (persists) into the present” (Comrie 1976: 60). Compare the
following sentences:

(41) a. I have lived here for 10 years.
b. I have lived here since 1994.
Sentence (41) expresses the continuative perfect by means of time adjuncts
since and for, which specific a span of time extending to now.

Perfect of Recent Past
The perfect of recent past is used “where the present relevance of the past
situation referred to is simply one of temporal closeness, i.e. the past situation
is very recent” (Comrie 1976: 61). Adverbs, such as recently or just, signal the
perfect of recent past. Consider the following examples,

(42) a. My husband and I have recently returned from our holiday.
b. I have just bought Esquire for the first time.
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Temporal adverbs play an important role in determining time reference of
verbs. The adverb recently/just indicates that a past time orientation is
intended.

2.3.2 The Progressive
2.3.2.1 Form
The progressive basically entails the temporal meaning of being in progress at
a certain given moment in the present or past. The present progressive is
am/is/are+doing, while the past progressive is was/were+doing. The following
instances illustrate this:
(43) a. I am working. He/she is working. We are working.
(Present progressive)
b. I /he/she was working. We were working.
(Past progressive)
!
In English, not all verbs have a progressive form. Non-Progressive verbs
or stative verbs are not likely to occur in the progressive. The following table
summarizes verbs which generally are not use in the progressive in English.
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(44) Table 10: Non-progressive Verbs in English22
Senses
Emotional
Mental
Possession
feel*
amaze
believe
belong
hear
appreciate
desire
have*
see*
astonish
doubt*
own
smell*
care*
feel*
possess
taste*
dislike
forget*
know
envy
imagine*
fear
know
hate
mean*
like
realize
love
recognize
remember*
suppose
think*
understand
want*

Existence
appear*
be*
consist of
contain
cost*
exist
include*
look*
matter
owe
resemble
seem
sound
weigh*

2.3.2.2 Basic Meaning
In English, the progressive is the main subcategory of the imperfective aspect.
The progressive presents part of a situation, with no information about its
endpoints. Huddleston/Pullum (2005) argue that the central meaning of the
progressive is "an action in progress", including two properties: i) It has
duration rather than being instantaneous or punctual;

23

ii) It is dynamic rather

than static; states simply hold or obtain.24 The following sentences explain
these properties.
(45) a. I was reading a book when he came in. (Past progressive)
b. I am reading a book.
(Present progressive)
In sentences (45 a & b), the progressive conveys the idea that events have
duration and are or were ongoing. Sentence (45a) expresses an idea that an

22

Verbs with an * can sometimes be used, but it has a special meaning.
http://www.english-zone.com/verbs/prgverbchrt.html
23
Present instantaneous: Mr. Stafford Smith does his best to reserve the growing trend.
24
Static: This jug holds two pints.
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event has duration taking place over a limited period, due to the when adjunct.
Sentence (45b) is an on-going event.
Like the perfect, the simple present and past can combine with the
progressive. The present and past progressive each have their own functions. In
addition, the perfect can also combine with the present/past progressive,
namely the present/past perfect progressive.

Present Progressive
The present progressive is used to describe an action or event which happens
now, namely a situation ongoing at the moment of the utterance itself (Dürich
2005). For example,
(46) a. I am reading.
b. I am living alone.

(Active in progress)
(A temporary situation)

Diagrammatically, the present progressive can be illustrated as (Murphy 2003):

(47) Diagram 12: The Present Progressive
I am reading

Past

Now

The action reading is not completed. The action is happening at or around
the time of speaking. That means I am in the middle of reading, or I have
started reading it and I have not finished yet.

Past Progressive
The past progressive is used to "describe an action or event which was
happening continuously or repeatedly" within or at a certain time. For example,
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(48)

a. I was reading at 8 this morning.
(An action "in progress at a specific point of time in the past")25
b. I was reading when he came in.
(An action in progress with some other event usually stated in the
simple past)
c. He is coughing all night alone.
(Repetition of some ongoing past action)

Diagrammatically, the past progressive can be illustrated as (Murphy 2003):

(49) Diagram 13: The Past Progressive

I started reading

I was reading

Past

I finished reading

Past

Now

The past progressive shows the referent "in the middle of doing something
at a certain time". The action of reading "had already started before this time,
but had not finished" (Murphy 2003).

Perfect Progressive
The perfect progressive expresses a similar continuous nature of some action. It
denotes a temporary action leading to the present moment. It should be noted
that the progressive indicates incompletion. Compare the present perfect with
the present perfect progressive,
(50) a. I have been reading the book.
(I am stilling reading it, and the action does not finish)
b. I have read the book.
(I have finished reading the book.)

25

http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Appendix:Glossary
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2.3.2.3 Special Meaning
Development/Change a Situation
Normally, the progressive applies to dynamic descriptions rather than stative
ones. Thus, verbs expressing states do not have progressive forms (Vendler
1967; Mourelatos 1981; Vlach 1981; Smith 1997). However, some sentences
present states as dynamic situations. Consider:
(51) a. Susan is liking this play a great deal.
b. Peter is believing in ghosts these days.
c. Charles is being silly.
(Smith 1997)
Verbs occurring in sentence (51) are intellectual state verb believe, states of
emotion or attitude verb like and the so-called verbs of being and having.26
The above sentences can be called the progressive state, which has been
coerced into a dynamic eventuality.27 The interpretation of the progressive
state is combined with special effects, such as tentativeness or behavior. In this
sense, the progressive state can be seen as a transfer of the basic durative
meaning of a clause.

Progressive Referring to Future Time
The present progressive can denote future time reference. The use is called
futurative progressive, such as in She is coming tomorrow. A temporal
adverbial is often used to clarify in which meaning the verb is being used.
Considering,

26

‘Private’ states can only be subjectively verified: i.e., states of mind, volition, or attitude, which
distinguish from the four types (Quirk et al. 1985):
a. intellectual states (e.g., know, believe, think, wonder, suppose, imagine, realize, understand)
b. states of emotion or attitude (e.g., intend, wish, want, like, dislike, disagree, pity)
c. states of perception (e.g., see, hear, feel, smell, taste)
d. states of bodily sensation (e.g., hurt, ache, tickle, itch, feel cold)
27
Moens/Steedmann (1988) argue that progressive is a type of state that can be called progressive
state which describes the process as on-going at the reference time.
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(52) a. She is leaving next week. (Future time)
b. She is leaving now.
(On-going)
"A special form of this function of the present progressive is the going to
future" (Dürich 2005), such as in She is going to Basel on Saturday. This
periphrastic construction be+going to+infinitive denotes future and intention.

2.4 Summary
Based on the fact that verbal systems of tense are marked inflectionally on
the verb, in this dissertation English is considered to have two tenses, the
simple present and simple past. The main evidence for this is that all tenses
carry either a past or a present tense morpheme. There is no future tense
morpheme. The basic meaning of present/past tense is temporal, while the
special meanings are either temporal or non-temporal.
The perfect has four types, which can be distinguished by temporal
adverbials. The progressive means part of a situation, with no information
about its endpoints. The progressive contains both basic and special
meanings. The following table shows the form and meaning of tense and
aspect in English.
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(53) Table 11: Tense and Aspect in English
Tense/Aspect Form
Basic Meaning
Present
V-s
Present time
I Stative present
I think you are right.
II Instanteous present
I advice you to go
there.

Past

V-ed

Perfect

Have/
had+
V-ed

Past time
I Event past
I went swimming
yesterday.
II State past
I had a book.
III Habitual past
I used to go there.
Perfect of result
I have already/yet
finished it.
Perfect of experience
I have never/ever done
it.
Perfect of persistency
I have known her
since 1994/for 10
years.

Special Meaning
Past time
Historical present
Heathcliff, who is
taken in by the
wealthy Earnshaw
family as a child,
falls in love with
their daughter,
Catherine.
Present, past, future
time
I Habitual
I go swimming
everyday.
II Eternal truth
The earth revolves
on its axis once
every 24 hours.
Future time
Present futurate
Tomorrow is
Monday.
Present time
Backshift
I told her he had
blue eyes.
Non-temporal
Modal remoteness
Could you give me
a cup of coffee?
-
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Progressive

Be+V-ing

Perfect of recent past
I have just/recently
read it.
On-going
I am doing homework.
I was reading when he
came in.

Future time
She is coming
tomorrow.
Development
She is being silly.
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Chapter 3 Aspect in MC
Chapter 3 discusses aspect in MC in three parts. The first is to review
previous studies focused on problems of the aspectual system in MC. Then,
to give an accurate and complete account of the aspectual system, I will
outline and interpret four aspectual markings in MC, with reference to
corresponding, English equivalents. At last, the contrast of aspectual
expressions is provided between English and MC from a cross-linguistic
view.

3.1 Previous Studies
Previous studies of MC have not been able to reach a general agreement
about its aspectual system. Whether MC has tense or not is always under
discussion. This disagreement leads to the typology of the MC aspectual
system, and the general term of the MC aspectual expressions. Additionally,
problems of aspect are treated with emphasis on the semantic interpretation
and realization of the MC aspectual markings. Since all studies can provide
an adequate description of certain uses, it is necessary to examine the MC
aspectual system again.

3.1.1 Tense or Aspect in MC
Languages can be broadly classified as tense languages or aspect languages
depending upon how they denote time relations (Xiao/McEnery 2004).
English is no doubt a tense language, as in Chapter 2 noted. However,
whether MC is a tense language or an aspect language has always been
discussed from two approaches. This section attempts to discuss the typology
in MC in order to verify the nature of the MC aspectual interpretations.
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3.1.1.1 Tense in MC
Languages

are

classified

into

three

ideal

types:

tense-prominent,

aspect-prominent and mood-prominent language types in light of the
typological distinctions involved. As Bhat (1999:7) defines,
Tense as indicating the location of an event on a linear time
scale (as before, simultaneously or after a particular reference
point which may be deictic or non-deictic), aspect as denoting
the temporal structure of the event (as complete or on-going,
beginning or ending, occurring once or several times, etc.) and
mood as denoting the actuality of the event (as real or not real,
seen, heard, or inferred, possible, probable or certain, necessary
or unnecessary, etc.)

Semantically, tense is “a temporal linguistic quality expressing the time
at, during, or over which a state or action denoted by a verb occurs”.28
Syntactically, the nature of a tense language is to use tense morphemes to
signal temporal references. As discussed, English is unambiguously
considered as a tense language due to its verbal morphology. Undoubtedly,
English has also two grammatical aspects. In the case of degree of
prominence, whether tense exists in MC or not is an important question as it
determines whether MC is a tense language or an aspect language.
In the recent literature, two claims about the temporal system of MC
have been put forth. On the one hand, some linguists argue that MC has both
tense and aspect (Ross 1995; Wong/Li/Yuan 1999). Ross (1995) argues that
“V-le in MC can be characterized in terms of both perfective aspect and past
tense”.29 In other words, Ross suggests that MC has both tense and aspect.
However, MC lacks an overt tense-marking verbal morphology (Chen 2009:
108). The marker -le is not related to a verbal tense morpheme but is rather a
lexical aspect marker. Since MC is not inflected through verb forms, MC is

28
29

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammatical_tense
V-le refers to verbal suffix -le.
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without tense.
On the other hand, most linguists argue that MC is an aspect language,
i.e., it is a tenseless language (Comrie 1976; Li/Thompson 1981; Dahl 1985;
Norman 1988:163; Fang 1992; Smith 1997: 263; McEnery/Xiao 2004: 115).
As is commonly noted, MC has no inflectional verbal morphemes. This leads
to the recognition that MC has no grammatical features of a tense language.
Thus, MC is generally described as not only an aspect language, but also a
tenseless language. In the following section, it is essential to examine how
aspectual expressions are established in MC. Furthermore, it is also
necessary to investigate how English tenses are expressed by MC aspectual
means.
3.1.1.2 Aspect in MC
MC is assumed to be an aspect language. Thus, lexical means rather than
verbal morphemes are used to imply aspectual information in MC.
According to Xiao/McEnery/Tono (2006), MC employs three devices to
express aspectual meanings, in which aspect is: i) marked explicitly by
aspect markers; ii) marked adverbially; iii) or is marked covertly, i.e., taking
the lack-viewpoint-morpheme (LVM). The lack-viewpoint-morpheme is also
called neutral viewpoint (Smith 1997), which gives enough information to
allow a perfective or imperfective viewpoint. In addition, typical lexical
verbs, such as RVCs and verb reduplications, can also express perfective
meanings in MC (McEnery/Xiao 2003).

3.1.2 Problem of Aspectual System
In MC, there is little agreement on what aspectual classifications are
expressed. In addition, among all aspectual markings, aspect markers and
lexical verbs (i.e., verb classification) have focused exclusively on the
investigations of the distribution and functions from many different views.
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3.1.2.1 Problem of Aspect Classification
The category of aspect is classified into three groups according to distinctive
approaches. First, Li/Thompson (1981) argue that MC has four aspects: the
perfective aspect, the durative aspect, the experiential aspect and the
delimitative aspect. Second, Smith (1997) proposes that MC has three
aspects: perfective, imperfective, and neutral aspects. Finally, aspect is
divided into two types by Xiao/McEnery (2004), namely imperfective aspect
and perfective aspect.
Semantically, aspect languages are concerned with “whether the action is
completed or not, whether the action is in progress or not. The plotting of
action, so important in tense languages, is not important in Chinese”
(Norman 1988). Thus, aspectual meaning in MC is in general related to
completed and on-going states. Owing to entirety and holisticity, the
experiential aspect, the completive aspect, and the delimitative aspect may
belong to the perfective aspect.30 Owing to their on-going features, the
durative aspect and the progressive aspect are further divided into the
imperfective aspects. For Smith (1997), the neutral aspect appears without
overt perfective and imperfective morphemes, which spans the initial point
and at least one internal stage of a situation. The following sentence shows
the interpretation of the neutral aspect.
(1) "#$%&'()*+,-./01
a. When John arrived at home, Mary began to write the work report.
b. When John arrived at home, Mary was writing the work report.
No aspect marker appears in sentence (1). Thus, the interpretation of this
sentence has two meanings. Sentence (1a) has a perfective meaning, while
(1b) contains an imperfective meaning in habitual or conditional situation.
30

“Holisticity is common feature of perfective viewpoints. The holistic feature of the delimitative
aspect lies in the fact that the viewpoint from which a situation is presented is located externally so that
the internal structure of the situation is viewed as an inseparable whole.” (Xiao/McEnery 2004)
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Since there are no marked aspectual markers in a neutral aspect sentence, the
interpretation of a clause depends on the context.
In this dissertation, aspect in MC is generally assumed to include both
perfective and imperfective aspect. The neutral aspect is separated into
perfective aspect or imperfective aspect depending on context. The following
table shows the aspect category and the mostly used aspectual markings.

(2) Table 12: Aspect in MC
Aspect
Aspectual Marking
Imperfective
Aspect

the durative aspect: -zhe
the progressive aspect: zai

Perfective Aspect

the perfective aspect: -le/le
the experiential aspect: -guo
the completive aspect: RVC
the delimitative aspect: Verb
reduplication

3.1.2.2 Problem of Aspectual Marking
As a typical aspect language, MC applies various lexical means to express
aspect, such as aspect markers, temporal adverbs, lexical verbs, and context.
Among these four devices, aspect markers and lexical verbs have generated
the most discussion.

Aspect Marker
MC has four aspect markers: the imperfective aspect markers zai and -zhe,
the perfective aspect marker -le/le and -guo.31 Concerning all aspect markers,
the confusion of the aspect marker -le/le has generated much more interest in
MC (Li/Thompson 1981; Chu/Chang 1987; Huang/Davis 1989; Shi 1990;
Smith 1994/1997).

31

-le means verbal suffix-le. Le means sentence-final le.
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Syntactically, the aspect marker -le/le has three positions, while other
markers have only one fixed position in a clause. Semantically, the aspect
marker -le/le has a variety of meanings according to its different positions,
while others have relatively restricted usages. As a consequence, there is
much controversy surrounding the form and function of the aspect marker
-le/le. Since all studies can provide an adequate description of certain uses, it
is necessary to limit the usage of the aspect marker -le/le in this dissertation.
The other perfective aspect marker -guo is called the experiential aspect
marker, which is usually used to translate the English experiential perfect.
The experiential aspect marker -guo can be replaced by the aspect marker -le
under certain conditions, to indicate the completive meaning.
The imperfective aspect marker zai is called the progressive marker, and
is often used to translate the basic English progressive. The other
imperfective aspect marker -zhe is called the durative aspect marker, and is
usually used to translate the stative progressive usage. The imperfective
aspect marker is combined with the usage of a lexical verb. In MC, not all
verbs have an imperfective meaning. In other words, the progressive aspect
marker zai combines with the activity verbs, while the durative aspect
marker -zhe often follows after the posture verb or stative verb resulting
from an activity.
Accordingly, in MC the same aspect can be expressed by different aspect
markers, and one aspect marker can have different meanings depending on
the context. Compared with English tense morphemes, the usage of aspect
markers in MC is much more complicated, which makes translating English
tense and aspect into MC challenging.

Lexical Verbs
It is typical in MC to use lexical verbs to express aspectual expressions.
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These lexical verbs are related to RVCs, verb reduplications, future-oriented
verbs, or even auxiliary verbs. Previous studies on the classification of verbs
in MC have made two arguments: one is related to Vendler’s fourfold
category as discussed by Western-Sino linguists (Verkuyl 1993; Smith 1997);
the other is the two-part categorization used by Chinese-Sino linguists
(Shen/Zheng 1995; Hu 1995).
Western linguists have tried to analyse MC based on Vendler's theory,
which classifies verbs into four groups at the lexical level based on their
temporal characteristics.
Table 13: A Four-fold Classification of Verbs
Category
Characteristic
Example
State
Activity

Static and without
changing
Durative and atelic

Achievement

Punctual and atelic

Accomplishment

Durative and telic

23(know), 4(love), 56
(believe), 78(posses)
9(run), :(walk), ;<
(swim)
=>(recognize), ?$(find),
@ABbreak)
CDC (paint a picture),
EFGH (build a bridge)

Chinese-Sino linguists list MC verbs from different approaches.
Shen/Zheng (1995) distinguishes bounded from unbounded situations. He
thinks that MC verbs can be seen as events or activities.
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(4) Table 14: Event vs. Activity
Category Characteristic
Event

Activity

Bounded
Dynamic: has a natural final
boundary
Unbounded
Stative: has no natural final
boundary

Example
,IGJ
(write several
characters)
KL
(read books)
,J
(write characters)

Hu (1995) distinguishes dynamic verbs from static verbs. Dynamic verbs
include action and result, while static verbs refer to attribute, mentality,
ambiguity and position.
(5) Table 15: Dynamic Verb vs. Static Verb
Category Characteristic
Action
Instantaneous
Dynamic
On-going
Result
Instantaneous
On-going
Attribute
Static
Mentality
Ambiguity
Position

Example
MN (cough)
O (die)
P(see)
QR (change)
S (be)
23 (know)
T (lie)
U (take)

To sum up, the notion of activity in Shen/Zheng's classification means
unbounded and stative. This has led to a controversy in terms of activity in
Smith's position, which holds that activity is not stative. Hu uses the terms
dynamic verb and static verb to avoid the controversy. However, special verb
types in MC, such as RVC or verb reduplication, are not included in his
classification.
Considering all classifications, a situation in MC is classified into two
groups in present studies, which can be seen as a combination of both
Western and Chinese-Sino linguists. These two groups are states and events.
Like in English, the classification of verbs in MC depends on the temporal
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semantic structure of verbs, including static, dynamic and telic. The
following table shows the detail.
(6)Table 16: A Two-fold Classification of Verbs
Category Characteristic
State

Event

Static
Durative

Dynamic
Durative
Telic

Adjectival verb
Copular (attribute)
Intransitive verb
(mentality)
Activity
Accomplishment
Result: RVC
Ambiguity

Example
V (fat)
S (be)
WX (hope)
9 (run)
YZ (build)
[\ (finish)
] (put on/wear )

The temporal feature of state is static, while events are dynamic. States
can be expressed by adjectival verbs, a copula or an intransitive verb.32
Events include accomplishments, activities, ambiguities and results. The
so-called resultative verb compound (RVC) and the ambiguity verb are
special in MC. In MC, ambiguous verbs can be seen as both events and states
(Hu 1995; Wong/Li/Yuan1999). The usage of these lexical verbs will be
explained in the following section.
Events and states have their own grammatical features, which can be
distinguished by negatives. Static verbs can be negated by 5 (not), while
dynamic verbs are negated by 6 (not). For instance,
(7) a. ^V1
He is fat.
b. ^_V1
He is not fat.
c. ^,`.a1
He wrote homework.
d. ^b,.a1
He did not write his homework.

32

(Static verb: adjectival verb)
(Negated by 5)
(Event:-le)
(Negated by 6)

In Mandarin Chinese, adjective can function as verbs, such as 78 (I am fat).
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The negation word 5 is used to deny the existence of the state, such as
in sentence (7b). Sentence (7c) uses the perfective aspect marker -le to
express the completion of an action. A verb with the aspect marker -le cannot
be negated with 6 (not). The reason is that the perfective aspect marker -le
signals a bounded event, and a non-occurred event cannot be bounded in
general. Thus, the aspect marker -le disappears in the negation sentence (7d).

3.2 Aspectual Marking in MC
Based on previous studies, this section will describe the characteristics of the
perfective and imperfective aspectual marking of MC in a systematic way,
including consideration of aspect markers, lexical verbs, temporal adverbials,
and context. In addition, MC translation patterns of English equivalents will
be shown to provide for contrastive purposes.

3.2.1 Aspect Marker
3.2.1.1 Perfective Aspect Marker
In general, the aspect marker -le/le is seen as the perfective aspect marker,
and -guo as the experiential perfect aspect marker. Although the aspect
markers -le/le and -guo mark the perfective aspect, they have different
focuses. Specially, the aspect marker -le/le focuses on the "actuality" of a
situation, while the aspect marker -guo emphasizes on its "experientiality".
Diagrammatically, the meaning of aspect markers -le/le and -guo can be
illustrated in the following way:
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(8) Diagram 14: Temporal Schema of Perfective Aspect Markers
i) Temporal Schema of the Aspect Marker -le
a. I F/E 33
//////// (RVC)
b. Le (S) makes visible a situation S at interval I. For times ti,j, tn,
included in I: there is a time ti that coincides with I and a time tj that
coincides with F, or a time tj that coincides with E. there is to time ti-1
that precedes I/E.
(Smith 1997: 266)
ii) Temporal Schema of the Aspect Marker -guo
a. I……..F/E F+I 34
////////////////////////
b. Guo (S) makes visible a situation S at interval I. For times ti,j, tn,
included in I: there is a time ti that coincides with I; and /or a time tj
that coincides with F/E, and a time tn that follows F/E and coincides
with F/E and coincides with F+I. there is no time ti-1 in I that preceds
I/E.
(Smith 1997: 269)

Perfective Aspect Marker -le/le
Aspect marker -le/le is one of the most important and controversial means to
signal aspectual expressions in MC. This section will review the
grammaticality of aspect markers on the sentence level.
Syntactically, the aspect marker -le/le has two positions: verbal suffix
and sentence-final. For instance,
(9) a. cZd`FG[e&f1
(Verbal suffix -le)
She made me whole.
b.!ghijdkl`1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(Sentence-final le)
!!!!!!The conditions have improved.
Both the verbal suffix -le in (9a) and the sentence-final le in (9 b) have

33

I indicates initial points, F indicates final points, E denotes a single-stage event. The dots denote
internal stage, and the slashes denote the interval process.
34
F+I denotes a post-final change of state.
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the perfective meaning. Both events are viewed in their entireties. However,
the verbal suffix -le can give more than one meaning depending on context.
For example,
(10) fmn,`op61
a. I wrote two letters today.
b. I have written two letters today.
Sentence (10a) means that the action is entirely finished, while the action
in (10b) has still not been finished. In this case, the correct English
equivalent will depend on context. In addition, the use of the sentence-final
le is also ambiguous. The occurrence of the marker -le/le in sentence (11)
illustrates this problem.
(11)

qrs`1
The bomb exploded.

(-le or le?)

In sentence (11), the aspect marker occurs in two positions: after the verb
and at the end of the clause. According to the English correspondent, -le/le in
(11) is seen as the perfective aspect marker rather than the COS particle.35
This is due to the fact that this sentence conveys an end point rather than a
currently relevant state. In addition, the verbal suffix-le is to be negated by
the negative particle 6 /69 (not), while the sentence-final le can be
negated by the negative particle 5 (not) (Huang 1988; Shi 1990). Consider
the following sentences:
(12) a. qrb8st`u1
The bomb did not explore.
*b. qr_s`1
Sentence (11) can be negated by 69 (not), as (12a) shows. The use of

5 (not) in (12b) is ungrammatical. Thus, -le/le in (11) is considered to be an
35

COS means the change-of-state particle.
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aspect marker rather than a particle.
Li/Thompson (1981) argue that “ since perfective -le is used for signaling
bounded events, a sentence-final le can be just the perfective -le only with
verbs that have an end point as part of their inherent meaning, such as :
(extinguish), ! (die)”. In fact, sentence-final le is often seen as the
change-of-state (COS) marker (Xiao/McEnery 2004). For example,
(13) vwxyz{'|`1
It has been a while.

(the COS marker)

In (13), the marker le is defined as the COS marker since it occurs after
the object rather than the predicate. As above examples show, the
grammaticality of the sentence-final le sees the whole sentence as a scope,
while the verbal suffix -le takes the verb phrase as its scope. However, the
perfective suffix -le and the COS marker le can appear together in a
sentence. For instance,
(14) a. f}~•€`oG•`1
I have lived there for two months.
(Li/Thompson 1981)
b. f‚ƒ`„`1
We have eaten.
(Xiao/McEnery 2004)
The combination of the verbal suffix -le and the sentence-final le lets the
sentence have the resultative meaning. The COS le and the perfective -le,
i.e., double le, denote "a previous situation continuing into the present",
which can translate into the English perfect.
To sum up, the aspect marker -le/le has three syntactic positions in a
clause: verbal suffix, sentence final, and in both positions simultaneously.
The verbal suffix -le is mostly used to express the perfective meaning in MC
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as it can be used to translate the English past. Sentence-final le is seen either
as an aspect marker or a COS particle in a clause depending on the context.
The combination of double le can express the meaning of the English
perfect.

Experiential Aspect Marker -guo
The experiential aspect emphasizes that a subject "has had the experience of
doing an action at least once prior to the time mentioned" (Li/Thompson
1981; Xiao/McEnery 2004; Lin 2007). In other words, the aspect marker
-guo focuses on "experientiality and discontinuity", which means that the
action has happened or been experienced at least once. The experiential
marker -guo indicates an external viewpoint of the situation described and
thus implies the culmination of an event. Unlike the aspect marker -le, the
meaning of the aspect marker -guo is not ambiguous. In general, the
experiential marker -guo corresponds to the English perfect. Compare the
following sentences:
(15) a. fm…†`‡ˆ‰&Š1
I took Professor Wu's class this year.
I am taking Professor Wu's class this year.
b. fm…†x‡ˆ‰&Š1
I have taken Professor Wu's class this year.

(Verbal suffix -le)

(-guo)

(Li/Thompson 1981)
According to the English translations, the use of the verbal suffix -le
expresses two meanings in (15a): the past tense and present progressive. The
aspect marker -le means that I do not take the class now, or the action of
taking the class is still ongoing. However, not all verbs can occur with the
aspect marker -guo. The following sentences are all ill-formed.
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(16) * a. ^Ox1
* b. ^‹x1
* c.1956…)^}Œ•Ž••xa1

(die -guo)
(grow old -guo)
(graduate -guo)

(Li/Thompson 1981; Dai 1997)
All situations in sentences (16) are ungrammatical since dying, growing
old and graduating cannot be repeated. In addition, the aspect marker -guo
cannot appear in future or imperative situations. For instance,

(17) *a.‘n^’“x”1 (Future: tomorrow+ break+guo)
*b.•x–—
(Imperative: drink+guo please)
(Li/Thompson 1981)
In sentence (17a), the use of the adverb;# (tomorrow) with the aspect
marker -guo is incompatible since the marker -guo conveys that "a situation
happened anterior to a specific reference time". The imperative generally
refers to a command, a request or a suggestion. Such use involves a situation
not yet experienced. Thus, the use of the marker -guo in imperatives is not
right, as (17b) shows.
The aspect marker -le/le and the aspect marker -guo are interchangeable
in certain contexts.
(18) a. ˜nfƒx„™š?x›1
I went to see you after I had supper yesterday.
b. ˜nfƒ`„™š?x›1
I went to see you after I had supper yesterday.

(Verb+guo)
(Verb+le)

Sentences (18a) and (18b) show that the interchangeability of -le and
-guo in situations with past reference time, as reflected in the English
translations. However, the aspect marker -le/le and the aspect marker -guo
are not identical in some scenarios.
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(19) a. f’“`”1
I broke my leg (it’s still in a cast).
b. f’“x”1
I have broken my leg (it has healed since).
Sentence (19a) means that my leg is still broken. On the contrary, sentence
(19b) implies that the breaking action happens in the past, and now my leg is
well. In this case, the interchange between -le and -guo is not possible due to
the semantic meaning.

3.2.1.2 Imperfective Aspect Marker
In MC, the imperfective aspect markers are the progressive aspect marker zai
and the durative aspect marker -zhe. The two imperfective aspect markers
differ in distribution and meaning. The aspect marker zai normally expresses
the dynamic progressive, while the aspect marker -zhe is available neutrally
to statives. Diagrammatically, the meaning of aspect markers -zhe and zai is
illustrated in the following.
(20) Diagram 15: Temporal Schema of Imperfective Aspect Markers
i) Temporal Schema of the Aspect Maker -zhe
a.

I/E…….
/// Stat

b.

-Zhe [S] presents a moment or interval of a
situation S that includes neither endpoint, and
does not precede I/E. Intervals focused by -zhe
have the [+static] property.
(Smith 1997: 276)

ii) Temporal Schema of the Aspect Marker zai
a. I . . . . . . . . F
//// [+Stage]
b. Zai S presents an internal interval of a dynamic
situation S that includes neither I or F; and that
does not precede I nor follow F. The interval has
the [stage] property.
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(Smith 1997: 272-273)

The imperfective aspect markers -zhe and zai view the situation from after
the endpoint of the event, i.e., endpoint is excluded. It is likely that the aspect
markers zai and -zhe both interact with the imperfective aspect, while each
of them has its own focuses.

Progressive Aspect Marker zai
Unlike others, the progressive aspect marker zai is placed before the verb.
The basic meaning of this aspect marker is to express the on-going meaning
in progress. Given that activity verbs have dynamic features, the aspect
marker zai can be combined with activity verbs to indicate the progressive
aspect. For instance,

(21)

a. ›}œ•žŸ!!!!!!!!!(Zai+verb)
What are you doing?
b. f}KL1
(Zai+verb)
I am reading a book.

In (21), the construction zai +verb expresses the progressive aspect,
equivalent to the English. The verbs < (do) and = (read) have the
semantic characteristics of activity verbs.
In MC, adjectival verbs can also contain progressive meaning. Compare,

(22)

a. c 1
(Adjectival verb=predicate)
She is slim.
*b. c} 1
*(Zai+adjectival verb)
c. c}Q 1
(Zai+Q+adjectival verb)
She is getting slim.

In MC, an adjective can be seen as a predicate, such as in (22a). In (22b),
the construction zai+adjectival verb makes no sense. If the verb >
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(get/become) is added before the adjectival verb, such as in sentence (22c), it
conveys the message that the subject is actively taking part in a dynamic
action.
The aspect marker zai cannot occur with verbs of state directly, as in
(23b). This is because stative verbs do not signal the active participation of
the subject. Similarly, the progressive zai cannot be placed before RVCs
because the situation of RVC is associated with an endpoint, as in (23d). In
MC, a stative verb can appear alone in a clause, such as in (23a), while an
RVC can occur with the perfective aspect marker -le, such as in (23c).
Consider:
(23) a. ^231
He knows.
*b. ^}231
c. ^[\`.a1
He finished homework.
*d. ^¡}[\.a1

(Stative verb)
*(Zai+sative verb)
(RVC+le)
*(Zai+RVC)

Durative Aspect Marker -zhe
The imperfective aspect marker -zhe follows location verbs, which can
express durative meaning. For example,
(24) cd~¢£¤1
(Verb+zhe)
She was just sitting.
In (24), ?0 (sitting) focuses on a state with a position. The durative
aspect marker -zhe involves the change from event to state, which is referred
to as the resultative state. The resultative state appears after the occurrence of
the action.
In certain contexts, the aspect markers zai and -zhe are interchangeable
with different focuses. For example,
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(25) a. ^}]Ž¥1

(On-going: zai+verb)

He is putting on his coat.
b. ^]¤Ž¥1
(Durative: verb+zhe)
He is wearing his coat.
c. ^}¦§¨©1
(On-going: zai+verb)
He is listening to the radio.
d. ^¦¤§¨©ª«`1
(Background: verb+zhe)
He fell asleep listening to the radio.
The ambiguous verb @ has two meanings which convey different
focuses. The use of the aspect marker zai in (25a) means that the action
putting on his coat is still in progress. However, sentence (25b) denotes the
state of wearing his coat. In sentence (25c), the action is still in progress,
while in (25d) the ongoing action listening to the radio is seen as a
background event. If the durative aspect marker -zhe provides a durative
background for another event in complex sentence, it does not have a
progressive interpretation in English, such as AB0CDE&*(She left
here crying.)
To sum up, the imperfective aspect markers zai and -zhe differ in
distribution and in meaning. The differences occur because of the properties
they inherit. Zai inherits the stage property from the temporal schema of
events. States are the basic domain of the stative imperfective -zhe.

3.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
Conventional uses of temporal adverbials can also override the lack of
morphological suffixes of MC verbs to provide aspectual information.
Aspect markers are language-specific in MC, while most temporal adverbials
have similar usage in English and MC.

3.2.2.1 Temporal Adverbial in Perfective Aspect
From a semantic point of view, temporal adverbs can be assigned into groups
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that express time span, duration, location, frequency, or those fitting none of
the above class like already and still (Klein 1994; Li /Chu/Chen 2005). Most
temporal adverbials have restricted uses with temporal expressions.
Considering the perfective aspect, the temporal adverb 34/3 (already) or

F 4 (ever) always signals a resultative meaning. Location temporal
adverbials, such as G G (just) or + … H (ago), can express the
completive meaning of the clause more clearly. For instance,
(26) a. fvwyxŒ•1
I have already gone to Beijing.
b. c¬…-®¯`1
She came back three years ago.
The temporal adverb 34/3 (already) can be used in reference to an
event continuing into the present. The English equivalent of (26a) is the
perfect. In sentence (26b), the temporal adverb IJH (three years ago)
refers to a past time period. Thus, the English translation of the sentence (26b)
is in the simple past.
The compatibility of temporal adverbs with aspect markers verifies the
correctness of the English translation equivalents. For example, the temporal
adverb 34/3 (already), it can be combined with the aspect marker -guo
or -le/le with different focuses.
(27) a. cvwyxŒ•1
She has already been to Beijing.
b. cvwy`Œ•1
She has already gone to Beijing.

(vw+verb+guo)
(vw+verb+le)

As shown in (27), the temporal adverb 34/3 (already) is associated
with the aspect markers -le and -guo. In (27a), the combination34+guo
indicates that she was in Beijing, but now she came back.
+le indicates that she is now in Beijing.

In (27b), 34
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3.2.2.2 Temporal Adverbials in Imperfective Aspect
In MC, the temporal adverbial .+K(in the process of) alone can signal the
on-going imperfective aspect°!It is only used with telic verbs that describe
events with inherent endpoints. For example,
(28) a. c¡}±?²Z³&´µ1
(Adv+verb)
She is looking for creative methods.
The temporal adverbial .+ (in the process of) has a fixed position,
and appears only before the verb. This temporal adverbial cannot combine
with the progressive aspect marker zai in a clause.
The perfect progressive can be classified under the imperfective aspect.
The combination of a durational temporal adverb, such as LMJNK(for
decades), and the aspect marker zai can be translated into the English perfect
progressive.
(28)!^I¶…¯F·}-.1!!!!!!!!!!!(Adv+zai+verb)
He has still been working for decades.
Others, such as . (just right), have to associate with the durative aspect
marker -zhe. In addition, OP (still) can be used either with zai or -zhe
together.
(29) a. c¸¹}-.1
She is still working.
b. º»¸¹¼¤F½C1
A picture is still hanging on the wall.
c. º»¡¼¤F½C1
A picture is just right hanging on the wall.

(¸¹+zai+verb)
(¸¹+verb+zhe)
(¡+verb+zhe)

When generalizing habitual states, frequency adverbs are often added to
express the sense of the clause. Such kind of adverbs includes Q/QR
(always), SS (often), or "# (every day). Considering:
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(30) a. c¾n¿À5ÁÂÃ.
She rises at 5 a. m. everyday.
b. cwÄÅÆ1
She often sings.

3.2.3 Lexical Verbs
For sentences without a time adverb or aspect marker, lexical verbs can help
determine the interpretation of a clause. Perfective aspect can be expressed
by RVCs or verb reduplication. A future-oriented verb or auxiliary verb can
indicate the meaning of the modality. However, there is no lexical verb to
signal imperfective aspect in MC, except for in case of an adjectival verb
combing with >K(get/become).

3.2.3.1 Lexical Verbs in Perfective Aspect
The usage of resultative verb complements (RVCs) or verb reduplication can
determine a perfective meaning in a clause. RVCs express the sense of
completiveness, whicl verb reduplication expresses delimitativeness.

Resultative Verb Complements
The usage of RVCs is special in MC. An RVC includes two elements, and
“the second element signals some result of the action or process conveyed by
the first element” (Li/Thompson 1981). The perfective aspect overlaps most
frequently with RVCs. Xiao/McEnery (2004) identify three types of RVC:
directional RVCs, completive RVCs and result-state RVCs. For example,
(31) a. ^:Ç¯`1
(Directional RVC)
He entered.
b.f‚ÈÉS}ÊËxÌÍ,[ÎÏ&1 (Completive RVC)
It was like we finished writing the script during the editing.
c. ^ÐœÑ`¥Ò1
(Result-state RVC)
He washed his clothes clean.
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In sentence (31a), the verb compound TUN (walk-enter-come=enter)
is a directional verb, or a directional RVC. The first verb T (walk) implies
displacement, and the second verb compound UN (enter-come) signals the
direction where the subject he moves. In sentence (31b), the verb compound

,V (write-finish=finish writing) is a completive RVC. The second verb V
(finish) indicates the completion of the action , (write). The verb
compound W<X (wash-clean= wash something clean) in sentence (31c)
is a result-state RVC, which denotes the result-state of a situation. In general,
completive RVCs emphasize completion and imply resultant states, while
result-state RVCs focus on resultant states and imply completion (Smith
1988; Zhang 1995). Completive RVCs mark the endpoint of a situation and
express the completive aspect in MC. In this usage, the interchange of
completive RVCs and the perfective aspect -le is acceptable. For example,
(32) a. ^®Ó`¬GÔÕ1
He answered three questions.
b. ^®Ó[`¬GÔÕ1
He finished answering three questions.

(Verb+le)
(RVC+le)

The verb YZ (answer) itself implies the whole completion of an action.
That is, all complements signify completion with resultant situation. Thus,
the perfective aspect marker -le and the RVC have the same meaning in
certain contexts. However, not all verbs have such a function. For example,
(33) a. f‚ÈÉS}ÊËxÌÍ,[ÎÏ&1
(RVC)
It was like we finished writing the script during the editing.
b. f‚ÈÉS}ÊËxÌÍ,`ÎÏ&1
(Verb+le)
It was like we wrote the script during the editing.
Sentence (33 a) signifies the writing action is completely finished, while
the result of the writing action in (33b) is not clear. Both sentences describe
the same situation but have different meanings.
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Independently of any context, an RVC alone without a time adverb or
aspectual marker can be easily construed as referring to the perfective meaning,
such as in (38a). With temporal adverbials, RVC can also signal habitual
meaning in MC. For instance,
(34) a. c@AFGÖ×1!!!!!!!!!(Perfective: RVC)
She broke a vase.
b. cwÄ@AÖ×1!!!!!!!! (Habitual: Adverb+ RVC)!
She always breaks vases.

Verb Reduplication
Verb reduplication structurally includes a verb and its reduplicant, such as

[[ (try-try= try it a little), \\ (sleep-sleep= sleep a little). Verb
reduplication means doing an action a little or for a short period of time,
which can signal as delimitativeness (Li/Thompson 1981), or to make a
request milder (Smith 1997). Consider the following uses:
(35) a. ›ØØP1
Try it a little.
b. ^ªªdÈ1
He will be well after sleeping a little.
c. cÙ`Ù1
She has tasted.

(Milder request)
(Milder request)
(Perfective)

Sentences (35a) and (35b) imply a future event, and are imperatives with
a milder request or suggestion. This use of verb reduplication denotes the
mildness of the request to the hearer by saying that the action can be done
just a little. Sentence (35c) means that the tasting action has been tried. The
marker-le is placed between the two verbs.

3.2.3.2 Auxiliary and Future-oriented Verbs in Modality
In MC, auxiliary verbs can signal modality. They do not take aspect markers,
and also cannot be modified by intensifiers, such as ] (very) . Consider the
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following examples:
(36) a. ^ÚÛÜÝ1
He can slice into the loaf.
b. cÞÅÆ1
She can sing.

(Auxiliary verb+verb)

In (36a), the verb ^ has two functions in MC. One is used as a verb
which means master and the other is considered an auxiliary verb meaning
can/will. The verb^ in (36a) implies modal usage. In MC, modal usage can
be expressed by more than one auxiliary verb. For example, the auxiliary
verb _ has the same meaning as^.
(37) ^ÞÅÆ1/ ^ÚÅÆ1
He can sing.

In MC, some verbs have the meaning of immediately or in the immediate
future, which are called future-oriented verb. Considering,
(38) ßàáâ‘…ãäMacåæ1(Future-oriented verb+verb)
The company plans to accommodate the Mac platform next year.
The future-oriented verb`a (plan to) conveys a future time orientation
in (38). The combination of the adverb ; J (next year) and the
future-oriented verb `a (plan to) specifies the future time of the clause.

3.2.4 Context
MC sentences have to be interpreted in context for three reasons: i) each
aspect marker has more than one meaning; ii) one aspect marker can be
interchanged by another one in a certain context; iii) stative situations are
often expressed by context.
The first reason is that one MC aspectual marker can imply different
aspectual meanings. In other words, each aspect marker has a semantic core
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meaning that interacts with contextual information and produces different
aspectual, temporal and even modal distinctions. For example, the aspect
marker le conveys different interpretations in different contexts. Consider the
following sentence (Arin 2003),
(39) ^•çè`1
(Sentence-final le)
a. He has/had started to drink coffee.
b. He is/was drinking coffee now.
c. He drank coffee.
d. He has/had drunken coffee.
As shown, this single MC sentence has four possible English equivalents:
(39a) means that he did not drink coffee before; (39b) refers to an ongoing
drinking activity; (39c) denotes an anterior event in the past; while the
drinking action in (39d) continues into the present. This variability is due to
the fact that the sentence final le can be seen as a change-of-state particle in
(39a), an imperfective aspect marker in (39b), and a perfective-aspect marker
in (39c) and (39d). Thus, one simple aspect marker can be interpreted as
more than one aspectual meaning, as the situational context plays an
important role on the choice of the sentential meaning.
The interpretation of the meaning of perfective aspect markers relies on
context. In fact, the perfective aspect maker -le and the experiential aspect
maker -guo have different focuses. But they are interchangeable in certain
contexts.
(40) a. ˜nfƒx„™š?x›1
I went to see you after I had supper yesterday.
b. ˜nfƒ`„™š?x›1
I went to see you after I had supper yesterday.

(-guo)
(-le)

Sentences (40a) and (40b) show the interchangeability of -le and -guo in
situations with the past reference time, as also reflected on the English
translation. However, the aspect marker -le/le and the marker -guo are not
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identical in some scenarios.
(41) a. f’“`”1
I broke my leg (it’s still in a cast).
b. f’“x”1
I have broken my leg (it has healed since).
Sentence (41a) means that my leg is still broken. On the other hand,
sentence (41b) implies that the breaking action happens in the past and now
my leg is well. The marker -guo expresses two different aspectual meanings
in (41a) and in (41b) due to the different verbal situations. That is, each
marker has a semantic core meaning, and also has special usages associated
with certain contextual information.
In addition, stative situations are often expressed in MC by context. In MC,
zero-marked predicates without a temporal adverb only allow aspectual stative
present readings. Consider,
(42) a. ^zé1!
He is very busy.
b. c231!
She knows.
3.3 Summary
Chapter 3 discusses how MC, generally understood to be tenseless language,
determines aspectual information. For sentences with an aspect marker, I
discuss the aspectual meanings of perfective and imperfective aspect markers
in detail. For sentences without aspect marker, I show that temporal
information is correlated with lexical verbs or temporal adverbials. In addition,
stative situations are expressed implicitly by context in MC.
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Chapter 4 Tense and Aspect in English-MC Translation
4.1 Translating English Tense and Aspect into MC
The following section will describe MC translation patterns of English tense
and aspect from theoretical and empirical perspectives. Theoretically,
conventional rules show MC translation patterns of English tense and aspect.
From an empirical point of view, results of previous studies focusing on
tense and aspect in English-MC translation are illustrated by corpus data,
showing the frequency distribution of means in translational MC.

4.1.1 Conventional Rules of Translation Equivalence
MC and English are languages in which tense and aspect are represented at
different levels: MC they are realized at the word level, and in English at the
morpheme level. In the following section, I will describe translation patterns
between MC lexical expressions and English grammatical tense and aspect
forms. English and MC examples are collected from grammar texts
(Li/Thompson 1981; Huddleston/Pullum 2005), or generated by myself.

4.1.1.1 Grammatical Forms in English
In English, tense and aspect are explicit grammaticalization of temporal
information, which is a fixed grammatical form. Thus, English tense and
aspect are obligatorily grammaticalized directly.
English uses verb affixes to signal the relation between speech time and
event time. In English, present tense is denoted by the verbal suffix -(e)s;
past tense is expressed by the verbal suffix -(e)d; the English perfect is
signalled by the construction have+V-ed; and the progressive is marked by
be+V-ing. In the following, the distributional tense and aspectual markers are
illustrated in detail:
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(1)Table 17: Linguistic Form of Aspect and Tense in English
Aspect
Tense
Description
Linguistic Form
Simple
Present
Simple present
V(-s)
Past
Simple past
V-ed
Progressive
Present
Present progressive
Is/am/are+V-ing
Past
Past progressive
Was/were+V-ing
Perfect
Present
Present perfect
Has/have+V-ed
Past
Past perfect
Had+V-ed
Perfect
Present
Present perfect
Have/has
Progressive
progressive
been+V-ing
Past
Past present
Had been+V-ing
progressive

Tense and aspect as reflected by different verb forms are important
elements in the English sentence for expressing temporal references and for
transforming situations into temporal logic operators.

4.1.1.2 Lexical Means in Translational MC
Unlike English, MC does not use verb affixes to signal the relation between
the time of the occurrence of the situation and the time that situation is
referred to in speech (Li/Thompson 1981: 184). In other words, MC does not
have grammaticalized tense and MC verbs are not morphological marked for
tense. In the translation of English to MC, MC uses lexical means to express
the English grammatical tense and aspect. The following part will describe
MC marked or unmarked means for translating English, namely aspect
markers, temporal adverbials, lexical verbs and context.

4.1.1.2.1 Aspect Marker in English Translation
Perfective Aspect Marker
Perfective aspect in MC describes an action as completive and resultative.
Among aspect markers, the completive meaning is mainly expressed by the
perfective aspect marker -le, while the resultative meaning is generally
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indicated by -le+le and the experiential aspect marker -guo.
The English simple past signals a completive meaning, which can be
translated in MC by the perfective aspect marker -le. The English perfect
means resultative, which can be translated by the construction -le+le, and the
experiential aspect marker -guo. If a temporal adverb occurs with an aspect
marker together, the meaning is determined by the temporal adverbial
construction. For example, $JK(last year)+verb+guo indicates completive
meaning, whileK34K(already)+verb+le signals resultative meaning. The
following table summarizes this phenomenon.

(2) Table 18: Perfective Aspect Marker in English Translation
Aspect

Meaning

Aspect
Marking
Verb+le

Usage/Example

When the verbal final -le
means completion, it often
describe past events.
Ab*cdefK
Perfective
She ate a fish.
Completive Sentence-final When sentence-final le means
le
completion, it can be
translated into the English
past.
ghi*fK
The bomb explored.
Adv+verb+guo When -guo appears with the
specified reference time in the
past, it can be translated into
the English past. -Guo
expresses relative anteriority.
$J7$jklfK
I went to Beijing last year.
Verb+guo
-Guo is normally seen as an
experiential perfect aspect
marker, it can be translated
into the English perfect.
7$jklfK
I have been to Beijing.
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Verb+le+le
Resultative

Adv+verb+le

-le+le means resultative,
which can be translated into
the English perfect of
persistency.
7mb*n*f
We have eaten.
When -le appears with the
specified reference time like
34oalready), it can be
translated into the English
perfect.K
734$*klfK
I have already gone to
Beijing.

Imperfective Aspect Marker
Imperfective aspect in MC has three meanings: on-going, durative, and
habitual. Only the on-going and durative senses can be expressed by aspect
markers, while the habitual is indicated by temporal adverbials. The
progressive aspect marker zai signals an on-going activity, while the durative
aspect marker -zhe indicates an on-going posture/durative situation or state
resulting from activity.
The English progressive belongs to the imperfective aspect, which has
several usages. Only the canonical usage in English can be translated by the
Chinese progressive aspect marker zai. The English progressive state can be
expressed by the durative aspect -zhe. However, if the aspect marker -zhe
provides a durative background for another event in complex sentence, it
does not contain a progressive interpretation in English.
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(3) Table 19: Imperfective Aspect Marker in English Translation
Imperfective Meaning
Non-stative

On-going

Aspect
Marking
Zai+Verb

Durative

Verb+zhe

Usage/Example
When zai appears with activity
verbs, it can be translated into
the English progressive.
A+pqf
She is working.
If -zhe appears with verbs of
posture, it has the durative
meaning and thus can be
translated into the English
progressive.
A+rs(?0f
She is sitting on the chair.
If -zhe appears with an activity
verb signalling a state, it can
be translated into the English
stative progressive.
t(u0cvwxf
A picture is hanging on the
wall.
If -zhe provides a durative
background for another event
in complex sentence, it has not
a progressive interpretation in
English.
AB0CDE&*f
She left here crying.

To sum up, aspect marking is generally compatible with grammatical
tense and aspect. The basic idea of the perfective aspect marker -le spans the
situation as a whole, which can be translated into the English simple past.
The experiential aspect marker -guo has the meaning of the English perfect.
The imperfective aspect markers -zhe and zai view the situation after the
endpoint of the event, which is compatible with the English progressive. The
compatibility between aspect marking and grammatical tense/aspect
contributes to efficiency and accuracy in translating English into MC.
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4.1.1.2.2 Temporal Adverbial in English Translation
As discussed above, the choice of English translation is determined by the
relevant types of temporal adverbial constructions. A range of temporal
adverbs is frequently combined with aspectual markers to convey direct
aspectual information. The compatibility of temporal adverbs and aspectual
markers can demonstrate the correctness of the temporal relation in a clause.

(4) Table 20: MC Temporal Adverbials in English Translation
Aspect
Perfective

Meaning
Resultative

Temporal adverbial
34 (already ), yN (recently)
Both have the same usage as English
does.
Completive GG/G/Gz (just), +1998J (in
1998), IJH(3 years ago)
All have the same usages as English does.
Imperfective On-going
.+ (in the process of)
This is a typical one in MC.
OP (still)
This has the same usage as English does.
Durative
. (just right)
This is a typical one in MC.
OP (still)
This has the same usage as English does.
Habitual
QR (always), 4S (often)
Both have the same usage as English
does.

The above table shows that most temporal adverbials have the same usage
in English and MC. However, MC also has some typical adverbials, such as

.+ (in the process of) or . (right [now]), which are often used in MC to
express the English progressive. Temporal adverbials, such as QR (always)
or 4S (often), are usually used in MC to signal the English habitual sense.
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4.1.1.2.3 Lexical Verbs in English Translation
Lexical verbs in MC include RVC, verb reduplication, auxiliary verbs, and
future-oriented verbs. RVCs and verb reduplication are typical in MC. RVCs
often have a completive meaning, which is compatible with the English past
tense. Verb reduplication signals delimitativeness, and is used to express the
English perfect.

(5) Table 21: RVC/Verb Reduplication in English Translation
Lexical Verb
RVC

Usage
Completiveness

Verb
Reduplication

Example/Translation
!TUN*f
He entered.
Delimitativeness A{*{f
She has tasted.

An auxiliary verb in MC has the same semantic usage and syntactic
position as in English, but the difference is that MC auxiliary verbs are
composed of one or two characters, such as | (need) or}~ (should). The
following table shows this usage and the corresponding English translation
patterns.

(6) Table 22: Auxiliary Verb in English Translation
Auxiliary
Verb
êë)ë
ì™
í
Ú)Þ
îï

English
Translation
should/ought to
may
need
can
must

Example

A}~$fShe should go.
A•€$fShe may go.
A|$fShe need go.
A_$fShe can go.
A•‚$fShe must go.

Future-oriented verbs in MC indicate future time in a clause. In MC, their
function is modal.
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(7) Table 23: Future-oriented Verb in English Translation
Future-oriented Translation Example
Verb
ðñí!
want
!ƒ„|$fHe wants to go.K
áâ!
plan
A`a$fShe plans to go.K
WX!
hope
7…†‡$fI hope you go.K
òó
continue
7ˆ‰Š‹fI continue reading
books.
ô, Ú
will
A^/Œ$fShe will go.

4.1.1.2.4 Context in English Translation
MC does not directly mark stative situations. Thus, context is used when
translating the English states, especially the present state. For example,
(8) a. I know him.
f=>^1
b. I understand.
f‘õ1
To translate the states in the English past or perfect, marked means have
to be used. For instance,
(9) a. I knew him10 years ago.
10…-)f=>`^1
b. I have known him for 10 years.
fvw=>^¶…`1

(-le)
(Adv)

In addition, context is also used in MC to translate communicative verbs
in the English historical present or indirect speech in the English past.
Considering,
(10) a. I tell her that he has gone.
f0öc,^vw:`1
b. He said you looked well.
^÷›P»yzÈ1
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4.1.2 Interim Summary
Both English and MC have perfective and imperfective aspects. The domain
and formation of MC aspects are very different from those of English. The
present perfect indicates an event which is closer to the utterance time than the
one denoted by the simple past form, such as have/has done. The past perfect
views the past situation from the perfective aspect, which derives from the
combination of the meanings of the double anteriority, such as had done. All in
all, the English perfective aspect denotes result.
Aspect in MC relies heavily on a close association between perfective
aspectuality and past time reference. Perfective aspect in MC conveys
termination for all events except for stative events, i.e., resultative and
completive situations. The aspect marker -le/le, RVCs, and achievement
verbs have a completive meaning, which can signal the English past. The
aspect marker -guo, double le, verb reduplication, and the temporal adverb

34„3!(already) can signal the English perfect. For example,
(11)

I English Perfect - MC Perfective (Resultative)
a. I have already left here.
fvwøùú•`1 (Adverb: vw)
b. I have been to Beijing.
fyxŒ•1
(-guo)
c. We have eaten.
f‚ƒ`„`1
(Double le)
d. She has tasted.
(Verb reduplication)
cÙ`Ù1
II English Past - MC Perfective (Completive)
a. I ate the apple.
fƒ`ûü1
(-le)
b. I came here 3 days ago.
fýn-¯$ú•1!!!!!!(Adverb: 3n-)!
c. I washed the clothing clean.
fÐœÑ¥Ò`1
(RVC)
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In English, the progressive is the main subcategory of the imperfective
aspect, which is composed by the construction be+doing. The progressive
describes a meaning in progress at a certain given moment in time, in the
present or past. The progressive form in English has progressive or
non-progressive usage. Considering,
(12) a. I am/was working.
(Progressive: On-going)
b. I am/was feeling happy. (Progressive: Stative)
c. She is coming tomorrow. (Non-progressive: Future time)
(12a) is the typical on-going usage of the English progressive. In (12b), the
sentence presents a state as a dynamic situation, and hence can be called the
progressive state or stative progressive. The progressive form in (12c) has
the meaning of the future time. This usage is a special usage of the English
progressive.
Imperfective aspect in MC relies heavily on close association with
present or past time reference. In MC, imperfective aspect includes stative
and non-stative. Non-stative usage is related to on-going/progressive and
durative situations. Habituality is related to stative in MC, and is
imperfective by default, but it is not semantically restricted to the
imperfective aspect. A habitual form can also be interpreted perfectively if
the temporal adverbial signaling past time, such as $J (last year), occurs
in a clause. For example, $J!4S$•Ž!(He often went swimming last
year). In the following, imperfective aspect in MC is summarized (13):
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(13) MC Imperfective Aspect
a. f}þ1
I am playing.
b. f¡®ÿ¤c&ðµ1
I am picturing her idea.
c. fwÄy~•1
I often go there.
d. f231
I know.

(Non-stative: progressive/on-going)
(Non-stative: durative)
(Stative: Habitual)
(Stative)

To sum up, the English progressive has the following MC equivalences.
(14) I English Progressive - MC Imperfertive (On-going/Durative)
a. I am playing piano.
f}r!"1
(Zai+verb)
b. A picture is right now hanging on the wall.
º»¡¼¤F½C1
(¡+verb+zhe)
c. She is becoming clever.
cQ#‘`1
(Q+adj+le)
II English Progressive - MC Modality
d. She is coming tomorrow.
c‘ní¯1

(Adj+auxilary verb+verb)

According to above translation patterns, only the canonical usage in
English can be expressed by an imperfective aspect marker or typical
temporal adverb signalling an on-going situation, such as in (14a) and (14b).
The progressive state in (14c) is signalled by sentence-final le and the
adjectival predicate > (to become). The English sentence (14d) has
progressive form but indicates future time. The translation pattern in MC is
denoted by the auxiliary verb | (will). Since the MC auxiliary verb is a
modal verb, the English sentence (14d) undergoes the so-called aspect shift.

4.2 Features of Translated Languages
Investigating features of translated language is mainly based on translation
universals. Translation universals are strongly favoured by corpus-based
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methodology, and were widely pioneered by Baker in the early 1990s. In this
section, only Baker’s definition of translation universal is discussed in detail
since she pioneered the study of the features of translated texts by means of
corpora. According to Baker (1993: 234), translation universals are defined
as “features that typically occur in translated text rather than original
utterances and which is not the result of interference from specific language
system”. Proposed translation universals concern the relation between
translations and comparable non-translated text in the target language
(Gerzymisch-Arbogast 2007). In other words, translated texts have special
properties due to the translation process.
Potential translation universals include: simplification, explicitation,
normalization, and levelling-out. Baker (1993: 176-177) defines that: i)
Simplification means “the idea that translator subconsciously simplifies the
language or message or both”; ii) Explicitation means “an overall tendency
to spell things out rather than leave them implicit in translation”; iii)
Normalization/convervatism refers to “the tendency to conform to patterns
and practices which are typical of the target language, even to the point of
exaggerating them”; iv) Levelling out refers to the “hypothesis that translated
language and translated texts steer a middle course between any two
extremes, converging towards the centre”.

4.3 Summary
Translation patterns from MC into English can be summarized as follows:
i) MC sentences containing the perfective aspect marker -le, location
adverbials expressing time, and RVCs, can often be translated into the
English past;
ii) MC sentences containing the combination of -le and le, the
experiential aspect marker -guo, verb reduplication, and/or temporal
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adverbials such as 34K(already) or yNK(recently), can generally be
translated into the English perfect;
iii) MC sentences with the progressive aspect marker zai, the durative
aspect marker -zhe, and/or temporal adverbials such as .„.+ (in the
process of), can be translated into the English progressive.

The following table summarizes translation patterns of MC and English:

(15) Table 24: MC Translation Patterns of English
Tense/Aspect Meaning in English
MC Translation
in English
Patterns
Present
Present time
Imperfective
I Stative Present
I Context
I think you are right.
7ƒ‡R••f
II Instanteous present
II Context
I advice you to go there.
7‘’‡$“&f
Present, past, future time Imperfective
I Habitual
I Temporal adverb
I go swimming everyday. 7"#$•Žf
II Eternal truth
II Temporal adverb
The earth revolves on its ”•"–$%—˜™š
axis once every 24 hours. ›œ•žfK
Future time
Imperfective
Present futurate
Temporal adverb
Tomorrow is Monday.
;#RŸcf
Past time
Perfective
Historical present
le
I tell her that he has
7 ¡A*¢!34
gone.
T*f
Past
Past time
Perfective
I Event past
I -le
He went to school.
!$*£¤fK
II State past
II Temporal Adverb
I had a book.
7F49c¥‹fK
III Habitual past
III Temporal Adverb
I used to go there.
7F4$*“&fK
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Perfect

Progressive

Present time
Backshift
I told her he had blue
eyes.
Non-temporal
Modal remoteness
Could you give me a cup
of coffee?
Perfect of result
I have already finished it.
Perfect of experience
I have never done it.
Perfect of persistency
I have known her since
1994.
Perfect of recent past
I have recently read it.
On-going/ Durative
I am eating an apple.
A picture is hanging on
the wall.
Development
She is becoming silly.
Future time
She is coming tomorrow.

Perfective
le
7 ¡A*¢!9¦
§¨f
Modality
Auxiliary verb
‡_©7cª«¬
-®
adv+le
734V¯*fK
adv+guo
7°±²jfK
adv+le
°³´´µJ¢7¶·¸
A*fK
adv+guo
7yN=j¹fK
Imperfective
zai!
7+bº»fK
-zhe
t(u0cv¼fK
le
A>½*f
adv+auxiliary verb
A;#|NfK

Although MC and English have different means to express tense and
aspect, there are translation patterns in English-MC translation. According to
these grammatical rules, context is often used in translating the English
present tense into MC. The English habitual past and the perfect of
persistency have their own marked means rather than context in translational
MC. Investigating features of translated MC is mainly based on translation
universals: simplification, explicitation, normalization, and levelling-out.
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PART III RESERACH
Chapter 5 Research Aims
Translating between languages with different grammatical categories, such
as between English and MC, is a critical and challenging question in
translation studies. Three general questions are to be investigated regarding
translation of English tense and aspect into MC. In order to address these
questions, one needs to compare between English and MC translation, and to
compare between original and translated MC.

5.1 Problem of Previous Results in English-MC Translation
5.1.1 Comparison between English and MC
Until recently, there have been few studies that focus on the topic of tense
and aspect in English-MC translation and employ a corpus-based
methodology. In the following, results by Xiao/McEnery (2002) are taken as
a starting point. They use a unidirectional English-MC parallel corpus to
collect data. The bilingual texts in the corpus are taken from English World
from 2000 to 2001.

36

The following two arguments taken from

Xiao/McEnery (2002) seem to be confusing: i) “the perfect of persistent
situation is typical of English and imperfective by nature. Translation of this
type of perfect mainly takes the LVM form”; ii) “past habitual situations
referred to by the English simple past are not marked in Chinese
translations”. As both situations can be explicitly marked by aspect marker or
temporal adverbial in MC, why do implicit LMV contexts most frequently
occur in their data?
McEnery/Xiao/Mo (2003) use two available English corpora (FLOB and
FROWN) and create the LCMC for contrasting tense and aspect in English

36

The web-based journal is from http://www.bentium.net.
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and MC.37 One of their contrast results is “while Chinese and English are
typologically different, aspect markers in English and Chinese show a
strikingly similar distribution pattern, especially across two broad categories
of narratives and expository texts”.38 This issue may be problematic because
of the term aspect marker. First, if the usage of aspect markers is assumed to
be clear in MC, using the same term to describe English is debatable since
the distribution of aspect markers is not classified in English. Second, even if
aspect markers in English generally mean suffix -ed in the perfect and -ing in
the progressive, MC perfective aspect marker -le and -guo are in fact not
always compatible with the English perfect aspect marker -ed. Similarly, the
MC imperfective aspect markers zai and -zhe cannot be broadly given as the
counterpart of the English progressive aspect marker -ing. Thus, the notion
aspect marker causes confusion in English-MC translation.
Later, McEnery/Xiao/Tono (2006) explore three corpora for the study of
aspect marking in English-Chinese translation. The first corpus is the
English-Chinese Parallel Health Corpus for translation use, the second is the
Chinese Health Corpus for L1 Chinese use, and the third is the Weekly
Corpus to explore "the distribution of aspect markers in Chinese". In their
study, they investigate the translation of the English progressive, the
perfect/perfect progressive, the simple present, and the simple past. One of
their results is that Chinese most frequently uses context to express the
English tense and aspect.

37

Their research was the first corpus-based study of aspect in Chinese (McEnery/Xiao/Mo 2003).
Narrative texts are normally related to what happened in the past, whereas expository texts are
typically non-past (McEnery/Xiao 2003).

38
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(1) Table25: McEnery/Xiao/Tono (2006)’s Results
English
Simple
Aspect
Perfect

Progressive

Translational
Chinese
Context
Context

Context

Marked: Context ratio
Present
Past
Result
Experience
Recency
Persistency
Progressive
Non-progressive

0.16: 1
0.33:1
0.78:1
0.7:1
0.2:1
0.09:1
0.88:1
0.36:1

Their results show that unmarked context is used more frequently than
other marked means in Chinese. As grammatical rules suggest, context is
often expressed by the English present since Chinese does not aspectually
mark states. Why does translational Chinese tend to use implicit instead of
explicit devices to signal temporal expressions?

5.1.2 Relationship between Original and Translated MC
Since Mona Baker (1993) proposed translation universals in translation
research, there has been a growing interest focusing on the language pair
English and MC in this topic. Corpus-based research in China started much
later than in the western world. Corpus-based studies of MC translated texts are
relatively few compared to those of European languages.
Regarding features of translated MC, the following findings are described
by Wang/Qin (2010)39: i) translational MC has "higher type-token ratio, and
uses relatively longer sentence segments"; ii) there is a difference between
original MC and translational MC in POS distribution, the former employing
"more function words and fewer content words"; iii) translational MC tends
to "exaggerate the compositional potentiality of some words or morphemes,

39

Cf. ed. Xiao 2010
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which results in the significantly frequent use of specific lexical bundles".
Some of these features are contradictory to the so-called translation
universals. Xiao/He/Yue (2010) utilize comparable corpora to examine the
lexical features of translated MC, and find that "sentence length may not be
reliable as an indictor of simplification. The explicitation hypothesis is
supported by the MC data. However, normalization is not supported as it
may be specific to particular language pairs".
In terms of tense and aspect, few investigations of features in MC
translated texts have been done. Studies to investigate tense and aspect in the
translation from English into MC have not examined the features of
translated

MC

(McEnery/Xiao

2002;

McEnery/Xiao/Mo

2003;

McEnery/Xiao/Tono 2006).

5.2 Current Aims
5.2.1 Aim 1:
How and to what degree are English tense and aspect translated into
MC?
Translation is “a kind of activity which inevitably involves at least two
languages and two cultural traditions, i.e., at least two sets of norm-systems
on each level” (Toury 1995: 56). If English tense and aspect can be translated
into MC, the question is to ask how and to what degree. Does the presence of
tense and aspect across languages indicate or preclude the possibility of
one-to-one transfer in translation?
Since translation consists of reproducing information from the source
language in the target language (Darwish 1989), the major problems
associated with translation may generally lead to discussion of translatability
and untranslatability. Some scholars suggest that translation is ultimately
impossible because of cultural and linguistic untranslatability (Catford 1965:
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94). 40 Linguistic untranslatability occurs “when a formal feature of the
source language is functionally relevant in the source texts, and the target
language has no formally corresponding feature” (Malmkjaer 2005). The
different problem of cultural untranslatability arises “when a situational
feature, functionally relevant for the SL text, is completely absent from the
culture of which the TL is a part” (Catford 1965: 99).
By its nature, translation denotes a kind of transference between
linguistic forms, or the process of putting a text “in other words” as Baker
(2000: 53) says. The translatability hypothesis argues that any meaning can
be expressed in any given language can also be expressed in any other
language (von Newmark 1987; Fintel/Matthewson 2007). The nature of
translatability is mostly understood as the capacity for certain meaning to be
transferred from one language to another, i.e., it focuses on the source and
the target of translation. Examination of their translatability can also imply
translation equivalence. Appelo (1994) suggests that every part of the
composition in one language should have a translation-equivalence in the
other language. Toury (1980: 45) defines that the notion of equivalence as
“the name given to the relationship, of whatever type and extent, between a
translation and its source text, and the existence of such a relationship is
axiomatic in the theory”. Equivalence is thus crucial to translation because it
is the unique intertextual relation that only translations are expected to show
among all interlingual language systems. The general view in translation
studies considers equivalence as the relation between texts in two different
languages.
Considering tense and aspect in translation, MC uses lexical means to
express English grammatical tense and aspect. The notion of time is a
40

Catford (1965) distinguishes two kinds of untranslatability: cultural and linguistic untranslatability.
Cultural untranslatability is due to the absence in the target language culture of a relevant situational
feature for the source text. Linguistic untranslatability occurs when there is no lexical or syntactical
substitute in the target language for a source language item.
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universal concept in natural language, regardless of cultural or linguistic
differences. Thus, tense and aspect should be translatable in English-MC
translations. If each tense and aspect in English can be translated into MC,
the question is how MC translates English tense and aspect. Is unmarked
context most frequently used in English-MC translations, or are explicit
marked means (e.g., lexical verb, aspect marker or temporal adverbial)
preferred in translation between the two languages?

5.2.2 Aim 2:
Is translated MC a ST/TT-oriented or a third code?
Acceptability is a principle of translation where a translated text is converted
in complete accordance with the linguistic and cultural norms of the target
language. Acceptability is thus considered a TT-oriented principle. Toury
(1985: 19) suggestes that,
[...] any research into translation, [...] should start from the hypothesis that
translations are facts of one system only: the target system. It is clear that,
from the standpoint of the source text and source system, translations have
hardly any significance at all, even if everybody in the source culture
‘knows’of their factual existence (which is rarely the case anyway).

Futhermore, Toury (1995: 28) argues that “translations are facts of target
cultures; on occasion facts of a special status, sometimes even constituting
identifiable (sub)systems of their own, but of the target culture in any event”.
On the other hand, the concept of adequacy refers to the different systems
of culture in source text (ST). In other words, adequacy is a principle of
translation where the translator concentrates on the distinguished linguistic and
cultural norms of the source language. Adequacy can therefore be considered
ST-oriented. According to Hopkinson (2007), translational language retains, to
varying degrees, some features of its source language, and it is “a non-standard
version of the target language that is […] affected by the source language”. For
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example, translated texts often contain features of what is usually referred to as
“translationese”, i.e., “deviance in translated texts induced by the source
language” (Johansson / Hofland 1994: 26).
One fundamental question in translation studies is: are translations the
same as non-translated texts, or is translation a “third code”, divergent from
both the source text and L1 texts in the target language? As a language
variant, translational language is distinct from both the source and target
native languages, and is hence referred to as a “third code” in Frawley
(1984). He thinks that
the translation itself […] is essentially a third code which arises out of
the bilateral consideration of the matrix and target codes: it is, in a sense,
a sub-code of each of the codes involved.
(Frawley 1984: 168)

In addition, Baker (1993) also claims that “third code” means "translation as
translation in contradistinction to original non-translated text".
It is thus interesting to investigate whether English source text influences
the choice and usage of aspectual marking in translated MC. Comparing
English with MC, I plan to examine whether translated MC is the same as L1
MC, or if translated MC texts are different from both English source texts
and L1 MC.
5.2.3 Aim 3:
Are the features of translation universals applicable?
Various translation universals, such as "universal tendencies of the translation
process, laws of translation and norms of translation", have been proposed in
the literature (Blum-Kulka 1986; Baker 1993; Laviosa-Braithwaite 1998;
Toury 2001). In this section, only Baker’s definition of translation universals is
discussed in detail, since she pioneered the study of the features of translated
texts by means of corpora.
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Each feature of translation universals, Baker (1993: 246) argues, can be seen
as "a product of constraints which are inherent in the translation process itself",
which "accounts for the fact that they are universal". The fact that these
features are universal means that they are not language-specific. In other
words, these features occur generally in translated language, no matter what the
source or target language is. As English and MC are unrelated languages,
translation between them provides a great opportunity to test the general
applicability of "translation universals", which are mainly derived from studies
of translation between closely related languages, such as English and other
European languages.
The leveling-out feature has not been studied in depth because it is the most
difficult to measure. As a consequence, it has not been proven whether
leveling-out is actually a universal feature of translated language. The feature
of simplification is related to lexical richness/density and sentence length,
which can not be examined in terms of tense and aspect, and thus is not
discussed in this dissertation. Features of normalization and explicitation are
examined in this study with reference to tense and aspect. As suggested in the
hypotheses part, normalization is the impluse to adjust to "patterns and
practices which are typical of the target language, even to the point of
exaggerating them" (Yuan/Gao 2008). We can compare aspectual marking
usage in L1 MC with that occurring in translated MC. If they are not different,
the feature of normalization is supported and vice versa. Explicitaiton is the
most thoroughly studied feature of translation, which means that translated
languages use more explicit ways to convey meaning. Three lexically explicit
means are aspect marker, temporal adverbial constructions, and lexical verbs,
while the only lexically implicit means is the zero form. If translated MC uses
explicit devices more than L1 MC, the feature of explicitation is supported by
the translated MC data.
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Corpus-based approaches can be used in translation studies and contrastive
studies for cross-linguistic research, as they can explore "how an idea in one
language is conveyed in another language", and also compare "the linguistic
features and their frequencies in translated and comparable L1 texts"
(McEnery/Gabrielatos 2006; Aijmer 2009; Xiao/He/Yue 2010). This
dissertation applies a corpus-based approach for translation and comparative
studies on English and MC tense and aspect. Data in this study are mainly
from two corpora: a parallel corpus for translation patterns between
languages, and a monolingual corpus for sampling L1 data. The strength and
limitation of this approach will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

6.1 Previous Approaches in Cross-linguistic Research
6.1.1 Main Areas of Cross-linguistic Research
Concerning the areas of cross-linguistic research, James (1980: 4) argues:
There are thus three branches of two-valued (2 languages are
involved) interlingual linguistics: translation theory-which is
concerned with the process of text conversion; error analysis;
and contrastive analysis-these last two having as the object of
enquiry the means whereby a monolingual learns to be bilingual.

With the decline of contrastive analysis in 1970s, error analysis lost
popularity (Fernandez 2007). There are thus two main areas belonging to
cross-linguistic research, contrastive linguistics and translation studies. The
relation between these two areas has always been a matter of discussion.
Mauranen (2002: 166) argues that “translated language is one of the ways in
which the contrast of two languages is acted out”. Although both contrastive
linguistics and translation studies have their own objects and disciplines,
they are not independent. For example, Halliday (1964: 112) discusses
translations studies within the domain of contrastive linguistics:
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The theory and method for comparing the working of
different languages is known either as “comparative
descriptive linguistics” or as “contrastive linguistics”. Since
translation can be regarded as a special case of this kind of
comparison, comparative descriptive linguistics includes the
theory of translation.

This argument implies both contrastive and translation studies may use a
common method to attain their own individual goals of intercultural
communication. However, previous approaches used in both have their own
limitations.

6.1.2 Intuition-based Approach
Originally, a translation or a comparison is produced based on linguists’
judgement about the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of the two languages.
The quality of the translation and comparison depends on the linguists’
intuitive ability, and thus the approach is referred to as intuition-based. The
intuition-based approach must be applied only with caution because of the
following two reasons:
First, it is possible to be influenced by one’s dialect or
sociolect; what appears unacceptable to one speaker may be
perfectly felicitous to another. Second, when one invents one
example to support or disprove an argument, one is
consciously monitoring one’s being production. Therefore,
even if one’s intuition is correct, the utterance may not
represent typical language use.
(McEnery/Xiao/Tono 2006: 6)

In essence, due to the effects of subjectivity, research results may lead to
over-generalization of language use, and limit the acceptability of the
translation correspondences and contrastive results.
To avoid over-generalization, some linguists have begun to compare their
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correspondences in a translated version of the original text to examine if the
translation preserves semantic and textual equivalence while complying with
the rules of the target language (Kaskin 1998; Espunya 2001).

6.1.3 Machine Translation Approach
Another approach to translation between languages is machine translation.
Machine translation (hereafter MT) is “a sub-field of computational linguistics
that investigates the use of computer software to translate text or speech from
one natural language to another”. 41 MT approaches are generally rule-,
example-, and statistical-based.42 There are "many programs for translating
natural language", such as Google Translate, which derives from "a proprietary
statistical machine translation engine".43
In the following, I will examine the results of translation from English into
MC by Google Translate, with special attention to the expression of tense and
aspect.44

41

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_translation
"The rule-based machine translation paradigm includes transfer-based machine translation,
interlingua machine translation and dictionary-based machine translation paradigms; Example-based
machine translation approach is often characterised by its use of a bilingual corpus as its main
knowledge base, at run-time; Statistical machine translation tries to generate translations using
statistical methods based on bilingual text corpora "(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_translation).
43
Google "switched to a statistical translation method" in 2007. Recently, they improved their
translation capabilities by inputting approximately 200 billion words from United Nations materials to
train their system for the accuracy. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine_translation
44
Google: http://translate.google.com/#en|zh-CN|
42
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(1) Illustration 1: Google Translate
Enter text or a webpage URL, or upload a document.

Translate from:
Translate into:

English to Chinese (Simplified) translation
f¾n&;<1
f˜n;1
fv;x1
f;<1

Only the first English sentence has an accurate MC translation; the other
three are neither complete nor accurate. The correct translation from English
into MC should be the following:
I swam yesterday.

f˜n;t<`u1

I have swum.

fv;xt<`u1

I am swimming.

ft¡}u;<1

Compared with the Google Translate results, the perfective aspect marker

* (le) and the temporal adverb .+ (in the process of) have been added
here, as indicated with parentheses. In addition, the word •Ž (swim) is a
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dissyllabic verb, so the two characters cannot be separated. Google Translate
uses only one character • as the translation equivalence of swim, which is
grammatically incorrect in MC. Although it is not possible to evaluate the
quality of Google Translate between English and MC with just a few examples,
one can note that MT approach between two distinct languages such as English
and MC is prone to error.
As Qian (2005) argues, the cause of poor quality in MT is not only
deficiency in language processing, but also deficiency in knowledge
processing. For language processing, text segmentation and word-sense
disambiguation are two of the most challenging problems. Text segmentation
is required for any significant text parsing, and is particularly difficult for
languages without single-word boundaries such as MC.45 Segmenting words
with more than one meaning is also complex as it requires interpretation of
the context. For knowledge processing, it is difficult for MT to incorporate
textual or cultural factors in order to establish functional equivalence in the
translation, esp. between two unrelated languages.
Owing to the limitations of intuition-based and machine translation
approaches, cross-linguistic study requires a more accurate method to approach
natural language problems such as tense and aspect resolution. Because of the
advantages of corpus-based linguistics, it has recently been applied in
cross-linguistic research.
6.2 Corpus-based Cross-linguistic Research
This section discusses the concept of corpus linguistics for the
cross-linguistic research areas of translation studies and contrastive
linguistics. This dissertation applies the corpus-based approach to address
questions in both areas.

45

The task of word boundary is to define “what constitutes a `word` involves determining where one
word ends and another word begins”. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Word
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6.2.1 What is a Corpus?
6.2.1.1 Definition of Corpus Linguistics
The definition of corpus linguistics is summarized as:
!
Corpus linguistics is an approach to investigating language that is
characterized by the use of large collections of texts (spoken, written,
or both) and computer-assisted analysis methods. The approach
encompasses great diversity in the kinds of research questions
addressed, the specific techniques employed, and the contexts in
which it is applied. Furthermore, because it is a relatively new
approach, new corpora and new techniques are constantly under
development.
(Conrad 2003: 386)46

Belonging to empirical linguistics, corpus linguistics is a data-driven
methodology for analysing large quantities of machine-readable running
texts (Shlesinger 1998; Sampson 2001; McEnery/Gabrielatos 2006). In other
words, corpus linguistics is the study of natural language through the
analysis of corpus data. By adopting a statistics-based model, corpus
linguistics can quantify and validate theoretic linguistic conclusions derived
from linguists’ intuition.
Corpus linguistics is not an end in itself but it is one source of
evidence for improving descriptions of the structure and use of
languages, and for various applications, including the processing
of natural language by machine and understanding how to learn
or teach a language.
(Kennedy 1998:1)

Corpus linguistics as an empirical methodology plays an important role
in many fields of linguistic research. Corpus linguistics has evolved as "a
common methodology" for both contrastive and translation studies, making
it possible to combine disciplines and applying the results from contrastive
46

f

http://mason.gmu.edu/~asherris/Portfolio/Coursework/Waysofknowing/EssayonCorpusLinguistics.pd
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studies to improving translator training as well as assessing translation
quality (Fernández 2007).
Corpus linguistics provides a tremendous potential […] in
refining understanding of how languages relate to one another.
It also demonstrates the value of using multiple corpus sources:
the researcher who makes use of both comparable and
translation corpora will gain a more comprehensive picture of
whatever phenomenon is under investigation […] corpus
analysis of languages in contrast and in translation is a rich
discovery process and what has been uncovered so far is only
the trip of the iceberg.
(Granger/Lerot/Petch-Tyson 2003: 12-13)

Similar to the use of corpus in translation and contrastive studies, the
practical applications of corpus linguistics are primarily in natural language
processing, lexicography, and language teaching (Aijmer/Altenberg 1996;
Mair 1997; Leech 2002; Feng 2006).

6.2.1.2 Definition of Corpus
Bowker/Pearson (2002: 9) define the term corpus as “a large collection of
authentic text that have been gathered in electronic form according to a
specific set of criteria”. Central to the definition are the following features of
a linguistic corpus:
A corpus primarily means a collection of texts held in
machine readable form which can be analysed automatically
or semi-automatically; A corpus may include both written and
spoken texts; A corpus may include a large number of texts
from a variety of sources by many writers and speakers, as
well as on a multitude of topics.
(Baker 1996)

In summary, the main attributes of corpora are electronic form, large size,
representativeness, and open-endedness. Only corpora with accessible
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electronic forms and acceptable sizes can be used for “statistical analysis and
hypothesis testing, checking occurrences or validating linguistic rules on a
specific universe”. 47 The issue of representativeness is always under
discussion in terms of specifying the boundaries and internal structure of a
corpus (Biber 1993; Halverson 1998). An open-endedness corpus can be
used to “select and use the texts of this corpus for different types of
comparisons and studies” (Olohan 2004: 48).
Since a corpus is a sample of authentic texts and used as a quantitatively
representative reference for linguistic research, a corpus-based study can
offer the advantage of examining very large amounts of data with efficiency
and accuracy (McEnery/Wilson 1996; Meyer/Nelson 2006).

6.2.1.3 Types of Corpora
The corpus-based approach is a research method, and is not bound to any
linguistic theory. Granger et al. (2003: 19) bring contrastive and translation
studies together by means of different types of corpora.
Researchers in CL [corpus linguistics] and TS [translation
studies] have come to rely on corpora to verify, refine or
clarify theories that hitherto had had little or no empirical
support and to achieve a higher degree of descriptive
adequacy. At the same time however, they do not always use
exactly the same types of corpus and do not have the same
research objectives.

However, the terminological diversity of corpora may cause ambiguity in
linguistic research.48 I will introduce and unify three types of corpora for
this study on the basis of the form of the corpus: the parallel corpus, the
monolingual corpus, and the comparable corpus, all of which are essential
47

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus
For example, comparable corpora are usually multilingual (comparable original texts in different
languages) in contrastive linguistics, while in translation studies they are usually monolingual (original
and translated texts I the same language) (Granger)

48
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tools for translation and contrastive linguistics.
A parallel corpus consists of “original, source language-texts in language
A and their translated versions in language B” (Baker 1995: 230). A parallel
corpus is a collection of informants’ judgements about the meaning of the
linguistic forms in the source texts, and has the added advantage of being
readily available to the linguist (Noël 2003). In this sense, a parallel corpus
solves the problem of intuition-based approach, and is a key resource in
translation research.
A monolingual corpus contains texts in a single language without
translation. The most important function of a monolingual corpus is to
identify features of a natural language.
A comparable corpus consists of “two separate collections of texts in the
same language: one corpus consists of original texts in the language in
question and the other consists of translations in that language from a given
source language or languages” (Baker 1995: 234). The homogeneity of texts
plays a crucial role in constructing comparable corpora: both sub-corpora
must be composed of the same language, and should cover a similar domain,
genre, and time span (Baker 1996; Person 2003). Analysis with comparable
corpora helps to capture the contrast between translated and original texts,
such as type-token ratio and lexical density, as well as syntactic and stylistic
features.
The basic differences among three corpora are listed below:
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(2)Table 26: Parallel, Monolingual, Comparable Corpora
Parallel Corpus
Monolingual
Corpus
Definition
texts in source
texts in a single
language A and
language
their translations
into language B
Feature
source texts and
no translation
translations in
parallel
Application translation studies; contrastive
contrastive studies studies; natural
between source and language learning
target texts

Comparable
Corpus
texts in a single
language

translated texts
and original
texts
contrastive
studies between
L1 and
translated texts

6.2.1.4 Annotation
Corpora need to be annotated to improve organization and accessibility. In
linguistics, annotation consists of “collection, transcription, standardization,
segmentation, processing (POS-tagging, parsing) and often further
hand-correction and adding material to text” (Wallis/Nelson 2001 Online).
Annotation plays an important role in standardization of text processing.
An example of annotating a corpus is text collection, which includes
different domains and text types to reflect the varied nature of language use.
Another example of annotating a corpus is POS-tagging. Grammatical
POS-tagging means attaching a grammatical tag to each word in the corpus.
Corpus tools, such as WordSmith or Xara, are frequently used to annotate
a corpus. For example, WordSmith provides the following features (Bowker
1998 Online):

i) a concordance, which finds and displays, in an easy-to-read format (e.g.,
KWIC)
ii) a collocation viewer, which allows users to see which words go together
iii) frequency operations, which provide statistical information about the
centrality of a pattern.
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Accordingly, corpus tools offer users a wide range of features that greatly
facilitate linguistic analysis of large amounts of authentic language data.

6.2.1.5 Concordance
An analysis tool of the corpus focuses on a section of text to generate a word
list, the type-token ratio, or KWIC concordance.49 A concordance is one of
the most powerful devices for retrieving translation information from a
corpus, and includes both KWIC (key word in context) and ParaConc
concordances. KWIC is a particularly convenient form of data display, in
which each token of the target word is placed in the middle of a line of text,
with the remained of the line filled with its preceding and following context
(Leech 2002). ParaConc enables users to "locate all occurrences of any
expression along with the corresponding sentences in the other language"
(McEnery/Xiao 2007). Additionally, in a parallel corpus, the sentence- or
word-alignment can establish the link between the original texts and their
translations at the sentence or word level.
The following illustration considers + as analyzed by a KWIC
concordance from the LCMC (Lancaster Corpus of MC), and the ParaConc
concordance from Babel (the Babel English-Chinese Parallel Corpus).

49

Xara and WordSmith are two Unicode-compliant markup- aware corpus tools (Xiao et al. 2004).
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(3) Illustration 2: Search Results via KWIC50
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(4) Illustration 3: Search Results via ParaConc51
We faced problems with
the enemy that had
1 utfbifile0.txt_0044 continued to say for
decades 'we will never
negotiate with terrorists`.
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It was through the ability to
reconcile these two
contradictions that we were
able to bring about a
peaceful transformation in
our country, and to
confound the prophets of
2 utfbifile0.txt_0046
doom who predicted that
there would never be a
peaceful change in our
country, that any attempt to
bring about changes would
engulf South Africa in
rivers of blood.
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51

http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgi-bin/lcmc/conc.pl
http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgi-bin/babel/paraconc.pl
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6.2.2 Applications
Corpus-based studies have often relied on huge amounts of data in order to
provide quantitative empirical evidence and knowledge about the world of
our experience (Sinclair 1991).
Efforts in the development of natural language processing (NLP)
and information technology are converging on the recognition of
the importance of some sort of corpus-based research as part of
the infrastructure for the development of advanced language
processing applications.
(Atkins/Clear /Ostler 1992: 1)

In this study, the empirical application of corpus-based methodology
focuses on the function of corpora and the complemented relation between
translation studies and contrastive linguistics.

6.2.2.1 Corpora in Translation Studies
By adapting corpora, researchers can conduct qualitative and quantitative
analysis in translation studies.
… a growing number of scholars in translation studies have begun
to seriously consider the corpus-based approach as a viable and
fruitful perspective within which translation and translating can be
studied in a novel and systematic way.
(Laviosa 1998:474)

There are two approaches in corpus translation studies: descriptive
translation studies (DTS) and Baker’s (1993/1996) translation universals.

Corpora in Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS)
One of my research aims in using a corpus-based DTS approach is to illustrate
how MC expresses English tense and aspect. Parallel corpora are employed to
recognize translation patterns between languages since they can provide
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valuable sources of information in descriptive translation research.
A DTS approach emphasises empirical data and translations as they
actually occur (Kenny 2001; Olohan 2004; Aijmer 2009). The process and
product of translation is correlated between at least two languages in interface.
Corpus-based descriptive translation studies focus mainly on the comparison of
translated and original texts in the same language.
The parallel corpus approach can be used for descriptive translation studies,
as parallel concordances can describe how an idea in one language is conveyed
in another (Baker 1996; Zanettin 2000; Laviosa 2002; Olohan 2004;
McEnery/Xiao 2007). Parallel corpora can map correspondences between
source text (ST) and target text (TT) pairs with a considerable degree of
accuracy, since the availability of a large amount of parallel equivalences
assures representativeness in source and target languages. The authenticity of
the texts serves to identify the translation norms, which can help investigate
differences and similarities in language use (Malmkjaer 1998; Laviosa 1998a).
Corpora must be constructed in accordance with standards and measures in
a translation study. Quantitative methods in parallel corpora go beyond
counting frequencies. Investigations have used global frequency measures,
such as type/token ratio as well as measures related to particular syntactic
structures (Olohan/Baker 2000; Olohan 2001), and statistical significance can
be calculated for the reliability of the concordance.
Parallel corpora also have some limitations for translation studies.
Malmkjaer (1998) highlights the fact that a parallel corpus usually "holds only
one translation for each source sentence". The concordance-generated analysis
often "fails to provide sufficient linguistic context to examine whole-text
features and semantic phenomena, with the result that only partial aspects of
translation behaviours are revealed".
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Corpora in Translation Universals
My other research aim is to compare L1 MC with translated MC texts by
means of a corpus-based approach in order to test Baker’s (1993/1996)
translation universals.
A

satisfying

translation

should

be

grammatically

accurate

and

pragmatically sound natural to native speakers in the target language.
According to Aijmer (2009), the quality of translations can be evaluated by
studying a monolingual corpus in the language compared. The comparable L1
text can overcome translationese by populating the sampling frame with L1
texts (McEnery/Xiao 2007).
To test translation universals, this study tests whether two universals
explicitation and normalization hold with MC as target text by applying a
contrastive approach to compare translated texts with L1 texts. Data are
collected from parallel and monolingual corpora. "The distinctive features of
translated language can be identified by comparing translations with
comparable L1 texts" (Xiao 2007). The use of monolingual comparable corpus
can not only improve the accuracy of translation, but will also help study the
features of translated texts. However, it is not easy to build a comparable
corpus because of the requirements of corpus size, text domain, and time span.

6.2.2.2 Corpora in Contrastive Studies
This dissertation applies a corpus-based contrastive in a study focusing on
two perspectives: one is comparing English tense and aspect with MC aspect,
and the other is to compare translated MC with L1 MC texts.

Definition of Contrastive Linguistics
Contrastive linguistics is the comparison of two or more languages with the
goal of describing their similarities and differences (Johansson 2000).
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Language comparison is of great interest in a theoretical as
well as an applied perspective. It reveals what is general and
what is language specific and is therefore important both for
the understanding of language in general and for the study of
the individual language compared.
(Johansson/Hofland 1994: 25)

Problem of Equivalence
Contrastive linguistics mainly comprises two things: tertium comparationis
(TC) and translation equivalence. Tertium comparationis provides the initial
requirement of contrastive study, and translation equivalence fulfills the
contrastive study.52 James (1980: 187) argues that "translation equivalence is
the best available basis of comparison". Similarly, Santos (1996) suggests
that "studies based on real translations are the only sound method for
contrastive analysis". Translation studies and contrastive studies are
considered complements to each other. Toury (1981) also argues that “any
‘similarity’ established in CL [Contrastive Linguistics] is to be rewritten as
‘translatability’ under invariance condition x”. This argument suggests that
the similarity in contrastive linguistics is linked to translatability in
translation studies.

The Role of Corpora
Parallel corpora offer several advantages in contrastive studies, as listed by
Aijmer/Altenberg (1996: 12):
they give new insights into the languages compared - insights that
are likely to be unnoticed in studies of monolingual corpora; they
can be used for a range of comparative purposes and increase our

52

There are many different types of equivalences (Nida 1964; Koller 1979; Krzeszowski 1990). These
are argued to be appropriate from different views. The concept of equivalence in contrastive linguistics
is related to TC. Based on Johansson (2000), TC provides a common ground based on the meaning. It
is the initial comparability requirement to the contrastive study, i.e., why two languages are worth
comparing. The task of TC is to examine the grammar of the two languages and identifying a similar
construction. It is necessary to determine the correspondence in terms of usage of the formal and
semantic equivalent structures.
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understanding of language-specific, typological and cultural
differences, as well as of universal features; they illuminate
differences between source texts and translations, and between
native and non-native texts; they can be used for a number of
practical applications, e.g. in lexicography, language teaching, and
translation.

Parallel concordances are based on translation relations between texts,
and can encourage learners to identify or highlight similarities and
differences between languages, normally their mother tongue and a language
they are learning (Aijmer 2009; Frankenberg-Garcia/Santos 2003). Thus,
parallel concordances are also suited for contrastive studies as the most
effective basis for comparing source texts with target texts. The source and
translated texts in a parallel corpus are useful for exploring how the same
content is expressed in two languages (Aijimer/Altenberg 1996).53
A parallel concordance aims at analysing the differences and similarities
between the source and target languages. Since the translation process itself
alters the features of translated language, a monolingual comparable corpus
needs to be built for analysing features of translated texts. Comparable
corpora have been considered as the most suitable corpus type that they
provide contrastive linguists within authentic language data naturally
occurring within native contexts (Fernández 2007).

6.2.2.3 Interim Summary
Corpus-based approaches can be applied in both contrastive and translation
studies. In this section, I discuss translation and contrastive studies by means
of parallel and monolingual comparable corpora. Both corpora have the
following advantages for cross-linguistic research: First, parallel corpora can
reflect translation patterns between source and target languages for

53

Quoted from McEnery/Xiao 2007.
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translation studies. Equivalent expressions, including form and meaning
equivalences, also have implications for contrasting two different languages.
In other words, parallel corpora can provide data for contrasting either
translation or function. Second, monolingual comparable corpora provide
natural L1 data, which can be used to compare with translated texts, and to
analyse the translation process. That is, the reliability and adequacy of
comparable corpora can also indicate the translation acceptability, and thus
they have applications in translator training or translation quality assessment.
With these advantages, linguists can rely on corpora to converge both
translation and contrastive studies. Both studies are interested in
investigating “how the same thing can be said in other ways, although each
field uses this information for different ends” (Chesterman 1998: 39). The
goals of this study are summarized as follows: i) Based on a corpus-based
translational approach, this study aims at illustrating how MC aspect
expresses English tense and aspect by parallel corpus. Translational data
results are also used to compare English tense and aspect with MC aspect
from a corpus-based contrastive view; ii) Applying a corpus-based
contrastive approach, this study attempts to compare L1 MC with translated
MC texts by monolingual comparable corpus. Contrastive data results are
used to describe translation features in order to test translation universals.

6.3 Corpus Databases
Two corpora are used as the research object in this dissertation, the BECPC
corpus, and the LCMC corpus. Sampling from two corpora provides solid
empirical data for analysis between languages.
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6.3.1 BECPC Corpus
6.3.1.1 Construction
The BECPC corpus is constructed using a collection of English texts issued
from 2000 to 2001. The English texts are annotated for parts of speech using
the CLAWS (Constituent-Likelihood Automatic Word Tagging System)
tagger.54 The CLAWS is "an automatic POS tagger for English developed at
Lancaster University",55 and "is reported to have achieved an accuracy rate
of 97% on general written English" (Garside/Smith 1997). The translational
Chinese data are tokenized and POS tagged on the basis of the Peking
University tagset.
(5) Table 27: The BECPC Corpus
Language
English
Size
263,633 English words
Domain
116 texts from World of
English 2000-2001
212 texts from Time 2000-2001
Medium
Written
Construction 2006-2008
Time
Annotation
POS tagging using the CLAWS
C7 tagset 56
Available

Translated MC
287,462 Chinese tokens
their translations

Written
2006-2008
POS tagging using the
Peking University
tagset57

Babel website
http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgibin/babel/paraconc.pl

The BECPC corpus can be accessed via the Unicode-compliant version
of ParaConc Web. 58 Users can search with either English or MC, and
specify the output format concordances as POS-tagged or plain text. The

54

At the linguistic level, corpora can be annotated, adding to each running word part-of-speech
tagging (Zanettin 2000).
55
Xiao/ McEnery 2002
56
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws7tags.html
57
http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/babel/PKU_tagset.htm
58
ParaConc is a bilingual or multilingual concordance that can be used in contrastive analyses,
language learning, and translation studies/training. http://www.athel.com/para.html
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following summarizes how to search for a concordance in the BECPC
corpus:

(6) Illustration 4: The BECPC Parallel Concordancer59
Leave this field blank to search

Search key:

for any word
Leave this field blank to search

POS tag:

for any tag

Output
format:
Search language:
English

Chinese

6.3.1.2 Application
The BECPC corpus provides translation counterparts, which can be analysed
quantitatively to present an objective picture of the degree of correspondence
patterns. The quality of translation results plays an important role in the
compilation of the BECPC corpus used for English and MC language
learning. However, results from the BECPC corpus "hold only one
translation for each source sentence"(Malmkjær 1998), and thus translated
MC text may be the unrepresentative variant of the target language.

6.3.2 LCMC Corpus
6.3.2.1 Construction
The monolingual corpus used in this dissertation is the LCMC balanced
corpus which was created in 2004 and designed as a match for the

59

http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgi-bin/babel/paraconc.pl
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FLOB/Frown corpora.60 In the following, the general information of LCMC
is described:

(7)Table 28: The LCMC Corpus
Language
Modern MC
Size
1 million words
Domain
16 written text categories in the 1990s
600 sample files
Medium
Written
Construction Time 2004
Annotation
POS tagging using the LCMC tagset
Available
LCMC website
http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgi-bin/lcmc/conc.pl

Unlike ParaConc used in Babel, a web-based concordance (WebConc)
was specifically developed for LCMC.61 Output mode is either KWIC mode
or sentence mode. Output format is plain text or POS tagged text. Corpus
version is either character or pinyin. The following illustrates the LCMC web
concordance:

60

FLOB refers to British English, while Frown is related to American English. A balanced corpus
means a corpus shall contain texts of different domain and different genres in reasonable proportions;
the corpus thus can be a reasonable reflection of the language use (Cheng 2004).
61
WebConc allows users to search in the standard character version or the pinyin version of the
LCMC corpus using a token, POS tag or their combination (Xiao et al. 2004).
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(8) Illustration 5: The LCMC Corpus Web Concordancer62
Search key:

Leave this field blank to search for
any word

POS tag:

Leave this field blank to search for
any tag

Output
mode:
Output
format:
Corpus
version:

Standard character

Romanised Pinyin version

version

In the following, the structure of LCMC is presented (Xiao/McEnery
2004): i) corpus constituents and data formats: The corpus is marked up in
XML conformant for written text files. XML has proved to be a sound basis
for standardizing corpus and annotation formats to facilitate easy data
linkage and transformation (Ide/ Priest-Dorman 2000; Xiao et al. 2004); ii)
file structure, markup and annotation: Each LCMC file consists of the corpus
header and the corpus text. The header provides general information about
the corpus. The corpus text, i.e., the XML elements, is annotated by text (text
category), file (sample file), s (sentence), and w (word token) (Xiao et al.
2004).63 The annotation in LCMC includes word segmentation and POS
tagging; 64 iii) character encoding: The Unicode system is applied to
standardize

the

MC

data

into

a

single

character

set.

65

Two

Unicode-compliant markup-aware corpus tools are Xara and WordSmith
version 4. The combination of Unicode and XML is a general trend in corpus
development (Xiao et al. 2004).

62

http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/cgi-bin/lcmc/conc.pl
As for the header part, the standard used is the Corpus Encoding Standard (CES) developed by
EAGLES.
64
Annotation of word boundaries of Chinese texts is also known as word segmentation (Cheng 2004).
65
Unicode is “a computing industry standard for the consistent representation and manipulation of
text expressed in most of the world's writing systems”. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicode
63
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6.3.2.2 Application
Since corpus-based research began much later in China than in western
countries, corpus-based studies of MC are less abundant than those of
English. The LCMC is considered a sound basis for monolingual
investigations of MC as well as for the cross-linguistic contrastive studies
since it is designed as a Chinese match for the FLOB. Thus, the LCMC
corpus can not only be used for modern MC learning, but also for contrastive
research between translated MC and L1 MC.
The following table summarizes two corpora, which contain similar text
categories, and time span.

(9)Table 29: Compare LCMC with BECPC
Corpus
LCMC
Size
1 million words

Domain

Medium
Construction
Time
Annotation
Available

16 written text
categories, 600 sample
files from 2000 to 2001
Written
2006-2008
POS tagging using the
LCMC tagset
LCMC website
http://score.crpp.nie.edu
.sg/cgi-bin/lcmc/conc.pl

BECPC
644,096 words
(263,633 English words and
287,462 Chinese tokens)
mixed categories, 327 texts
in the 1990s
Written
2004
POS tagging using the
Peking University tagset66
BECPC website
http://score.crpp.nie.edu.sg/
cgi-bin/babel/paraconc.pl

6.4 Data Collection
Two data collection procedures are applied in this study for different
purposes: first, sampling a set of parallel texts from the BECPC in the
translation from English into MC; second, random sampling of original MC

66

http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/babel/PKU_tagset.htm
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texts from the LCMC corpus.

6.4.1 Collection of MC Translation Patterns of English
Data on MC translation patterns of English tense and aspect are collected
from the BECPC corpus. As discussed in the introduction, English tense and
aspect includes simple present, simple past, perfect, and progressive. First, I
will collect data on the English simple present and its MC correspondences
at the sentence level. To derive the frequencies and concordances of simple
present, VVO/VVZ have been searched in the BECPC67, and the first two
hundred parallel texts were selected as empirical samples. These two steps
for data collection are illustrated in the following:

(10) Illustration 6: Examples in the BECPC Parallel Concordancer
Search key:

Leave this field blank to search
for any word

POS tag:

Leave this field blank to search
for any tag

Output
format:
Search language:
English

Chinese

Examples of search results for the English simple present and its MC
translation patterns are demonstrated below:

67

VVZ is tagged for -s form of lexical verb (e.g. gives, works), while VV0 is for base form of lexical

verb (e.g. give, work).
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(11) Illustration 7: Search Results!
Africa collectively stands {•./e€k}•‚ƒ
1 utfbifile0.txt_0012 at the bottom of the world „…†&‡ˆ‰Š1
stage of development.
This means for millions,
the ills brought by
poverty and
under-development, the
scourges of disease such
as malaria, tuberculosis
2 utfbifile0.txt_0013 and HIV/aids, and
educational programmes
that are far from what is
needed for Africa’s full
participation in the
modern economy and
society.

ú‹Œ¤•Ž[•…†•
‘’1@“¯ &”•)É
–—˜ ™š›[œ•žŸ
—ž)™ ¡¢&ˆ£¤
a)¥Z?¦$ {•Þ§
^¨©k8wª[«Ú¬
-&®å1

For ease of reference, each example is tagged with a unique sentence
identifier, such as <utfbifile0.txt_0012>, indicating that sentence number 12
in the English source data. Accordingly, I will use the same step to collect
other tense and aspect samples: two hundred patterns VVD for the English
simple past, two hundred patterns VHO for the English perfect, and two
hundred patterns VVG for the English progressive.68 Thus, eight hundred
matches will be sampled from the BECPC corpus.
Considering these samples, I analyse the parallel concordances regarding
three questions: i) what are the MC correspondences of the English tense and
aspect; ii) what are the distributions of English tense and aspect, and
frequencies of these MC correspondences; iii) is there a tendency in the
tense-aspect translation from English into MC?
The research results will help elucidate tense-aspect usage in English and

68

VVD: past tense of lexical verb (e.g. gave, worked)
VHO: have, base form (finite)
VVG: -ing participle of lexical verb (e.g. giving, working)
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translated MC. For example, I will analyse data on the English simple
present in the following steps: i) automatically collect English simple present
example sentences, and select the first 200 of them; ii) manually analyse
distributions in order to generalize the usages of simple present; iii) manually
analyse each sentence in order to find corresponding translation equivalence,
based on my MC and English knowledge; iv) classify MC translation
equivalences into imperfective and perfective aspect in order to compare
English tense and aspect with MC aspect; v) statistically analyse marked and
unmarked devices of translation equivalence in order to discuss translation
problems.

6.4.2 Collection of L1 MC
With the LCMC tagset implemented in the monolingual LCMC corpus,69
one can directly search the MC aspect for parts of speech, and not aspect
specifically, due to the fact that MC has no restricted verbal inflections to
signal tense and aspect. The linguistic devices that express MC aspect are
relatively flexible, such as aspect markers, or lexical means. Even as
relatively restricted aspect markers, they have multiple functions.
Instead, I input “1” in the search key, and specify the output format
concordances as plain texts at the sentence level. The query report shows
23318 concordances. As discussed, MC has two aspects: perfective and
imperfective aspect. I chose 800 sentences as samples, equal to the amount
of translated MC data from the BECPC corpus for comparison. All selected
data are manually classified to perfective aspect, imperfective aspect, or
modality. 616 sentences have the perfective meaning, 141 sentences have the
imperfective meaning, and 43 sentences have the modality usage.
These steps are illustrated in the following:

69

http://www.lancs.ac.uk/fass/projects/corpus/babel/PKU_tagset.htm
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(12) Illustration 8: The LCMC Corpus Web Concordancer
Search key:

!

Leave this field blank to search for
any word
Leave this field blank to search for
any tag

POS tag:
Output
mode:
Output
format:
Corpus
version:

Standard character

Romanised Pinyin version

version

Search Results
^;<ú89Í•=¤}•>
000001. (LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004") Í<?•x&2>)•=¤@
A1
¯<«Ú&°±¯P)²³&a
000002. (LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006") ´Sˆ£&µn ¶¶ %·
&)•>&1

The number 000001 is the concordance number 1. LCMC_A is the file
name where the current concordance occurs. Sn = “0004” is the sentence
number for the current concordance.
These comparable L1 MC data applied "the same sampling frame and
compared the frequencies" of translated MC. I examine these data regarding
their frequencies, positions, and semantic usages with the aid of statistical
analyses. For example, I analyse L1 MC results as follows: i) randomly
sample a large amount of sentences; ii) manually sort the sentences into
imperfective and perfective aspect; iii) manually select the perfective, the
imperfective sentences, and the modality sentences; iv) statistically analyse
marked and unmarked devices in order to compare with translated MC.
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6.4.3 Chi-square Test for Comparing Linguistic Element Distribution
In order to statistically compare the distributions of linguistic elements
between English and translated MC, and between translated MC and L1 MC,
I decide to apply the chi-square test. With one distribution labeled as
expected and the other observed, the chi-square test can be formulated as
, where O is the observed frequency, E is the expected
frequency and X2 is the chi-square value.
The null hypothesis is H0: the two distributions have no difference and
the alternative hypothesis is HA: the two distributions are different. Under H0,
X2 follows a chi-square distribution with degree of freedom (df) = N-1,
where N is the number of categories in each distribution. From the
chi-square table, one can figure out the probability (p) value. When p is
significantly small (< 0.05), I reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the
two distributions are different.

6.5 Summary
The present study provides a discussion of the centrality of a corpus-based
approach within translation and contrastive studies. The motivation behind
choice in translation reflects the role of translation as a means of
communication and mediation between cultures (Hermans 1999; Pearson
2003; Macken et al. 2008). The corpus-based approach in linguistics has
advantages as well as limitations. As Laviosa (1998a) observes, “the
corpus-based approach is evolving, through theoretical elaboration and
empirical realization, into a coherent, composite and rich paradigm that
addresses a variety issues pertaining to theory, description, and the practice
of translation”. Thus, the present study, using BECPC and LCMC, presents
data collection from a quantitative way that generates more representative,
authentic, and reliable results. However, machine-readable texts are subject
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to copyright and other propriety restrictions, which impose strong constraints
on their availability for research (Leech 2002). Many corpora or text
collections are subject to stronger restrictions, but the LCMC and BECPC
are open to all users. I apply "a combination of automatic and manual"
approaches to collect data, and use statistical methods and quantitative
methods to analyse data. The combinatorial approaches help improve the
accuracy of data results.
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Chapter 7 Data Results
This chapter presents two sets of data results: one is the formal
correspondences in translations from English tense and aspect into MC; the
other is results of aspect and modality in L1 MC. The contrasts between
English and translated MC are analysed to test the translatability and
acceptability of the translation texts. The contrasted results between
translated MC and L1 MC are analysed to examine the accuracy and feature
of the translated language because translation effects and processes may lead
to the misinterpretation of translated data.

7.1 Results of Translating English Tense and Aspect into MC
The translation equivalents are used to examine the translatability between
languages in light of tense and aspect. Accordingly, I will first summarize the
distribution and usage of the English tense and aspect. Then, I will illustrate
how temporal and aspectual meanings in English are translated into MC.

7.1.1 MC Equivalence of the English Simple Present
7.1.1.1 Distribution of the English Simple Present
According to the data, the simple present in English normally refers to
stative present (37%), but it can also mark habitual or eternal truth (30%),
futurate (14%) and narrate past events (19%). Distribution of the English
simple present is illustrated in the following table:
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(1)Table 30: Distribution of the English Simple Present
Meaning in
Type
Example
Count (Freq)
Present
Present, Past, Habitual
utfbifile0.txt_0035
60 (30%)
and Future
present/
What is always difficult in
Time
Eternal
life is not so much that we
truth
influence and change others;
Present Time

Stative
present

Past Time

Historical
present

Future Time

Present
futurate

utfbifile0.txt_0185
His writings include Season
of Migration to the North.
utfbifile0.txt_0376
Although the rest are
unscathed, Jordan is shot
from his horse and breaks
his leg as he falls.
utfbifile0.txt_0026
In turn, that requires
massive programmes for
infrastructural
development…

Total

74 (37%)

38 (19%)

28 (14%)

200 (100%)

7.1.1.2 MC Translation Patterns
When the English simple present is translated into MC, the marked form
(65.5%) is employed more often than the unmarked (34.5%). The marked
form includes sentences with aspect marker (17%), temporal adverbial
(20.5%), or lexical verb (28%). The context (34.5%), i.e., zero/LVM form, is
used as unmarked in MC.
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(2)Table 31: Simple Present Translated as Marked/Unmarked Means in MC
Simple Present Aspectual
Count (Freq) Ratio
Translated as
Marking in MC
in MC
Marked
Aspect marker
34 (17%)
0.49:0.59:0.81:1
131 (65.5%)
Temporal adverb 41 (20.5%)
Marked: Unmarked
Lexical verb
56 (28%)
1.89:1
Unmarked
Context
69 (34.5%)
69 (34.5%)
Total
200 (100%)
There are 131 instances of marked cases and 69 instances of unmarked
cases. The translated data register a marked: unmarked ratio of 1.89:1. The
ratio of aspect marker: temporal adverbial: lexical verb: context is 0.49: 0.59:
0.81: 1. When unmarked means or contextualization is used, a one-to-one
equivalence can not be realized in translations. The adoption of
context-oriented approach is assumed to lead to translation difficulties. In the
following, each aspectual marking in translated MC is reviewed in detail.

7.1.1.2.1 Aspect Marker
Two aspect markers are used for translating the English simple present,
namely the aspect markers -le and -zhe. Among 34 cases of aspect markers,
the aspect marker -le occurs in 23 instances (67.6%), while -zhe appears in
only 11 (32.4%).
Instances of the aspect marker -le have two usages. In 10 cases (29.4%) it
expresses the English present. In the other 13 cases (38.2%) it translates the
English historical present of. Examples of the aspect marker -zhe (32.4%)
are used to express the stative usage of the English present. The following
table shows the results.
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(3) Table 32: English Present Translated as Aspect Marker
Aspect Example
Usage in
Marker
English
Present
-le
utfbifile0.txt_0017
Historical
While this brings the danger that
present
historical imbalances may be
entrenched and even worsened, it
also brings opportunities for Africa
as a region of vast untapped
potential.
ú¸…†®å)F´Ü“¯`¹
º³&_»ìÞ¼R[½¾oR
&¿À)Á*'¥Â/{•ŽÃ
?ù…&ÄÅÆÇ`©Ú1
utfbifile0.txt_0376
Although the rest are unscathed,
Jordan is shot from his horse and
breaks his leg as he falls.
ÈÉÊ^@Ë&Ì¹QÍ)b8
ÎÏÍrÐÑ’“`”1
-zhe
utfbifile0.txt_0425
Stative
Yet even in hospital with the most
present
eloquent bill of rights, believers in
benevolent deception continue their
age-old practices.
¹N)Òy}ÓÓÔÔÕÖ×Ø
µÙ&ÚÛ•)ÜÝÞß÷&6
à‚áòó¤^‚~‹âã&_
ä1
Total

Count
(Freq)
23 (67.6%)

11 (32.4%)

34 (100%)

As can be seen from the table, a one-to-one equivalence seems to occur
in translations. Syntactically, the present suffix -(e)s has the equivalence of
-le and -zhe, such as bring-s ¾N*, break-s ¿À*, or continue-s ˆ‰0.
Semantically, the aspect marker -le can signal the historical present. The
aspect marker -zhe denotes a state resulting from an activity, which expresses
the English stative present.
As noted, the verbal -le is traditionally characterized as a marker of
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perfective aspect, so a sentence with the verbal -le usually is understood as
corresponding to the English past. The aspect marker -zhe is called the
imperfective or durative aspect marker in MC, which can denote the present
in English.

7.1.1.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
Using temporal adverbial phrases is another means of denoting aspectual
information in MC. One of their major functional characteristics is to
“provide a semantic frame within which the event described by the sentence
occurs” (Li/Thompson 1981: 320). When translating the English present, 23
(56.1%) instances of frequency temporal adverbs are used most frequently,
such as "—˜ (every hour), "Á (every time), SS (often), cÂ
(always), or ÃÄ (always). There are 17 (41.5%) samples of location
adverbials, such as “#Å&/“Å (that night), to express past situations or
states. Only 1 (2.4%) example of adverbial of time span, such as +cŸÆ
(in a week)70, is used to translate the future situation of the English simple
present. The following table shows the result.

70

In-adverbials delimit the duration of a process. They may either denote the length of the process
until its termination or the time span from speech time until the time point when the event takes place
(Kiefer 2009).
http://but.unitbv.ro/BU2009/BULETIN2009/Series%20IV/BULETIN%20IV%20PDF/31_Kiefer.pdf
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(4)Table 33: English Present Translated as Temporal Adverb
Adv Type

Example

Frequency
23
(56.1%)

utfbifile0.txt_0498
It hoists riders 104 metres upwards
and then plummets them back to
earth in just three seconds at a
speed topping 100 kilometres an
hour.
¥B;gå»Ææ$ 100çè
±)éš}êê¬ëì'|í)
™îx¾F'100ß•&ï±)ð
;gñ¹®$òÜ1
utfbifile0.txt_0035
What is always difficult in life is
not so much that we influence and
change others; the most difficult
question is to change yourself in
accordance with the conditions that
you confront.
AóÍÄÄô$õö&_Sy÷
ø[kQù@)‡õö&Súû
›¬ÜU&ijykQ›CD1
utfbifile0.txt_0549
Gene never remembers important
dates either, but I could not care
less.
üý<_þj"ÿí&"!J)Áf
FÁ&_}"1
utfbifile0.txt_0337
That night Jordan sleeps outside the
guerrillas’ cave in his sleeping-bag.
~n#•)ÎÏ$ÇCD&ª%)
ª};&É€'&()*1
utfbifile0.txt_0012
Africa collectively stands at the
bottom of the world stage of
development.
{•./e€k}•‚ƒ„…†
&‡ˆŠ1
utfbifile0.txt_0538

Location
17
(41.5%)

Time span

Usage in
English
Present
Eternal
truth

Count
(Freq)
22
(53.7%)

Habitual
present

Negation
of stative
present

1
(2.4%)

Historical
present

5
(12.2%)

Stative
present

12
(29.3%)

Present

1
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Time span
1
(2.4%)

utfbifile0.txt_0538
Present
The “Dear Abby” column in a week futurate
typically receives more than 10,
000 letters.
}F+í§$F1,p¯6U "
-4&œ." /0Nr, O1±
Ä1

Total

1
(2.4%)

41
(100%)

Temporal adverbials have the same meaning in both English and MC.
Thus, a word for word translation is used for temporal adverbial expressions.
Syntactically, temporal adverbials have four positions in MC: at the
beginning, at the end of the clause, before the verb, or after the verb.
According to data, 22 (53.6%) cases of temporal adverbials have the same
position in both English and MC. Only 9 (22%) cases have different
positions between English and MC. Syntactic differences will not cause
difficulties in understanding the meaning of the clause. When temporal
adverbials only occur in MC, it can clearly indicate the temporal meaning of
the clause. There are 10 (24.4%) examples of this usage.
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(5)Table 34: Position of Temporal Adverb in English and MC
Position English
MC
Example
Same
Position
22
(53.6%)

Different
Position
9
(22%)

adv+verb

in the
beginning

in the
beginning

in the
beginning
verb+adv

adv+verb

in the end

adv+verb

adv+verb
Only in
MC
10
(24.4%)

adv+verb

-

adv+verb

it the
beginning
in the
beginning

8'
(sometimes/at
times)
‹4(always)
<_(never)
k}(now)
¾c(every time)
2Ä(often)
~n#•
(that night)
‹4(always)

Count
(Freq)
4 (9.8%)

3 (7.3%)
1 (2.4%)
8 (19.5%)
2 (4.9%)
1 (2.4%)
3 (7.3%)
1 (2.4%)

¾¶…
(per decade)
2Ä(often)
¾F'(per hour)
3»
(during the night)
¾n(every day)
¾m(today)
F+í(in a week)

1 (2.4%)

k} (now)
‹4 (always)
¾c(every time)
¾n (every day)

5 (12.2%)
1 (2.4%)
2 (4.9%)
2 (4.9%)
41 (100%)

Total

1 (2.4%)
1 (2.4%)
1 (2.4%)
2 (4.9%)
1 (2.4%)
1 (2.4%)

In English, the temporal adverb now (Ç+) can be used in the English
simple present or progressive. In MC, Ç+ (now) is preferentially used to
signal the English present since MC has its own temporal adverbial ./.+
(in the process of) to denote the progressive aspect.

7.1.1.2.3 Lexical Verb
Using lexical verbs is another way MC expresses the English present.
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Lexical verbs (i.e., RVC or future-oriented verb) can express the speaker’s
attitude or provide temporal information concerning a proposition.
As discussed, the construction of RVC is composed of two elements: the
second element signals some results of the action conveyed by the first
element. 14 (25%) RVCs are used in translating the states of the English
simple present; 10 (17.9%) RVCs are related to historical present. 5 (8.9%)
auxiliary verbs are used to state a fact. 27 (48.2%) sentences containing
future-oriented verbs in MC are used to translate futurate forms, such as ƒ

| (want to), `a (plan to).
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(6)Table 35: English Present Translated as Lexical Verb
Lexical
Example
Usage in
Verb in
English
MC
Present
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_0033
Historical
What gives hope is that Africa’s
present
leaders are finding creative ways of
addressing the resolution of
conflicts.
4@ô$WX&S){•&56
7‚¡}±?²Z³&´µ¯e
f891

Auxiliary
Verb

Futureoriented
Verb

Total

utfbifile0.txt_0361
Late that night Anselmo comes
accidentally on the scene of the
battle…
~n¼#,Ì:;<Q‹Í¯$=
>…
utfbifile0.txt_0173
And because it understands and
forgives what is less so.
á?/¥Þ@e[ABFXCD
&EF1
utfbifile0.txt_0026
In turn, that requires massive
programmes for infrastructural
development…
GF´Ü)ú-íH_7Ž&á
âyYIJKIL…

Count
(Freq)
24
(42.9%)

Stative
present

5
(8.9%)

Present
futurate

27
(48.2%)

56
(100%)

According to my data, both directional RVCs and phrase RVCs appear in
translations. Directional RVCs can be schematized as V1 (Displacement)-V2
Direction (Li/Thompson 1981: 58). A displacement verb is a verb signalling
motion, such as È (stand). The direction verb, such as ÉN (exit-come =
come out), signals the direction in which the subject moves as the result of
the displacement. Thus, the directional RVC È É N (stand-exist-out)
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means stand up. Phrase RVCs mean that “the second verb expresses
something more like the type of action described by the first verb or the
degree to which it is carried out than its result” (Li/Thompson 1981: 65). For
example, -Ê means arrive, the RVC ƒÊ (think-arrive) means think of.
Since RVC gives the result of an action, it is usually used to interpret a past
situation. Thus, an aspect shift occurs in this case. Auxiliary verbs, such as

_ (can) and ^ (can/will), denote ability or necessity. When translating the
English present with auxiliary verbs there is also an aspect shift.
Future-oriented verbs indicate future situations. If there is no temporal
adverbial in a clause, it means the present. Thus, there is a one-to-one
transfer when translating present tense into future-oriented verb.

7.1.1.2.4 Context
Context plays a role in interpreting the temporal meaning of the clause. That
is, 69 sentences use the unmarked mean to translate the English present. 68
(98.5%) cases contain stative verbs, while only 1 (1.5%) case contains
activity verb. Among 68 stative verbs, 37 verbs are matrix verbs or reporting
verbs.
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(7)Table 36: English Present Translated as Context
Context Example
in MC
Stative
Verb
68
(98.5%)

Activity
Verb
1
(1.5%)

utfbifile0.txt_0185
His writings include Season of
Migration to the North, and the
collection of a short novel and stories
titled The Wedding of Zein (1978),
from which “A Handful of Dates " was
taken.
^&.MÝNOåŒ´PQ&RST
[FÏU/OV?&WXT(1978)&Y
ZF÷©[¤\1[¤OFB]^T
d6C_\1
utfbifile0.txt_0569
I know boys will be boys, but my “boy
" is seventy-three and he’s still chasing
women.
f23`abcS`a,ìf&“`
a”)&73d`)á}efg@1
utfbifile0.txt_0353
When he goes out to tend the horses,
the group decides to kill him.
^6)yhÑ);&ÉËfiœâ^1
utfbifile0.txt_0755
They grow, mature, slough off and are
replaced by new ones.
úXjkA{˜\l˜mÐ)n/o
&jk¬p81

Total

Usage in
English
Present
Stative
present

Count
(Freq)
58
(84%)

Historical 10
present
(14.5%)

Eternal
truth

1
(1.5%)

69
(100%)

As stative situations are not marked aspectually in MC, translations of
the simple present tend to take the zero form, which needs context for
interpretation.

7.1.1.3 Interim Summary
In the following, MC translation patterns of the English simple present are
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summarized:

(8) Table 37: MC Translation Pattern of the English Simple Present
English Present
MC Concordance
Count (Freq)
Habit /eternal Truth!
Temporal adverbial
35 (17.5%)
Present, Past, and
RVC
14 (7%)
Future Time
Context
1 (0.5%)
50 (25%)!
Stative Present
Context
58 (29%)
Present Time
-zhe
11 (5.5%)
74 (37%)
Auxiliary verb
5 (2.5%)
Historical Present
-le
23 (11.5%)
Past Time
Temporal adverbial
5 (2.5%)
48 (24%)
RVC
10 (5%)
Context
10 (5%)
Present Futurate
Temporal adverbial
1 (0.5%)
Future Time
Future-oriented verb
27 (13.5%)
28 (14%)
Total
200 (100%)
The aspect markers -le/le and RVC can express the MC perfective
meaning, as the aspect maker -zhe signals the MC imperfective meaning.
Aspectual meaning signalling by context depends on the translator’s choice.
Auxiliary and future-oriented verbs indicate the MC modality. The following
table shows how MC aspect and modality are expressed in the corpus.
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(9)Table 38: Aspectual Meaning in Translating English Present into MC
English Simple
Concordance in MC
Count
Present Translated as
(Freq)
in MC
Perfective
-le
23 (11.5%)
62 (31%)
Temporal adverbial
5 (2.5%)
RVC
24 (12%)
Context
10 (5%)
Imperfective
-zhe
11 (5.5%)
106 (53%)
Temporal adverbial
36 (18%)
Context
59 (29.5%)
Modality
32 (16%)
Total

Auxiliary verb
Future-oriented verb

4 (2.5%)
27 (13.5%)
200 (100%)

When translating the English present tense, MC uses perfective aspect
(62%), imperfective aspect (53%), and modality (16%). Since MC has no
tense, it substitutes present tense with aspect or modality. Only when using
temporal adverbials is it possible to find a grammatical category that can be
expressed regularly across languages.

7.1.2 MC Equivalence the English Simple Past
7.1.2.1 Distribution of the English Simple Past
Normally, the basic meaning of the past tense is “a situation in time prior to
the present”, which marks situations as completed or terminated. According
to data, 194 (97%) cases contain the basic usage. 6 (3%) examples signal
non-temporal meaning in the English simple past, which show one of special
usages.
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(10) Table 39: Distribution of the English Simple Past
Meaning of the
Type
Example
Past
Past Time
Event Past
utfbifile0.txt_0090
(Completed or
She smiled.
terminative)
Past Time
Habitual past utfbifile0.txt_0197
Before my grandfather
ever replied to my many
questions he would rub the
tip of his nose with his
forefinger ;
Non-temporal
Modal
utfbifile0.txt_0062
remoteness
I gazed upon the profound
emptiness in front of me
and the ghosts of my past
that drifted across it.
fqX¤r-Fstu
u&>ò™ <Ívw
Nx&˜xy¤f&Aó
z¤1
Total

Count
(Freq)
175
(87.5%)
19
(9.5%)

6
(3%)

200
(100%)

175 (87.5%) examples have the basic usage of event past. Habitual past
contains 19 (9.5%) samples which denotes that “a habit or state that existed
in the past”. 6 (3%) cases are modal remoteness which conveys the meanings
of politeness, unreality or uncertainty.

7.1.2.2 MC Translation Patterns
When translating the English simple past to MC, the marked method occurs
more than four times as frequently than the unmarked. The English past is
predominantly morphologically marked by the suffix -ed, whereas MC
frequently uses aspect markers. The ratio of context: temporal adverbial:
lexical verb: aspect marker is 0.51:0.65:0.68:1
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(11) Table 40: Simple Past Translated as Marked/Unmarked Means
Simple Past
Aspectual
Count (Freq) Ratio
Translated as
Marking in MC
in MC
Marked
Temporal adverb 46 (23%)
0.51:0.65:0.68:1
164 (82%)
Lexical verb
48 (24%)
Marked: Unmarked
Aspect marker
70 (35%)
4.55:1
Unmarked
Context
36 (18%)
36 (18%)
Total
200(100%)

7.1.2.2.1 Aspect Marker
Aspect marker -le usually signals a completed or terminated action, and in 59
(84.3%) cases the aspect markers -le/le are used to translate the English
simple past. The aspect markers -le/le locate in two different positions: one is
located directly after the main verb; the other is placed at the end of the
clause. The verbal-le is always considered as the perfective aspect marker,
while the sentence-final le is seen as a perfective aspect marker or a particle
depending on a context.
The aspect marker -guo often indicates an action that has been
experienced at least once. In a certain context, the marker -le/le and the
marker -guo are interchangeable when “the focus is on simple fact that an
event or a series of events occurred” (Li/Thompson 1981: 232). The
interchangeability of -le and -guo in situations with the past reference time is
also reflected on the English translation. 5 (7.1%) examples of the aspect
marker -guo are used to express the completed situation of the English past.
When signalling a target state, the aspect marker -zhe can translate the
modal remoteness of the English past, shown by 6 (8.6%) samples.
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(12) Table 41: English Past Translated as Aspect Marker
Aspect Example
Usage in
Marker
English Past
-le
utfbifile0.txt_0261
Event past
They formed a circle round the sacks
of dates and began examining them...
^‚{¤úX]^%J|\`FG
})¹šù,~•]^&È€...
le
utfbifile0.txt_0090
Event past
She smiled.
c•‚`1
-zhe
utfbifile0.txt_0062
Modal
I gazed upon the profound emptiness remoteness
in front of me and the ghosts of my
past that drifted across it.
fqX¤r-Fstuu&>ò™
<ÍvwNx&˜xy¤f&A
óz¤1
-guo
utfbifile0.txt_0699
Event past
Hollywood’s "Herbier” movies
(about a magical type of
Volkswagen) believed it could talk
back.
FXPxÈƒ„" Herbier "…÷tE
‚F¸†‡&"Žˆ"‰&÷su&
@=/ú¸‰Þ[@Š1
Total

Count
(Freq)
53
(75.7%)

6
(8.6%)
6
(8.6%)

5
(7.1%)

70
(100%)

It can be seen from the table above that the aspect marker -le has a
tendency to translate the English simple past. The aspect marker -le can be
considered an equivalent of the English past suffix V-ed in most cases.
7.1.2.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
46 temporal adverbials are used for translating the English past into MC. 18
(39.1%) instances of location temporal adverbials indicate the completed
situation of the English event past, such as +1998J (in 1998). Frequency
adverbials occurring in 13 (28.3%) examples are used to express the habitual
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past, such as 9˜ (sometimes) or cË (usually). Time span adverbials,
present in 15 (32.6%) cases, can also express the terminated situation of the
English event past.
(13) Table 42: English Past Translated as Temporal Adverbial
Temporal
Example
Usage in
adv in MC
English
Past
Frequency
utfbifile0.txt_0197
Habitual
Before my grandfather ever
past
replied to my many questions he
would rub the tip of his nose with
his forefinger ;
‹Œ}®Óf(,ÔÕ-)•4
Ž••‘F’“”1
Location
utfbifile0.txt_0442
Event
In 1899 George Eastman, whose
Past
cameras and developing services
would make photography a
household activity, bought full
rights to Velox for the then
astonishing sum of $ 1 million.
1899…)Î•·–—˜™c'4@
ƒ™&1001š›œ’` Velox
&È•yŽ×)^&û5©[8
ÐÒžš¯yû5\`FŸ%
¡¢&£1
Time Span utfbifile0.txt_0116
Event
During the ‘20s, Dad worked hard Past
to support our family, but was
very little money left over.
20…8¤|)¥¥/`¦%N§
Å-.)ÁSÞdS¨’&©z
ª1
Total

Count
(Freq)
13
(28.3%)

18
(39.1%)

15
(32.6%)

46
(100%)

21 (45.6%) cases of temporal adverbials in MC can be placed mostly in the
same position as the English does. 17 (37%) temporal adverbials occur only in
translated MC. The rest 8 (17.4%) temporal adverbials have different positions
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between English and MC.
(14) Table 43: Position of Temporal Adverb in English and MC
Position English
MC
Example
Count
(Freq)
8'
Same
adv+verb
adv+verb
1 (2.2%)
Position
(sometimes)
21
F«(usually)
1 (2.2%)
(45.6%)
¬¬(just)
2 (4.3%)
}……(in…)
at the
at the
9 (19.6%)
beginning of beginning of }…•(on…) 2 (4.3%)
the sentence
the sentence
}…š(after)
2 (4.3%)
F+š
1 (2.2%)
(in a week)
}...1 (2.2%)
(before…)
}…¤|
1 (2.2%)
(during…)
8'
1 (2.2%)
(sometimes)
~n#•/’
Different at the end of
at the
1 (2.2%)
Position the sentence
beginning of -(that night)
8
the clause
8F®(once)
2 (4.3%)
(17.4%) at the end of
m…(this year) 1(2.2%)
adv+verb
the clause
wÄ(often)
1 (2.2%)
}…¤|
at the end of
verb+adv
1 (2.2%)
the sentence
(during…)
‡šF®
at the
adv+verb
1 (2.2%)
beginning of
(last time)
the clause
~'(that
at the
verb+adv
1 (2.2%)
beginning of
time)
the clause
T/Tw(past
Only
adv+verb
10(21.7%)
occur in time at some
MC
time)
17
8F®(once)
2 (2.2%)
(37%)
•4(always)
1 (4.3%)
xy(past
4 (8.7%)
time)
Total
46 (100%)
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A sentence likely contains two or more indicators. The combination of
multiple temporal indicators determines its temporal relation. Among 46
temporal adverbials, 7 of them are combined with aspect markers, all of
which express the completed situation of the English event past.

(15) Table 44: The Combination of Aspect Marker and Temporal Adverbial
Aspect
Example
Usage in Count
Marker+adv
English
(Freq)
Past
adv+le
utfbifile0.txt_0459
Event
2
Starting around 1904, Baekeland past
(29%)
and an assistant began their
search.
1904…¯°)±²³[F´µù
,`^‚&±?.1
adv+guo
utfbifile0.txt_0627
Event
5
This question, when put to
past
(71%)
readers on October 16, 1992,
generated more than 300,000
responses which were published
in a book in November 1993.
c‚1992…10•16!åK7Æ
6xGÔÕ)šü830,1@.
Ó1
Total
7
(100%)
7.1.2.2.3 Lexical Verb
The English past normally marks situations as either completed or terminated.
The completeness of a situation in English can be translated by the RVC
(resultative verb complement), which typically indicates completion in MC.
Among the 48 lexical verbs present in my data set, 28 (68.6%) cases of -Ê
are used to express the completed situation or modal remoteness of the
English past. The meaning of -Ê has been vaguely described as reach or
succeed (Li/Thompson 1981: 66). Directional RVCs include 7 (14.6%)
instances: -N means come, such as ÌN (send-come = send over toward
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the speaker); -É means rise-up, such as ÍÉ (mention-rise = bright up);
when the character - Î following a verb, it introduces a completive
resultative construction; -Ï means exit-out, such as ÐÏ (speak-exist =
tell).
In addition, achievement verbs can also express completed situations,
such as Ñ© (bring to). When the indirect object precedes the direct object,
some verbs require the presence of the verb © (give).
(16) Table 45: English Past Translated as Lexical Verb
Lexical Verb in
Example
Usage in
MC
English
Past
Accomplishment utfbifile0.txt_0262
Event past
Verb
My grandfather gave me a
-•
fistful, which I began
munching.
‹Œ¶•fFB]^)f³
·Ž¸Â¯1
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_0271
Event past
-¯
Hussein called his assistants
and they brought along
donkeys.
¹º?»¯´µ¼¯`½
J1
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_0251
Event past
-Â
I remembered Masood's
remark to me when he had
once seen me playing about
with the branch of a young
palm tree…
fþÂÑ¾¿Uf÷&F
ÀŠ)c'f¡U¤FÁF
]^&ÂÃÄ•;u1
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_1231
Event past
-j
“Come on, you’ve said
enough.”
"È`)›÷jd,`1"
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_0230
Event past
-6
“Women,” and from the

Count
(Freq)
3
(6.3%)

7
(14.6%)

2
(4.2%)

1
(2.1%)

2
(4.2%)
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RVC
-$

Total

way my grandfather
pronounced the word…
"g@," <‹Œ÷6úG
Å&´ÆÇ
utfbifile0.txt_0054
My wife and I raced out of
Philadelphia as if fleeting a
pestilence, only to run into
dense shore-bound traffic.
f[ÈJÉÉÊËÌF¢
ÍÎ…Ï«Ð6ÑÒ...
utfbifile0.txt_0617
Event past
A year later in San
Francisco and inspired by
Eppie’s example, her twin
sister Pauline approached
the editor of the San
Francisco Chronicle…
F…š)}ÓÔ()ÕÊÖ
A××4±&Ø…)ÙÚ?
$OÓÔ(Û¤!/T&Ü
Ë...
utfbifile0.txt_0065
Event past
“What are you thinking
about?” My wife asked.
"›}ð•žŸ" f&ÈJ
Ô$1

28
(58.3%)

5
(10.3%)

48
(100%)

7.1.2.2.4 Context
The aspect marker is deleted for discursive reasons in perfective aspect (Chu
1987). In 22 cases, stative verbs appear in a clause: 6 of these are emotion
verbs which denote a habitual event; 16 of them, such as I told her (7

¡

A) or I said to him (7•AÐ), signal the event past. Although there is no
aspect marker after the verb, this construction usually has a perfective
interpretation.
Some activity sentences can be viewed perfectively and do not need any
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marker to describe past situations. There are 14 instances of this use.

(17) Table 46: English Past Translated as Context
Context in Example
MC
Stative
Verb
22
(61.1%)

Activity
Verb
(38.9%)

utfbifile0.txt_0127
We were just friends passing time,
and I preferred it that way.
f‚b_xS}FÂÝy'|&Þ
ß)uàfáâú¢1
utfbifile0.txt_0089
“My heart sometimes jumps when I
think of you, " I said to her.
"f8'ðÂ›)ãdää·å,"f
Uc÷1
utfbifile0.txt_0166
Overhead the sea gulls wheeled and
cried as we walked barefoot in the
cool, wet sand.
f‚æç:}èéNêë&ì» )
íî}f‚&»tïð˜ñò1

Total

Usage in
English
Past
Habitual
past

Count
(Freq)

Event
past

16
(44.4%)

Event
past

14
(38.9%)

6
(16.7%)

36
(100%)

7.1.2.3 Interim Summary
The English simple past has in 193 (97%) cases the basic usage of
expressing completed events. To translate this completed or terminated use,
59 (29.5%) instances of the aspect marker -le are used in the event past. 13
(6.5%) cases of temporal adverbials are used to express the habitual past.
Modal remoteness has 6 (3%) cases, which is often signalled by -zhe in MC.
In the following, MC translation patterns of the English simple past are
summarized:
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(18) Table 47: MC Translation Pattern of the English Simple Past
Simple Past
MC Concordance
Count (Freq)
Event Past
-le/le
59 (29.5%)
Past Time
-guo
5 (2.5%)
175 (87.5%)
Temporal adverbial
33 (16.5%)
Lexical verb
48 (24%)
Context
30 (15%)
Habitual Past
Temporal adverbial
13 (6.5%)
Past Time
Context
6 (3%)
19 (9.5%)
Modal
-zhe
6 (3%)
Remoteness
Non-temporal
6 (3%)
Total
200 (100%)

The English simple past has both perfective and imperfective meaning
when translated into MC. Imperfective in MC can be used to represent
habitual actions, such as He ate an apple every day. Although the perfective
is often described as corresponding to a "momentary action", it can equally
be used for an action that took time, as long as it is conceived of as a unit,
with a clearly defined start and end, such as Last summer I visited France.
Thus, when a situation expressed by the English simple past is translated into
MC, it is possible to present it either "perfectively" (80%) or
"imperfectively" (20%).71 That is, aspect shifts can occur when translating
the English past into MC imperfective aspect.

71

Xiao/McEnery (2002) argue that it depends on its situation type and the translator's choice of
viewpoint.
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(19) Table 48: Aspectual Meaning in MC of Translating English Past
Simple Past
Concordance in MC
Count
Translated as in MC
(Freq)
Perfective
Aspect marker-le/le,-guo
64 (32%)
160 (80%)
Location temporal adverbial
18 (9%)
RVC
48 (24%)
Context
30 (15%)
Imperfective
Aspect marker -zhe
6 (3%)
40 (20%)
Frequency adverbial/time span 28 (14%)
Context
6 (3%)
Total
200 (100%)

7.1.3 MC Equivalence of the English Perfect
7.1.3.1 Distribution of the English Perfect
The English perfect relates a previous situation to the present. There are four
types of the English perfect. In the data set 105 (52.5%) instances of the
perfect of result are translated with the resultative perfective viewpoint. The
adverb already is used to lexicalize the perfect meaning of result since this
adverb alone can "signal current relevance". 40 (20%) cases of recent past
indicate "temporal closeness or the nearness of a past situation"(Comrie
1976:60). From a syntactic point of view, "its differences with the perfect of
result lie mainly in the presence or absence of adverbs, such as recently or
just" (Xiao/McEnery 2002). The English perfect of experience has 31(15.5%)
examples which have the same meaning as the experiential aspect in MC. It
means that the event has at least been experienced once, which can be
signalled by the adverb once or ever. Persistency contains 24 (12%) samples
which refer to a situation "started in the past and persists up to, and perhaps
even beyond, the present" (Xiao/McEnery 2002). Temporal adverbs, such as
since or for indicate this usage. Thus, the perfect progressive has been doing
has a similar meaning to the perfect progressive does.
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(20) Table 49: Distribution of the English Perfect
Perfect
Example
Type
Result
utfbifile0.txt_3960
I have already given away my three cows,
my pigs and my chickens.
Experience utfbifile0.txt_8_1_1
The Cabbage Cure If you’ve heard it once,
you’ve heard it a thousand times: Eat your
fruits and vegetables!
Recent past utfbifile0.txt_0332
He learns that she has recently been rescued
from the Fascists and is still recovering from
the ill treatment she suffered at their hands.
Persistency utfbifile0.txt_0740
Dozens of observational studies since the
early 1980s have suggested that calcium
affects blood pressure.
Total

Count
(Freq)
105
(52.5%)
31
(15.5%)

40
(20%)

24
(12%)

200
(100%)

7.1.3.2 MC Translation Patterns
When translating the English Perfect into MC, marked means are used much
more often than the unmarked context form. The translated data register a
marked: unmarked ratio of 19:1. Among all linguistic means, the ratio of
lexical verb: context: aspect marker: temporal adverb is 0.09:0.12:0.35:1.

(21) Table 50: Perfect Translated as Marked/Unmarked Means
Perfect
Aspectual Marking Count (Freq) Ratio
Translated as in MC
in MC
Marked
Lexical verb
13 (6.5%)
0.09:0.12:0.35:1
190 (95%)
Aspect marker
46 (23%)
Marked: Unmarked
Temporal adverbial 131 (65.5%)
19:1
Unmarked
Context
10 (5%)
10 (5%)
Total
200 (100%)
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7.1.3.2.1 Aspect Marker
MC has an experiential aspect marker -guo. Thus, translation of the
experiential perfect to MC is in principle quite straightforward. The
perfective aspect marker -le signals the recent past. There is no dedicated
aspect marker for the meaning of persistency, except the combination of
-le+le.

(22)Table 51: English Perfect Translated as Aspect Marker
Aspect Example
Usage in
Marker
English
Perfect
-le
utfbifile0.txt_2_5_6
Recent
I’ve just received 20 scooters this
past
morning and I 'm pretty sure they’ll be
sold out by the end of the day.
mn»-fÇ`20ó1fôõ,mn’
öß-FiÚ÷ø1
-guo
utfbifile0.txt_5491
Experience
Have you ever worked?
›-.xùŸ
-le+le utfbifile0.txt_0680
Persistency
One or two models have been on show
for a while at art galleries, showrooms
and car shows.
}šúû˜†üý[þ‰†»v8F ˜
o¸oÿ‰!"#`FŠ'|`1
Total

Count
(Freq)
32
(69.6%)

13
(28.3%)
1
(2.1%)

46
(100%)

The distinction between verbal suffix-le and sentence-final le has been
traditionally characterized as follows: the former describes perfectivity of a
situation (Chao 1968; Li/Thompson 1981; Wang 1985), whereas the latter
signals inchoativity, change of state (Teng 1975; Chan 1980; Zhu 1982) or
current relevance (Li/Thompson/Thompson 1982). The combination of
double le, however, has the meaning of the persistency. Thus, to translate the
English perfect, a one-to-one equivalence occurs in light of aspect marker.
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However, the aspect marker -le may lead to misinterpretation since it is
mostly used to translate the English past. In this case, context or temporal
adverbial plays a role in indicating the aspectual meaning.

7.1.3.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
Frequently, marked uses of temporal adverbs override the lack of
morphological suffixes in MC. A one-to-one transfer often occurs in
translation from English perfect into MC. Like its English equivalent, 34
(already) can lexicalize the current relevance of a situation in MC. That is,

3/34 (already) signals "the actualization of a situation in the period up to
the present" (82%). The adverb F/F4 (once/ever) is used either alone or
in combination with the aspect marker -guo to indicate that "an event once
happened", and to strengthen "the force of experientiality". When translated
into MC, the perfect of recent past is marked by past time reference
(Xiao/McEnery 2002), such as yN (recently). The perfect persistency is
marked by ÒJN (for years)/Ó° (since).

(23) Table 52: English Perfect Translated as Temporal Adverb
Usage in
Temporal Example
Perfect
adv in
MC
Persistency ,…¯
utfbifile1.txt_21_2_1
20
(for years) For decades, General Motors and the
(15.2%)
Ford Motor Co. have publicly
resisted attempts to tighten fuel
economy and clean up toxic
tailpipes.
,…¯)2Žþ‰ßà[$%þ‰
ßàF·ßù&U'ˆ()Ã)&
U*ª8+&,-./Ã1

Count
(Freq)
10
(7.6%)
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C…¯
(since)

Recent
past
8
(6.1%)

d(just)

@…¯
(recently/
in recent
year)

Result
89
(68%)

? (yet)

v/vw
(already)

$W-/
X
(so far)

utfbifile0.txt_3098
I have not upgraded my email
program since 1995 or my word
processor since 1996 ;
f&…J0j12C1995…™¯d
b83ox)NJ•@4j1996…
F·Ž$k}:
utfbifile0.txt_3210
Doctors in India have just announced
that they have successfully
transplanted a heart from a pig into a
person (though details of the
operation remain extremely murky).
5±&ÚA¬¬67^‚v\8ò
BFG9&ã:Q;$FG@<»
(=¹µú&jSá¡/>?.)1
utfbifile2.txt_52_2_3
Sotheby’s and Christie’s have
recently conducted two of the largest
wine auctions in history…
¾A.B÷_[CDjB÷_‡@
E_`o>¹º»‡Ž&FGHB
÷Ú…
utfbifile0.txt_1020
Equally some art experts speculate
that many genuine Canalettos have
yet to be unearthed.
*¢ò)FXIú/%HJKäƒ
L&(,I.á?M…k1
utfbifile0.txt_3387
Specialized wearable computers have
been made for teams of five to six
air/ground traffic controllers…
%N&ìOP&á-©vNZŽ‚
QRGSTU2VNË^É…
utfbifile0.txt_4552
His books have spent 22 weeks, to
date, on the New York Times
bestseller list.
^&L$W-/Xv822GY¤M
#ZO["'/T\]L^Í1

10
(7.6%)

2
(1.5%)

6
(4.6%)

1
(0.8%)

81
(62%)

6
(4.6%)
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¾m
(until
now)

Experience F®
14
(once)
(10.7%)

Tw/T
(ever)

<?
(never)

utfbifile0.txt_1865
At the request of his family, his
autopsy results were sealed and have
remained private until now.
}Ê%@&í_’)^&`ašü
Mpb`Â¯)ncF·./de
ôb¾m1
utfbifile0.txt_8_1_1
The Cabbage Cure If you’ve heard it
once, you’ve heard it a thousand
times: Eat your fruits and vegetables!
fãg•ž’ÜúhŠ)›Â(¦
xF®)Â(¦x»‘®:,ƒ®ü
[ig—
utfbifile0.txt_2234
Had the climate ever gotten as warm
as some researchers have claimed…
jkl÷)mn-(TwÉFXo
p7¬6q&~žr[…
utfbifile0.txt_2646
People who have never tried this are
astounded by the enormous effect it
often has.
<?ÙØklst&@2ÄÚU¬
uA&vwxüô$™‡_v1

Total

1
(0.8%)

1
(0.8%)

4 (3%)

9
(6.9%)

131
(100%)

The most used adverb 3/34 (already) has the same position between
English and MC. However, 69 (52.7%) cases only occur in MC data to
clearly signal the recent past of the English source sentence. In the following,
the syntax of temporal adverbials is represented in English and MC.
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(24) Table 53: Position of Temporal Adverbs in English and MC
Position
English
MC
Example
Count
(Freq)
Same
at the
at the
so far
4 (3%)
Position
beginning
beginning of ($W-/X)
44(34%)
of the
the clause
since (C…¯)
9 (6.9%)
clause
recently (@…
6 (4.6%)
¯)
for (,…¯)
5 (3.8%)
until now (¾m) 1 (0.8%)
at the end of at the end of
the clause
the clause
once(F®)
1 (0.8%)
for (,…¯)
2 (1.5%)
yet (?)
adv+verb
adv+verb
1 (0.8%)
never (<?)
4 (3%)
ever (Tw)
1 (0.8%)
already (vw)
12 (9.2%)
just (d)
1 (0.8%)
since (C…¯)
Different
at the
adv+verb
1 (0.8%)
Position
beginning
4(3%)
of the
clause
never (<?)
adv+verb
at the
1 (0.8%)
beginning of
the clause
for (,…¯)
verb+adv
at the end of
1 (0.8%)
the clause
for (,…¯)
at the end of at the
1 (0.8%)
the clause
beginning of
the clause
already (vw)
Occur in
adv+verb
69(52.7%)
MC
just (d)
1 (0.8%)
82(63%)
ever (Tw)
3 (2.3%)
for (,…¯)
1 (0.8%)
never (<?)
5 (3.8%)
at the
so far
2 (1.5%)
beginning of ($W-/X)
the clause
already (vw)
1 (0.8%)
Total
131
(100%)
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In my data, 82 (63%) cases of temporal adverbials occur in translated
MC, which means that temporal adverbials have a crucial role in expressing
the MC resultative meaning.
Among 131 adverbials, two temporal adverbs can occur together to
indicate the meaning of the result. For example,
(25) Table 54: The Combination of Adv and Already
Two
Example
Adverbs
adv+already utfbifile0.txt_4552
His books have spent 22 weeks,
to date, on the New York Times
bestseller list.
^&L$W-/Xv822GY
¤M#ZO [" '/ T\]
L^Í1
adv+already utfbifile0.txt_2287
Their reports are in a secret file in
the Vatican, but enough of the
contents have leaked out over the
years to cast serious doubt on his
reputation.
^‚&/0b/}yz{&|
}~Ù•)Á,ª…¯v8•d
&í€•‚6¯)y@‚U^&
ƒÈUÔuA`)ÿ&„…1

Usage in English
Perfect
Result

Result

Among the 131 examples of adverbials, 29 are combined with aspect
marker -le, -guo, or zai. The combination of adverb and aspect marker
indicates the meaning of the clause. The construction 3 4 +verb+(le)
functions as the marked-perfect aspect, which is mostly used in translating
the English perfect into MC. The temporal adverbialF (ever) can signal
both the English simple past and the perfect, which leads to translation
ambiguity.

However, when the adverb F (ever) occurs in combination

with -guo, it indicates that "an event once happened" and "strengthens the
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force of experientiality" (Xiao/McEnery 2004). Otherwise, it means the past
situation.

(26) Table 55: The Combination of Temporal Adverb and Aspect Marker
Adv+aspect Example
Usage in
Count
marker
English
(Freq)
Perfect
adv+le
utfbifile0.txt_0533
Result
24
Two influential newspaper
(82.8%)
columnists have answered
millions of letters over the
years…
,…¯)o†‡8÷øÅ&/
ˆ/0.%v®‰`Š’1p
¯6...
adv+guo
utfbifile2.txt_50_11_8
Experience 4
The diners - all fans of an actress
(13.8%)
they have never met but with
whom they have communicated
online-need the laptops to
connect…
úXƒ„&@&SF†g÷Y
&÷‹1=¹<?Œx~†÷
Y)Á^‚vw[c}•»U
}x…
adv+zai
utfbifile0.txt_0574
Persistency 1
My dog has been chasing cars
(3.4%)
for years, but if he ever caught
one, he wouldn't know what to
do with it.
f&Ž,…¯F·}efþ‰,
Á nü¥I&•€`Fó)d
_23 nuSÈ`1
Total
29
(100%)
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7.1.3.2.3 Lexical Verb
Verbs introducing direct speeches are "normally incompatible with
imperfective

viewpoints

when

they

function

as

reporting

verbs"

(Xiao/McEnery 2002), such as/Ê (hear). Hence, these verbs are naturally
translated perfectively. Auxiliary verbs denote modal usage, and thus will not
occur in perfective aspect. According to data, the auxiliary verb occurs in
translation to change the meaning of the English perfect into MC modality.

(27) Table 56: English Perfect Translated as Lexical Verb
Lexical verb Example
Usage
in MC
in
English
Perfect
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_3191
Result
“We certainly have not seen any
drop off, “Mr. Pulver said.
"f‚c¹áb8P$tu’',"
•;‘’A÷1
Achievement utfbifile0.txt_0959
Result
Verb
False memories can be induced
under hypnosis, and experiments
have indicated it is possible,
although difficult, to implant false
memories of entire events by
suggestion.
}“”•–’ì™—…˜m&þ
ÿ)NcO™š‘)=¹¶^õö)
Á2x›ü;ZUeG¤j&˜
mþÿS8ìÞ&1
Auxiliary
utfbifile0.txt_1768
Result
Verb
We’ve conquered outer space, but
not inner space.
f‚ì™œÒ*•t|,•ž‚:
Çíãƒ„1
Total

Count
(Freq)

4
(30.8%)

7
(53.8%)

2
(15.4%)

13
(100%)
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7.1.3.2.4 Context
Whether the translation takes overt aspect markers or not contextually
depends on the type of English perfect in the source text. Data show that "the
perfect of results is only compatible with telic situations" since these
situations can signal results (Xiao/McEnery2002).

(28) Table 57: English Perfect Translated as Context
Context in
Example
MC

Context

utfbifile0.txt_27_3_3
They have also forced the mainstream
firms to tout their Internet skills and
focused the industry’s attention on the
digital world.
¥‚Ÿy }ßàÿ¡¢£•¤ú
n¥¦§a&¨‹Å©ª$ŠJƒ
„Í¯1

Total

Usage
in
English
Perfect
Result

Count
(Freq)

10
(100%)

10
(100%)

7.1.3.3 Interim Summary
The English perfect of experience and the experiential aspect in MC have the
same meaning. The perfect of recent past is normally translated with the
completive perfective aspect in MC. Translations of this type of perfect are
therefore rather straightforward. "The perfect of persistent situation is
imperfective in nature" (Mourelator 1981: 195). The perfect progressive is
combined the perfect with the progressive. MC translations may shift
towards the progressive or the perfect meaning, depending on "the situation
type involved and the translator’s choice of viewpoint". The pluperfect (past
perfect) refers to the perfect in past are normally translated with "the actual,
the experiential or the completive aspect". Since there are lexical or
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syntactical substitutes in MC for the English perfect, to translate English
perfect into MC may reach a higher degree of translatability.

(29) Table 58: MC Translation Pattern of the English Perfect
English
Translated in MC as
Count
Perfect Type
(Freq)
Result
Temporal adverbial
58 (29%)
105 (52.5%) (valready, «?yet)
adv+le
24 (12%)
Lexical verb
13 (6.5%)
Context
10 (5%)
Experience
Aspect marker -guo
13 (6.5%)
31 (15.5%)
Temporal adverbial
14 (7%)
(?never, Tever)
adv+guo
4 (2%)
Recent Past
Aspect marker-le
32 (16%)
40 (20%)
Temporal adverbial
8 (4%)
(¬¬just)@¯recently)
Persistency
-le+le
1 (0.5%)
24 (12%)
Adv+zai
1 (0.5%)
Temporal adverbial
22 (11%)
(Csince, ™¯for...)
Total
200
(100%)

When the English perfect forms are translated into MC, they tend to be
perfective (99%) in MC. Aspect shifts cause from translating the English
perfect of result into MC modality.
(30) Table 59: Aspectual Meaning in MC of Translating English Prefect
English Perfect
MC Concordance
Count (Freq)
Translated as in MC
Perfective
Aspect marker
46 (23%)
198 (99%)
Temporal adv
131 (65.5%)
RVC
11 (5.5%)
Context
10 (5%)
Modality 2 (1%)
Auxiliary verb
2 (1%)
Total
200 (100%)
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7.1.4 MC Equivalence of the English Progressive
7.1.4.1 Distribution of the English Progressive
In addition to "its canonical use to signal the ongoing nature of a situation",
the progressive in English has a number of other specific usages, including
future situation, and development.

(31) Table 60: Distribution of the English Progressive
Usage in Progressive Example
On-going/durative in
Progress

Future Time
Development,
Changing Situations

Result

utfbifile0.txt_0877
Roger used the intercom system to
explain what was happening, and to
monitor my level of panic.
utfbifile0.txt_1523
He is also going broke.
utfbifile0.txt_1193
He was beginning to look thinner
and very discouraged.
utfbifile0.txt_4394
His main job was guarding Dodi,
acting as his chauffeur, bodyguard
and dogs body.
utfbifile0.txt_1310
“Imagine, we would have finished
the picture tonight,” my father was
shouting. “Instead that moron
suddenly gets it into her beautiful
empty, little head that she can't play
the last scene.”

Total

Count
(Freq)
149
(74.5%)

25
(12.5%)
23
(11.5%)

3
(1.5%)

200
(100%)

7.1.4.2 MC Translation Patterns
Marked cases account for four times more than the unmarked cases in the
data set. Temporal adverbials rather than progressive aspect markers are used
frequently in the translated MC data. The ratio of lexical verb: context:
aspect marker: temporal adverb is 0.25: 0.45: 0.69:1.
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(32) Table 61: English Progressive Translated as Marked/Unmarked Means
Progressive
Aspectual
Count (Freq) Ratio
Translated as Marking in MC
in MC
Marked
Lexical verb
21 (10.5%)
0.25:0.45:0.69:1
162 (81%)
Aspect marker
58 (29%)
Marked: Unmarked
Temporal adverb 83 (41.5%)
4.26:1
Unmarked
Context
38 (19%)
38 (19%)
Total
200 (100%)

7.1.4.2.1 Aspect Marker
The aspect marker zai has the same standard, semantic meaning of
imperfective aspect as the English -ing. In MC, the aspect marker zai only
corresponds to the ongoing nature of the progressive. In addition, only
activity verbs can take the aspect marker zai to signal an ongoing nature. The
aspect marker -zhe signals the "durative and continuous" feature of situation.
Verbs of posture, such as ? (sit) orÔ (lie), occurring with -zhe to signal
durativity. The aspect marker -le used here indicates the change of state and
the on-going event which happened in the past. In addition, the aspect maker
-le is used to translate the future or development of the English progressive.
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(33) Table 62: English Progressive Translated as Aspect Marker
Aspect Example
Usage in
marker
English
Progressive
zai
utfbifile0.txt_1204
In progress
When the gentleman turned back to On-going
the counter, she was tying the paper
around them as usual.
c~†¬D®$-æ-')c¡
nzÄF¢}•ÜÝ@Ý1
-zhe
utfbifile0.txt_1363
In progress
Last summer, the one I 'm
Durative
struggling to recall, my husband
built me my heart’s desire; a
compost bin.
f§Åeÿ¤Fj¤1y…®n)
f&¯°±•`f&ã²)•f
H`Fb/³´&µ¶·1
-le
utfbifile0.txt_1943
Future
They’re sitting there with all their
camera equipment and I go, 'Oh
hello, what’s going on here?’
^‚£}~•)“»`È•¸É
¹º)f÷'»›‚È)ú¼…A
`•ž¤½Ÿ’
utfbifile0.txt_0349
Development
Although Jordan is rapidly falling
in love his thoughts are soon drawn
back to the difficulty of his
mission.
¾VÎÏ¿ïòÀZ`4~)^
•;³Ò®ÁÂÃÂqHyÄ&
Å7³¯1
Total

Count
(Freq)
39
(67.2%)

8
(13.8%)

1
(1.7%)

10
(17.2%)

58
(100%)

7.1.4.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
The temporal adverbial ./.+ (in the process of) indicates "the on-going
nature of a situation when modifying a predicate", which occurs 54 (65%)
cases in the MC data. In addition, there are still some adverbs which can
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signal special usages of the English progressive, such as cŸÆ (in a
week).

(34) Table 63: English Progressive Translated as Temporal Adverb
Usage in
Translated as Example
English
Temporal
Progressive
adverbial in
MC
¡/¡}
On-going
utfbifile0.txt_0877
72
(in the
Roger used the intercom
(86.6%)
process of)
system to explain what was
happening, and to monitor
my level of panic.
ÆÇ2xUÈ©eÉ¡}
…A&Û)*'ÊËf&™
\Ì±1
k} (now)
utfbifile0.txt_2240
He is now studying the
amounts of carbon dioxide
and other gases in air
bubbles in the ice, seeking
to understand the ancient
atmosphere.
^k}}opÌ&-ÍÍ
¬>ÎÏRÐ[Ê^-€
&Ã)Øx`eÑ8&Ž•à1
¡c/c'
utfbifile0.txt_3855
(at that time) The next morning, as Jane
was standing next to
Julian’s bed in the New
York University Medical
Center, Dr. Epstein entered
the boy’s room.
ÒÎn¿»)¡cÓ|}[
"Ž•ÚÔÍãÕØÌ&
žÃÖ')4×—ØÚA:
Ç^&žÙ1

Count
(Freq)

54
(65%)

10
(12%)

2
(2.4%)
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¸(still)

Future
3
(3%)

…í (in)

¡
(in the
process of)
d(right off)

Development
8
(9.4%)

ææ&
(gradually)
_“/_è
(constantly)

utfbifile0.txt_4288
For better or worse, it
appears that America is still
moving in the direction of
more gambling.
_VÈ€Ú)Û"ÜÝa}
šl¸8…†ßÞ1
utfbifile0.txt_4492
Consider how useful it
might be to check in a few
seconds when the next bus
is coming, the weather
forecast and what is on TV
or at the movies tonight.
ðð}IëìßíÒìß
±j2’Fàßáþ‰u
'$¦ ˜n-q/[m3
&…¡SW'…÷/âŸ
6ã)¥¥ÚS,ž&8Ž
ä1
utfbifile0.txt_4582
Hospitals are going
bankrupt.
ÚÛ¡:åAu1
utfbifile0.txt_3732
“We are staying right here,
“my father said.
“f‚då}%•,” ¥¥
÷1
utfbifile0.txt_1342
I was learning to rewrite.
fææò•Ú`k,çJ1
utfbifile0.txt_3810
Meanwhile, a stabbing pain
in his back began waking
Julian at night, and his arms
itched so much that he was
constantly scratching.
ú'(ÕØÌé»$ãê
&ëìy^í#ö”)No
î‡ïöð)^í_èò
•1

6
(7.2%)

1
(1%)

1
(1%)

1
(1%)

3
(3.6%)
4
(4.8%)
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¾n
(everyday)

utfbifile0.txt_0540
MAN WHO FORGETS
IMPORTANT DATES IS
LOVING EVERY DAY
ñþ`ÿí!J&`@¾
n&±„4‹

Total

1
(1%)

83
(100%)

The MC temporal adverbial .+ has no exact equivalent in English,
but it does mean in the process of which can substitute for the English
progressive -ing construction. This suggests that the English progressive can
be directly translated into MC.

7.1.4.2.3 Lexical Verbs
Lexical verbs can influence temporal relations in a way similar to aspect
markers or temporal adverbial expressions. Future-oriented verbs and some
auxiliary verbs can express the future situation of the English progressive.
Since auxiliary verbs belong to modality, aspect shift occurs in the English
progressive translation. In addition, the RVC also occurs to express the
English progressive. However, the RVC always signals perfectivity in MC
which also undergoes aspect shifts. Furthermore, verbs introducing direct
speeches, such as Õ Ö

(shout), are normally incompatible with

imperfective aspect when function as reporting verbs. The explanation is that
when the English progressive combines with the past tense, the past
progressive can express the results.
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(35) Table 64: English Progressive Translated as Lexical Verb
Lexical verb in Example
Usage in
MC
English
Progressive
Future-oriented utfbifile0.txt_3461
Future
Verb
By early August , the
cheapest seats still available
were going for $350 ;
$8•ò)«b&‡óô&
õ†Âí÷350š›:
Auxiliary Verb utfbifile0.txt_1523
Future
He is also going broke.
^áÚ<Q^ö1
RVC
utfbifile0.txt_1310
Result
“Imagine, we would have
finished the picture
tonight,” my father was
shouting. “Instead that
moron suddenly gets it into
her beautiful empty, little
head that she can't play the
last scene.”
ððP)f‚m3Ïì™
B~•…÷,"Œ-÷3,"
ìS~Gt {`Gvø
Fù%&úûü9¹ý6
`GþÿÁ)÷cs_`
‡šFG!Á1
Total

Count
(Freq)
18
(85.7%)

2
(9.5%)
1
(4.8%)

21
(100%)

7.1.4.2.4 Context
Instead of direct means, pragmatic principles can also be used to determine
the temporal interpretation of sentences. For example, the English
progressive form may be paraphrased with a noun phrase that is irrelevant to
aspect marking.
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(36) Table 65: English Progressive Translated as Context
Context in Example
Usage in
MC
English
Progressive
Activity
utfbifile0.txt_1221
On-going
Verb
Two men were standing before
25
the showcase.
oG`@|}"#-1
(65.8%)
Reporting utfbifile0.txt_3197
Development
Verb
We are expecting high
2
cooperation rates.
f‚$WX‚è%.&1
(5.3%)
utfbifile0.txt_1326
Result
Ben, sometimes I don't
understand you, ' my mother was
saying. '
"Ï)8'fI_@e›)" M
-÷1
Paraphrase utfbifile0.txt_2654
Result
11
Here he was using exaggeration
(28.9%)
to good effect around now.
/`¦$ƒÈxü)^ú•Ž
&S'(µµ1
utfbifile0.txt_4542
Future
“iMac is going gangbusters,”
Mr. Jobs says.
Î7—’A÷» " iMac-)Q
Ã1"
utfbifile0.txt_4394
Development
His main job was guarding Dodi,
acting as his chauffeur,
bodyguard and dogsbody.
^& í-.Sô*,+)c
,+&à©˜ô,[-.-1

Count
(Freq)
25
(65.8%)

1
(2.6%)

1
(2.6%)

6
(15.8%)

1
(2.6%)

4
(10.5%)

utfbifile0.txt_2840
That is not giving: that is
showing off.
~_S•/)S011
Total

38
(100%)
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7.1.4.3 Interim Summary
The basic use of the progressive indicates a dynamic situation in progress. In
addition, the general concept of progressiveness can not cover other usages
of the English progressive. When the progressive in the English source text
refers to a habitual situation, the progressive aspect marker is not used in the
translated MC. Aspect markers zai and -zhe only appear to translate "the
canonical use of the English progressive".

(37) Table 66: Translation Pattern from English Progressive into MC
Usage in Progressive
Translated into MC as
Count
(Freq)
On-going/durative in
Aspect marker -zhe,zai
47 (23.5%)
Progress
RVC
1 (0.5%)
152 (76%)
Temporal adverbial
72 (36%)
Context
32 (16%)
Development, Changing -le
10 (5%)
Situations
Temporal adverbial
8 (4%)
23 (11.5%)
Context
5 (2.5%)
Future
-le
1 (0.5%)
25 (12.5%)
Temporal adverbial
3 (1.5%)
Future-oriented verb
20 (10%)
Context
1 (0.5%)
Total
200 (100%)
The English progressive is translated into MC either as imperfective
(84%), as perfective (6%), or as modality (10%). The aspectual meaning can
be marked either "overtly or covertly" (Xiao/McEnery 2002).
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(38) Table 67: Aspectual Meaning in MC of Translating English Progressive
Progressive
Concordance in MC
Count(Freq)
Translated as in
MC
Perfective
Aspect marker-le
11 (5.5%)
12 (6%)
RVC
1 (0.5%)
Imperfective
Aspect marker zai, -zhe
47 (23.5%)
168 (84%)
Temporal adverbial
83 (41.5%)
Context
38 (19%)
Modalilty
Auxilary verb
2 (1%)
20 (10%)
Future-oriented verb
18 (9%)
Total
200 (100%)

Two observations can be made regarding aspect shift. First, most
progressives in English (84%) do not undergo shift in viewpoint aspect,
though some of them do no take an aspect marker; instead most use temporal
adverbs (41.5%) or context (19%). Second, an aspect shift occurs in
translation depending on the specific usage of the progressive in the English
source data (Xiao/McEnery 2002). That is, when progressives in the English
source data that indicate future situations, it undergoes an aspect shift in MC,
because the MC imperfective does not indicate futurity.

7.2 Results of Aspectual Marking in L1 MC
This section collects original MC data in terms of perfective aspect,
imperfective aspect, and modality as the realization of the salutation or
insolubility of translated texts. It is because that language spontaneously
produced by native speakers is in principle free of the influence of other
languages, and more reliable, to assess frequency and patterns of use
(Granger 2003; Lörscher 2005).
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7.2.1 Perfective Aspect
Four means are used to express the perfective aspect in L1 MC.
Distribution, usage, and frequency are investigated in the following sections.

7.2.1.1 Distribution
Perfective aspect denotes a complete situation with a beginning, middle, and
end, but all parts are presented as a single whole (Comrie 1976: 4;
Li/Thompson 1981: 185). Among 800 examples, 616 cases are perfective
aspect. 525 (84.7%) cases have completed usages, while 94 (15.3%)
instances denote resultative usage. Distribution of L1 MC perfective aspect
is illustrated in the following table.

(39) Table 68: Semantic Usage of L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Aspect in Usage
Example
L1 MC
Completed LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070"
Ö@ÿ‰`¬®)2ÓQ@
6¯êÓ1
The Moderator repeated three
Perfective
times. Nobody responded.
Resultative LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066"
3/<bHx@4»&56…
Li Fang has never done a
theoretical study.
Total

Count
(Freq)
522
(84.7%)

94
(15.3%)

616
(100%)

7.2.1.2 Aspectual Marking
MC perfective aspect is realized lexically by using the aspect markers -le and
-guo, temporal adverbs, or lexical verbs. All of these lexical means are
obligatory in some contexts. In addition, the meaning of unmarked clauses
has to be analysed according to the context. The following table shows the
concordance of the perfective aspect in L1 MC.
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(40) Table 69: Concordance of the Perfective Aspect in L1 MC
Aspect in
Usage
Concordance
Count (Freq)
L1 MC
Completed
-le
175 (28.4%)
Temporal adverbial
105 (17%)
Perfective
RVC/ Accomplishment
191 (31%)
Context
51 (8.3%)
Resultative
-guo
3 (0.5%)
Temporal adverbial
91(14.8%)
Total
616 (100%)

While the aspect markers -le, -guo, or RVC/ accomplishment verb all
express situations perfectively, they have different targets. The aspect marker
-le focuses on the "actuality" of a situation, -guo on its "experientiality", and
RVCs/ accomplishments on its "completeness".

7.2.1.2.1 Aspect Marker
In my data set, 178 cases of aspect markers are used to express perfective
aspect. 175 (98.3%) of these examples use the aspect marker -le, while the
aspect marker -guo has only 3 (1.7%) instances.
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(41) Table 70: Aspect Marker in L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Aspect Example
Usage
Marker
A quantified event
A bounded
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070"
event viewed
Ö@ÿ‰`¬®)2ÓQ@6 in its entirety
¯êÓ1
The Moderator repeated three
times. Nobody responded.
A definite or specific event
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066"
-le
789:\;<`^‚&½à1
Officer Yi Zhicheng introduced
their situations.
Verbs with inherent bounded
meaning
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0091"
o†õ…==&‹@F'ñ`…
>)
Two very old man forgot the age
temporarily,
-guo
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066"
An event has
3/<bHx@4»&56…
been
Li Fang has never done a
experienced
theoretical study.
Total

Count
(Freq)
175
(98.3%)

3
(1.7%)

178
(100%)

The aspect marker -le is used much more frequently than -guo. The
marker -le usually expresses the past time interpretation, while -guo is used
for experiential events.
Syntactically, the aspect maker -le is the most controversial marker in
MC. Based on syntactic distribution, it has been shown that -le has two
positions: one is verbal suffix called verbal -le; the other is placed at the end
of the clause called sentence-final le. Additionally one clause can have les in
both positions. Semantically, the perfective aspect marker -le indicates the
completion of an action, which may either take place in the past or present.
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The time of a completed action is denoted by temporal adverbials. If there is
no temporal adverbial, a bounded event can signal time from a semantic
perspective. A bounded event includes: a qualified event, a definite or
specific event, and verbs with inherent bounded meaning (Li/Thompson
1981: 185). By being a quantified event, overt phrases indicate the extent to
which that event occurred, the amount of time it took, or the number of times
it happened. A definite event is denoted when the direct object is understood
as a definite noun phrase: name, pronoun, demonstrative modifier, relative
clause modifier, or noun phrase with ba. The aspect marker -le is jointly
decided by various properties associated with the verb (Ye/Schneider/Abney
2007). Some verbs can represent bounded events by means of their meanings,
such as × (die) or Ø (forget). Some verbs do not take the aspect maker
-le, including verbs which express an action not to be completed in a short
time, such asÄ (love),Ù (hate); verbs which do not express an actual
action, such as R (be), Ú² (name); verbs which do not take an auxiliary
verb or future-oriented verb before them, such as _ (can) or ƒ (want).
Considered as one of the two perfective aspect markers, -guo is also
called the experiential aspect marker. Hsiao (2003: 280) distinguishes three
related senses of the aspectual -guo: “a schematic process that has happened
previously, the continuity of the interconnection between a completed
process and the speaker, and the relationship between a presently recurring
process and a previous occurrence of an identical process”.

7.2.1.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
According to my data, MC uses 196 temporal adverbial to express perfective
aspect. Among them, 105 (53.5%) cases refer to a completed situation, while
91 (46.5%) instances are related to an experiential event. The following table
presents the usage and distribution of temporal adverbials.
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(42) Table 71: Temporal Adverbial in L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Temporal
Example
Usage
Adverbial
c')…š/ LCMC_A.xml/sn="0100"
Actions as
-)y…) …^m3¬<*ò®¯…
past
1998…
He just came back from
completion
other places tonight.
v/vw
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057"
Actions as
C<)I… ^Uþ7÷)Ž•vNi` past
¯)¾_)‡ FG‰Šáâ…
experience
@)T
He told reporters that the
University had already
developed a review plan …
Total

Count
(Freq)
105
(53.5%)

91
(46.5%)

196 (100%)

In MC, a temporal adverbial alone can express the temporal meaning of a
clause. For example, the temporal adverbial 34 (already) signals the
current relevance of a situation; GG (just) can lexicalise the completed
event. In addition, temporal adverbials can be used in combination with the
aspect maker. For example, the aspect marker -le is often accompanied by

34 (already). The marker -guo is often used together with F / F4
(ever/once). Both combinations indicate the resultative meaning.

7.2.1.2.3 RVC/Accomplishment Verbs
RVCs can mark the completiveness of a situation, which is highly relevant
for perfective aspect in MC (89.5%). In addition, accomplishment verbs can
also encode a result (10.5%) because they have a final spatial endpoint.
RVCs and accomplishment verbs are temporally located in the past. The
following table shows the results.
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(43) Table 72: Lexical Verb in L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Lexical Verb
Example
Usage
Accomplishment
Verb

RVC

Total

LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070"
Š1@?\}@ABC
³D>/³E•{E_
‡Fÿ&lG1!
Tens of thousands of
people gathered in
Independence Square in
Colombo in which they
held the most solemn state
funeral for Minister
Ranjan.
-[(finish)
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067"
÷[dóÝµ}HHI
D•1
After he finished talking,
he lost in the darkness.
-$
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056"
In¯)^¾n&}>J
•ßP)Á¾mKGLô
&Mßò´&b?$…
In the past few days, he
looked for on the campus
every day, but so far he has
not found any suitable
accommodation.
-¯
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070"
2ÓQ@6¯êÓ1
Nobody came out
answering.

Actions
have been
completed

Completed

Count
(Freq)
20
(10.5%)

171
(89.5%)

Result-state

Direction of
the situation

191
(100%)

Expressing the aspectual meaning of completion by means of RVCs is a
prominent feature of MC (Smith 1998: 231; Xiao /McEnery 2004: 167).
RVC is an acronym for resultative verb complement, which has three types:
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completive, result-state or direction of the situation (McEnery/Xiao/Mo
2003). Completive RVCs indicate the completion like V (finish) or Û
(good), while the result-state denotes the result-state of a situation likeÊ
(find). With motion verbs, directional RVCs indicate the direction of an
action, such as N (come).

7.2.1.2.4 Context
In the data, 51 sentences use unmarked means to express the perfective
aspect in L1 MC. The following table shows the result:

(44) Table 73: Context in L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Context
Example
Usage
Matrix verb
/Reporting
Verbs

LCMC_A.xml/sn="0097"
Completed
cUþ7÷: “¦NNÈ)¥¥
ÍOSí*6…”
She said to reporters)“I heard
from Mama that Papa would
go out during the Mid-Autumn
Festival ...”

Total

Count
(Freq)
51 (100%)

51 (100%)

Covert aspect marking, the context form, is also an important strategy
used to express aspectual meanings in MC. The context form is also called
zero form, i.e., sentences that convey aspectual meanings but do not take any
overt aspect marker. For those clauses with no marked means, it becomes
vague in MC. Indirect speech in MC seems to be always perfective.

7.2.2 Imperfective Aspect
Having discussed the perfective aspect, in this section I will move on to
explore the imperfective aspect in L1 MC. Distribution and aspectual
marking are discussed in detail.
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7.2.2.1 Distribution
When a situation is presented imperfectively from an internal viewpoint, the
focus may be “on the initial endpoint, the medial part or a continuative stage
following an internal point” (Xiao/McEnery 2004: 181). Imperfective aspect
in MC includes description of on-going, durative, and habitual states. The
following table shows distribution of L1 MC imperfective aspect.

(45) Table 74: Distribution of L1 MC Imperfective Aspect
Aspect in
Usage
Example
L1 MC
On-going
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081"
PMwª}QRST@•¤ú&
ÕU1
The commodity economy is
strongly calling for the support of
science and technology.
Durative
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047"
24…-f‚¯úGVWÔ')X
Imperfective
YUŸ&Z[>¤\0öf‚…
24 years ago, we came to visit this
village. The peasants were hungry,
tearing to tell us ...
Habitual
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053"
fF·ðC³)ð…]fCD&
ÞÃ1
I always want to become
independent and play my own
energy.
Total

Count
(Freq)
17
(12.1%)

32
(22.7%)

92
(65.2%)

141
(100%)

According to Dahl (1985: 95-102), habitual sentences can basically be
categorized

into

three

subsystems

across

languages:

"habitual,

habitual-generic sentences, and the habitual past". The habitual past used to
construction is typically used in English. In MC, the usage of habituality
includes habitual and habitual-generic sentences. Habitual-generic sentence
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or sometimes the so-called general truth describes “the typical or
characteristic properties of a species, a kind, or an individual” (Dahl 1985:
99). Habitual sentence means individual persons’ habits. Sentences defined
in habitual either take temporal adverbials explicitly or is interpreted by the
context implicitly.

7.2.2.2 Aspectual Marking
Of 800 examples, only 141 cases indicate the imperfective aspect. Temporal
adverbs account for 53 cases (34.2%) in on-going and habitual situations,
which is the most frequent device used to express imperfectiveness in L1
MC. The aspect marker zai, however, appears in only 5 cases (3.2%). The
habitual situation in L1 MC is expressed by the context or temporal
adverbials.

(46) Table 75: Aspectual Marking in L1 MC Imperfective Aspect
Aspect in
Usage
Concordance
Count
L1 MC
(Freq)
On-going
zai
5 (3.5%)
Temporal adverbial 12 (8.5%)
Imperfective Durative
-zhe
32 (22.7%)
Habitual
Temporal adverbial 41 (29.1%)
Context
51 (36.2%)
Total
141(100%)

7.2.2.2.1 Aspect Marker
In my data set, only 5 (13.5%) cases are the combination of zai with verbs,
all of which are all activity verbs. 32 (86.5%) examples are related to the
aspect marker -zhe.
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(47) Table 76: Aspect Marker in L1 MC Imperfective Aspect
Aspect
Example
Usage
Count
Marker
(Freq)
zai
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081" An on-going 5 (13.5%)
PMwª}QRST@
activity
•¤ú&ÕU1
The commodity economy
is strongly calling for the
support of science and
technology.
-zhe
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043" State
32(86.5%)
^_`}Ž•>J•Â
resulting
Ã¤CDmš&3a1
from an
Ye Hongxiang is thinking
activity or a
about their future on
state
campus.
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047"
24…-f‚¯úGVW
Ô')XYUŸ&Z[>
¤\0öf‚…
24 years ago, we came to
visit this village. The
peasants were hungry,
tearing to tell us ...
Total
37 (100%)

To signal the imperfective aspect of a situation, the aspect marker
distinguishes between zai and -zhe. In MC, the aspect marker zai only
signals an on-going situation, which corresponds to the canonical use of the
English progressive. The occurrence of zai with activities is an unarguable
fact (Smith 1997). According to Li/Cheng (1988: 434), however, some verbs
cannot be used with zai. The most common ones are: verbs indicating
judgement, possession, or existence, such as R (be), ÜÝ (belong to);
verbs indicating sensation, such as Þ Ö (know), ß Ê (feel); verbs
indicating psychological activity, such as à á (like); verbs indicating
emergence, disappearance, such as Dâ(begin), ã(live), Ø(forget); verbs
indicating directions, such as N (come), $ (go).
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The aspect marker -zhe is the so-called durative aspect marker, which
behaves differently in respect to distribution, meaning, and function when
compared with the progressive aspect marker zai. Consider the distributional
difference: the marker zai is placed before the verb, while -zhe always
follows a verb. Semantically, zai focuses on "progressiveness or an on-going
nature", while -zhe denotes "durativity or continuousness". In MC, some
verbs cannot take the aspect marker -zhe, including verbs which cannot by
themselves express a continuous aspect, such as R (be), äå (finish);
verbs which contain a continuous aspect, such as Ù (hate), æ| (need);
verbs which take before them an auxiliary verb, such as _Ð (can say); and
verbs which take a complement, such as Ð; (explain) (Li/Cheng 1988:
137).

7.2.2.2.2 Temporal Adverbial
One of the usages of imperfective aspect in MC is to indicate a habitual
situation. Some time-related frequent adverbs often occur alone or co-occur
with aspect markers to unify their habitual features. Of 53 cases of temporal
adverbials in the data, 41 (77.4%) samples indicate habitual use. To express
on-going nature, 12 (22.6%) cases of .+ / . (in the process of) are
explicated in a clause.
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(48) Table 77: Temporal Adverbial in L1MC Imperfective Aspect
Temporal
Example
Usage
Count
adverbial
(Freq)
wÄ)¾) LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053" Habitual
41
•S)&) fF·ðC³)ð…]f
(77.4%)
F·)k} CD&ÞÃ1
I always want to become
independent and play my
own energy.
¡}/¡
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049" On-going 12
~')^¡£1bÝFŸ
(22.6%)
-Ì…
At that time, he was
contracting a construction
contract ...
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071"
^‚¡}*c’ßà%
dAu64˜ef…Ì
·1
They are producing
four-door luxury
refrigerators with
Panasonic.
Total
53 (100%)

When . / .+ (in the process of) is used to indicate an action in
progress, the action may take place either in the present or past. The time of
the action is expressed by time nouns. If temporal adverbial “˜ (at that
time) co-occur with . / .+ (in the process of), the clause has a past
progressive meaning. If there is no time noun, it has present progressive
interpretation.

7.2.2.2.3 Context
In the data set, 51 cases have marked habitual or general truth implicitly. The
following table shows the result.
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(49) Table 78: Context in L1 MC Imperfective Aspect
Context Example
Usage
State
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080"
Activity <(EEg$ohi;j)kk5
y@1•1
Verb
From Dongying to Korla is close to
miles distant.
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079"
<Èllòm&½àP)ÂSn_1
The situation is the same in each
region of the country.
Total

Count
(Freq)
Habitual, 51(100%)
general
truth

51(100%)

Since MC does not mark habitual states or actions, the expressions for a
present/past habit take the same form, i.e., they are unmarked aspectually.
Generally speaking, the action seems to takes place in the present if the time
is not clearly indicated by the context. If the time of speaking clearly occurs
in a clause, the action may be proceeding in the past.

7.2.3 Modality
This part outlines the modal system, which does not belong to aspectual
marking in MC. It is necessary to discuss the modal system as a complement.

7.2.3.1 Semantic Usage
In MC, modals are expressions associated with notions of possibility and
necessity. The modal or auxiliary verb is related to examples, such as •_
(may), | (should/will), • € (can), • ‚ (must), or ç (will). Many
auxiliary verbs can indicate futurity (Xue/Zhong/Chen Online). That is, the
verb complement of these modals, such as |/ç (will), tends to be temporally
located in the future, i.e., they indicate situations that have not yet happened.
But some modals do not have a sense of futurity, such as _ (can).
In MC, not only modals but also future-oriented verbs can express
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futurity, including verbs of future such as èé (guarantee), verbs of future
situation such as `a (plan), verbs of wish and desire such as | (want),
verbs of future events such as êë (predict), and verbs of future prevention
such as ìí (prevent) (Xue/Zhong/Chen Online).

7.2.3.2 Expression
In the data, 43 cases have the sense of modality, 29 (67.4%) instances have the
sense of ability, and 14 cases (32.6%) have the usage of futurity.

(50) Table 79: Auxiliary Verb in L1 MC Modality
L1 MC
Example
Modality
Auxiliary Verb
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031"
no!p[ºq)îï’.
rst1
You must first clear the dust
before painting the steel
beams and walls.
Auxiliary Verb
LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072"
_u¥v/w>1
It will be in the market later.
Future-oriented
Verb

LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053"
^‚xíU»yz,ÂíU
’yz1
They want to be responsible
for the superior and
subordinate.

Usage
Ability/
Necessity

Count
(Freq)
29
(67.4%)

Futurity

9
(20.9%)

Futurity

5
(11.7%)

Total

43
(100%)

The verb | (want/should/will) serves to mark three kinds of modality.
These

are

volition/desire,

necessity/obligation,

and

imminence

(Cheung/Liu/Shih 1994: 243). In the data, it indicates futurity, which can be
seen in future-oriented verbs.
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7.3 Summary
This chapter has collected two types of data: one is related to the translated
MC data from the original English tense and aspect, the other is related to the
L1 MC data. Both results are summarized in the following two tables.
800 sentences of the English present, past, perfect, and progressive
express the perfective (54%), imperfective (39.3%), and modality (6.7%) in
translated MC.

(51) Table 80: MC Translation Patterns of the English Tense and Aspect
Translated
Aspectual
Pres. Past Perfect Prog. Count
MC Aspect Marking
(Freq)
Perfective
-le/le
23
59
33
11
126
432
(15.8%)
(54%)
-guo
5
13
18
(2.2%)
Temporal
5
18
131
154
adverbial
(19.2%)
RVC/
24
48
11
1
84
Accomplishment
(10.5%)
Context
10
30
10
50
(6.3%)
Imperfective -zhe
11
6
8
25
314
(3.1%)
(39.3%)
zai
39
39
(4.9%)
Temporal
36
28
83
147
adverbial
(18.4%)
Context
59
6
38
103
(12.9%)
Modality
Auxiliary verb
5
2
2
9
54
(1.1%)
(6.7%)
Future-oriented 27
18
45
verb
(5.6%)
Total
200 200 200
200
800
(100%)
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In 800 sentences in L1 MC, 616 (77%) sentences have the meaning of
perfective aspect in L1 MC, 141 (17.6%) cases have the meaning of
imperfective aspect, and 43 (5.4%) examples indicate modality. Among types
of aspectual marking, temporal adverbials are used most frequently to
express perfective aspect (24.5%) and imperfective aspect (6.6%).

(52) Table 81: Aspect and Modality in L1 MC
Aspect in L1 MC
Aspectual Marking
Perfective
-le/le
616 (77%)
-guo
RVC/ Accomplishment
Temporal adverbial
Context
Imperfective
-zhe
141 (17.6%)
zai
Temporal adverbial
Context
Modality 43 (5.4%) Auxiliary verb/

Count (Freq)
175 (21.8%)
3 (0.4%)
191 (23.9%)
196 (24.5%)
51 (6.4%)
32 (4%)
5 (0.6%)
53 (6.6%)
51 (6.4%)
43 (5.4%)

Future-oriented verb
Total

800 (100%)
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Chapter 8 Contrastive Studies
Contrastive studies are carried out between English and MC translation, and
between translated MC and L1 MC, on two levels: micro-level (individual
instances) and macro-level (frequency and general features) (Santos 1995).
Comparing English with MC translation patterns shows that English tense
and aspect are translatable into MC by different means. Comparing translated
MC with L1 MC shows statistical differences between translation and
original MC. In addition, the feature of explicitation in translated MC is
contradictory to translation universal theory.

8.1 Comparing English with Translated MC
MC and English use different linguistic means to denote temporal and
aspectual expressions. Each of the English grammatical tenses and aspects
has a one-to-one semantic MC equivalent, by marked or unmarked lexical
means. Since MC has no tense, aspect domains are different between English
and MC. Thus, aspect shifts can not be avoided in translation.

8.1.1 Translation Pattern
The results of translation patterns show that English tense and aspect is
translatable into MC. A one-to-one semantic equivalence is found in
translations by marked or unmarked linguistic means.

8.1.1.1 One-to-one Semantic Equivalence
Semantically, a one-to-one equivalence can be found when translating the
English present, past, perfect, and progressive into MC. The following table
shows how morphologically combined tense and aspect in English are
translated into MC.
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(1)Table 82: MC Concordances of English Tense and Aspect
English
Usage
MC Concordance Count
(Freq)
Present
Stative
Context
58 (29%)
200
present
-zhe
11 (5.5%)
(100%)
84 (38%)
Lexical verb
5 (2.5%)
Habit/eternal Temporal
35 (18.5%)
truth
adverbial
50 (25%)
Lexical verb
14 (8%)
Context
1 (0.5%)
Historical
-le
23 (11.5%)
present
Temporal
5 (2.5%)
48 (24%)
adverbial
Lexical verb
10 (5%)
Context
10 (5%)
Present
Temporal
1 (0.5%)
futurate
adverbial
28 (14%)
Lexical verb
28 (13.5%)
Past
Event past
-le/le
59 (29.5%)
200
152 (86%)
-guo
5 (2.5%)
(100%)
Temporal
33 (16.5%)
adverbial
Lexical verb
48 (24%)
Context
30 (15%)
Habitual past Temporal
13 (6.5%)
19 (9.5%)
adverbial
Context
6 (3%)
Modal
-zhe
6 (3%)
remoteness
29 (14.5%)
Perfect
Result
Adv+le
24 (12%)
200
105 (52.5%) Temporal adv
58 (29%)
(100%)
Lexical verb
13 (6.5%)
Context
10 (5%)
Experience
-guo
13 (6.5%)
31 (15.5%)
Temporal adv
14 (8%)
Adv+guo
4 (2%)
Recent Past
-le
32 (16%)
40 (20%)
Temporal
8 (4%)
adverbial
Persistency
-le+le
1 (0.5%)
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24 (12%)

Temporal
adverbial
Adv+zai
Progressive On-going
-zhe/zai
200
144 (82%)
Temporal adv
(100%)
Context
Result
Lexical verb
8 (4%)
Context
Development -le
23 (11.5%)
Temporal
adverbial
Context
Future
-le
25 (12.5%)
Temporal
adverbial
Lexical verb
Context

22 (11%)
1 (0.5%)
48 (23.5%)
82 (36%)
25 (12.5%)
1 (0.5%)
8 (3.5%)
10 (5%)
8 (4%)
5 (2.5%)
1 (0.5%)
3 (1.5%)
20 (10%)
1 (0.5%)

The frequencies of lexically explicit means and implicit context are
summarized below.

(2)Table 83: Translating English Tense and Aspect into MC
English
Aspect
Temporal
Lexical
Context
Tense and
marker in adverbial in verb in
in MC
Aspect
MC
MC
MC
Present
34
41
56
69
(18%)
(20.5%)
(28%)
(34.5%)
Past
80
46
48
36
(35%)
(23%)
(24%)
(18%)
Perfect
46
131
13
10
(23%)
(65.5%)
(6.5%)
(5%)
Progressive 58
83
21
38
(29%)
(41.5%)
(10.5%)
(19%)
Total
208
301
138
153
(26%)
(38.6%)
(18.3%)
(19.1%)

Total

200
(100%)
200
(100%)
200
(100%)
200
(100%)
800
(100%)

MC prefers using temporal adverbs (38.6%) to translate the English tense
and aspect, especially the English perfect (65.5%) and progressive (41.5%).
To translate the English present, MC often uses context (34.5%) since stative
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situations do not mark aspectually in MC. Aspect markers (35%) are
frequently used to express the English past. To translate both the English
perfect and progressive, temporal adverbials occur most frequently, such as

34 (already) and .+ (in the process of). The following table gives
examples of the most commonly used patterns in translation.

(3) Table 84: Common Ways in MC Translation Concordances
English
MC
Example
Present

Context

Past

Aspect
marker
-le
Temporal
adverbial
v
(already)

Perfect

Progressive Temporal
adverbial
¡} (in
the process
of)

utfbifile0.txt_0502
Any trepidation grows rapidly
worse if you look towards the
ground
nü›{òÜP¶|}•&\~
ôÂÚ¿ï•ÿ1
utfbifile0.txt_0053
She made me whole.
cZd`FG[e&f1
utfbifile0.txt_1148
I have retired, but I have not
stopped thinking.
f=v€•)Áfb8èXÂÃ
1
utfbifile0.txt_1133
But everyone was there, helping to
examine the bank’s records for the
special audit Mr Bell was taking.
ÁS¾G@&}~¼,‚´aß
ƒ_&þ„)?/±;’A¡}
Ç_%•ß…1

Count
(Freq)
69
(34.5%)

80
(35%)
131
(65.5%)

83
(41.5%)

The use of corpus-based research has made it possible to map parallel
correspondences between the two languages in an elaborate way, and has
resulted in several interesting observations. Some fixed expressions make the
translation more straightforward, and these are often used to translate the
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basic usages of the English tense and aspect. The following table shows the
results:

(4) Table 85: Features of English and Translated MC
English
Basic
Translated in MC as
Tense/Aspect Meaning
Simple
Present time Context
Present
Simple Past
Past time
Verb+le
G(just)/
$J(last year)
RVCs
Perfect
Experiential Verb+guo
event
Verb+le+le
34(already)
Progressive
On-going
Verb+zai
event
Verb+zhe
.+(in the process of)

MC Semantic
Feature
Imperfective
habitual
Perfective
completed

Perfective
resultative
Imperfective
on-going/
durative

8.1.1.2 English Marked vs. Translated MC Marked/Unmarked
English marks tense and aspect grammatically, but when translating into MC,
the corresponding equivalences are marked or unmarked, with the only
unmarked form related to the zero form. The marked form is considered as
aspect marker, lexical verb, and/or temporal adverbial.
Translated MC prefers using lexically marked devices to express the
English tense and aspect. Lexically marked devices in MC provide obvious
clues for the temporal location of situations. The following table shows how
often marked and unmarked means occur in translated MC.
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(5)Table 86: English Tense and Aspect in MC Marked vs. Unmarked Means
English
Aspectual Marking Count
Ratio
Translated as
in MC
(Freq)
in MC
Marked
Temporal adverb
301 (38.6%) 0.45:0.53:0.69:1
647 (80.9%)
Aspect marker
208 (26%)
Lexical verb
138 (18.3%) Marked: Unmarked
Unmarked
Context
153 (19.1%) 4.22:1
153 (19.1%)
Total
800(100%)

In translated MC, the ratio of marked: unmarked registers 4.22: 1. The
ratio of lexical verb: context: aspect marker: temporal adverbial registers
0.45: 0.53: 0.69: 1. The translation data shows that temporal adverbials
(38.6%) are used much more frequently than aspect markers (26%) in
translated MC. This is the case despite the fact that MC is rich in aspect
markers. The relatively high frequency of temporal adverbials is
hypothesised to be a result of translation choice because of similar usage in
English and MC.

Aspect Marker
Most aspect markers in translated MC contain multiple usages. For example
the perfective aspect marker -le can not only signal the past, but also the
present. Similarly, the durative aspect marker -zhe combined with stative
verbs is not exclusively used to translate the English progressive with
durative situations, but also for the English present. The marker -guo is used
to translate the English experiential perfect as well as the past. Among four
aspect markers, only the progressive aspect marker zai has a fixed
expression, which is utilised to express the canonical use of the English
progressive, i.e., to denote on-going events.
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Temporal Adverbial
MC temporal adverbials have the same usage as in English. In some cases,
only temporal adverbials occur in translated MC since MC temporal
adverbials by themselves can signal the temporal meaning of the clause. In
addition, the combinational usage of temporal adverbials and aspect markers
can even more clearly identify the meaning of the sentence. Thus, to translate
the English perfect and progressive into MC is relatively easy due to the
fixed expression of temporal adverbials.

Lexical Verb
Lexical verbs include RVCs, accomplishment verbs, auxiliary verbs, and
future-oriented verbs. RVCs often indicate completiveness, as do
accomplishment verbs. Future-oriented verbs and auxiliary verbs mark
modality in MC. When English tense or aspect is translated into MC
modality, the translated MC undergoes an aspect shift. Aspect shifts
occurring in other scenarios will be discussed in the following section.

Context
As stative situations do not mark aspect in MC, context is used most
frequently to translate the English present. The context-dependent zero form
presents challenges in translation for two reasons.
First, the context forms a major challenge to the translator’s linguistic
judgement and word selection, because an implicit lexical means has also an
implicit temporal meaning in a clause. Second, context may result in
ambiguity between perfective and imperfective aspects, so the LVM form
can be either perfective or imperfective, depending on translator’s choice.
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8.1.2 Aspectual Domains
Although aspectual notions are universal, languages often differ in the
application of "aspectual perspectives to describe reality" (Espunya 2001:
546). Since MC has only aspect, aspect in MC is assumed to have different
domains than English aspect. The differences of aspectual domains between
the two languages can cause aspect shift in translations.

8.1.2.1 Distribution of English Tense and Aspect
Semantically, the English present, past, and progressive have both basic and
special usages, while the English perfect has only basic usage. The basic
usage of the English present is related to present time (38%), the English past
referring to past time (98%), and the English progressive referring to
on-going events (82%). The English perfect has only basic usages which
signal events that happened in the past but relate to the present. The English
perfect, however, has four types. The usage of the perfect of result appears
the most frequently (52.5%).
Regarding special usages, the English present contains historical present
(24%), present futurate (14%), and habitual present (25%). The English past
has only modal remoteness (3%). The progressive has the usage of future
(12.5%), result (4%) and development (11.5%).
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(6)Table 87: Distribution of English Tense and Aspect
English
Basic Usage
Special Usage
Present
Stative
84
Historical
present
(38%)
present
Present
futurate
Habitual
present
Past
Event Past
185
Modal
(88.5%)
remoteness
Habitual
19
past
(9.5%)
Perfect
Result
105
(52.5%)
Experience 31
(15.5%)
Recent Past 40
(20%)
Persistency 24
(12%)
Progressive On-going
144
Result
(82%)
Future

48
(24%)
28
(14%)
50
(25%)
6
(3%)

8
(4%)
25
(12.5%)
Development 23
(11.5%)

Total
200
(100%)

200
(100%)

200
(100%)

200
(100%)

8.1.2.2 Aspect in Translated MC
432 (54%) cases of perfective aspect and 314 (39.3%) cases of imperfective
aspect occur in the translated MC data set. The aspect marker -le/le, -guo,
temporal adverbial, RVC/accomplishment verb, and some contexts can
express perfective aspect in translated MC. The aspect marker zai/-zhe,
temporal adverbs, and some contextual situations are used to express
imperfective aspect in translated MC. Modality in translated MC is signalled
by auxiliary verbs and future-oriented verbs.
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(7)Table 88: Aspect in Translated MC
MC
Aspectual
Pres. Past
Aspect
Marking
Perf.
-le/le
23
59
432 (54%)
-guo
5

Imperf.
314
(39.3%)

Modality
54
(6.7%)
Total

Perfect

Prog

33

11

13

-

Temporal
adverbial
RVC/
Accomplishment
Context

5

18

131

-

24

48

11

1

10

30

10

-

-zhe

11

6

-

8

zai

-

-

-

39

Temporal
adverbial
Context

36

28

-

83

59

6

-

38

Auxiliary verb

5

-

2

2

Future-oriented
verb

28

-

-

18

200

200

200

200

Count
(Freq)
126
(15.8%)
18
(2.2%)
154
(19.2%)
84
(10.5%)
50
(6.3%)
25
(3.1%)
39
(4.9%)
148
(18.4%)
103
(12.9%)
9
(1.1%)
45
(5.6%)
800
(100%)

According to the table above, temporal adverbials are most frequently
used to express both perfective and imperfective aspect in translated MC. In
the data, 154 (19.2%) instances occur in perfective aspect, while 148
(18.4%) instances appear in imperfective aspect. The following table shows
the examples.
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(8) Table 89: Most Frequent Ways to Translate English Aspect into MC
English
Most Frequent Example
Aspect
MC Aspectual
Marking
Perfective
Temporal
utfbifile0.txt_3388
adverbial
Specialized wearable computers have
154
been made for teams of five to six
(19.2%)
air/ground traffic controllers…
(have+V-ed)
%N&ìOP&á-©vNZŽ‚Q
RGSTU2VNË^É… (adv+verb)
Imperfective Temporal
utfbifile0.txt_0888
adverbial
Roger used the intercom system to
148
explain what was happening, and to
(18.4%)
monitor my level of panic.
(be+V-ing)
ÆÇ2xUÈ©eÉ¡}…A&FÛ
)*'ÊËf&™\Ì±1(adv+verb)
In the examples above, the English source texts do not have temporal
adverbials in either the perfect or the progressive. MC target texts, however,
add temporal adverbials 3 (already) for translating the English perfect, .

+ (in the process of) for the English progressive. These additional temporal
adverbs are semantically compatible with the English perfect and progressive
meaning.

8.1.2.3 Aspect Shift
The English perfective aspect has a resultative sense which is normally
connected with the English perfect, such as He has finished his homework.
Perfective aspect in MC refers to result and completion. MC completion is
translated into the English past, such as 7,Vqî* (I finished my
homework). The resultative meaning can be translated into the English
perfect, such as 734,V* (I have already finished writing it). The
English imperfective aspect means the situation on-going, such as I am doing
homework. MC imperfective aspect indicates something on-going, durative,
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and habitual. The following table shows the feature of aspects in English and
MC.

(9) Table 90: Features of Aspect in English and MC
Language Perfective
Example
Imperf.
Meaning
Meaning
English
Resultative I have already
On-going
finished it.
MC
Completive fƒ`FGûü On-going
1
(Verb+le)
I ate an apple.
Durative

Resultative

fvw,[`1
(Adv)
I have already
finished writing it.

Habitual

Example
I am working.
f}ÅÆ1
(Zai+verb)
I am singing.
º»¼¤F½
C1
(Verb+zhe)
A picture is
hanging on the
wall.
fáâÅÆ1
(Context)
I like singing.

Owing to differences of aspectual domain, aspect shifts may occur in
translations between English and MC. First, the two English tenses undergo
aspect shifts when translated into MC because MC has no tense system. For
example, the correspondence for the English historical present has the
perfective meaning in MC (e.g., aspect marker -le and RVC), because both
-le and RVC give the result of an action which is usually used to interpret a
past situation. One of correspondences for the English stative present is the
use of the imperfective aspect marker -zhe in translated MC, which signals
the target state. Auxiliary verbs, such as _ (can) and ^ (can/will), denote
ability or necessity. This entails a considerable change in the temporal
content of the original message: what is described as an event in the present
tense in the English source text is expressed as an event which has attained
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completion, duration or modality in the MC target language. Considering the
English habitual present and past, MC translation patterns are both related to
the imperfective aspect. Second, the two English aspects also undergo aspect
shift when translated into MC: i) the English perfect has been translated into
modality in MC. According to Cheung/Liu/Shih (1994: 198), the
construction • € (may) + verb marks “internal ability” as well as
“circumstantial permissibility”. The meaning of the English perfect is
compatible with this usage; ii) When the English progressive indicates a
meaning other than canonical progressive, it undergoes an aspect shift. The
English progressive futurate can be translated into the MC modality. The
auxiliary verb ^ in MC can be used to indicate “possibility”, which is
“likely or possible that something will happen” (Cheung/Liu/Shih 1994:
196). Thus, the usage of ^ can be translated as will or is going to, which is
seen as one of the translation patterns of the English progressive. The
English past progressive can be translated into the MC perfective aspect.
Reporting verbs in RVCs naturally means results in MC, which is compatible
with the usage of the English past progressive.
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(10) Table 91: Aspect Shift in Translated MC
English
Usage
Example
Stative
present

Present
Historical
present

Habitual
present/
Eternal
truth

Past

Habitual
past

Shifts in
MC
Modality

utfbifile0.txt_0183
And because it
understands and
forgives what is
less so.
utfbifile0.txt_0425 Imperf.
Yet even in hospital
with the most
eloquent bill of
rights, believers in
benevolent
deception continue
their age-old
practices.
utfbifile0.txt_0386 Perfective
Although the rest
are unscathed,
Jordan is shot from
his horse and
breaks his leg as he
falls.
It hoists riders 104 Imperf.
metres upwards
and then plummets
them back to earth
in just three
seconds at a speed
topping 100
kilometres an hour.

utfbifile0.txt_0198
Before my
grandfather ever
replied to my many
questions he would
rub the tip of his
nose with his
forefinger.

Imperf.

Example
á?/¥Þ
@e[AB
FXCD&
EF1
¹N)Òy
}ÓÓÔÔ
ÕÖ×Øµ
Ù&ÚÛ•
)ÜÝÞß
÷&6à‚
áòó¤^
‚~‹âã
&_ä1
ÈÉÊ^@
Ë&Ì¹Q
Í)b8Î
ÏÍrÐÑ
’“`”1

¥B;gå
»Ææ$
100çè±)
éš}êê
¬ëì'|
í)™îx¾
F'100ß•
&ï±)ð;
gñ¹®$
òÜ1
‹Œ}®Ó
f(,ÔÕ
-)•4Ž
••‘F’
“”1
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Perfect

Perfective

Prog.

Imperf.

utfbifile0.txt_1868
We’ve conquered
outer space, but not
inner space.
utfbifile0.txt_1523
He is also going
broke.
utfbifile0.txt_1310
“Imagine, we
would have
finished the picture
tonight,” my father
was shouting.

Modality

Modality

Perfective

f‚ì™œ
Ò*•t|,
•ž‚:Ç
íãƒ„1
^áÚ<Q
^ö1
“ððP)f
‚m3Ïì
™B~•…
÷,”Œ-÷
31

According to Vinay/Darbelnet (1995: 248), “Modulation articulates the
contrast between two languages faced with the same situation but two
different modes of thinking, by exposing this divergence in expression
form”. Considering aspect shifts, aspect choices will not change the semantic
perspective.

8.1.3 Interim Summary
Temporal information can be transferred from one language into another
language based on the semantics of a given utterance. In fact, all situations in
English can be transferred into MC by means of different linguistic devices
(e.g., aspect marker, lexical verb, and context) or even by the same way as it
is represented in English (e.g., temporal adverbs). In addition, MC may add
temporal adverbials not present in English, like .+ (in the process of), or

34 (already) in many sentences.
Aspect in MC is much more semantically restricted and much less
grammatically regular than in English. Thus, MC has more difficulties than
English in theoretical explanation and practical implementation. Aspectual
domains contain different perspectives in English and MC. Perfective aspect
in MC views an action as completive or resultative, while imperfective
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aspect refers to an action that is habitual or ongoing, or a durative situation.
Perfective aspect in English indicates resultate, while imperfective aspect
signals that a state or action is ongoing. Different aspectual domains cause
aspect shifts, but in a proper translation an aspect shift will not change the
meaning of the clause.

8.2 Comparing Translated MC with L1 MC
This section contains a preliminary comparison of aspect and modality
between L1 MC and translated MC, i.e., MC translation patterns of English
tense and aspect. In the following, I will compare and contrast features of
original and translated MC in particular, and then the features of similar
cases in general.

8.2.1 Distribution of Aspect and Modality
8.2.1.1 Aspect and Modality in Translated MC
This section summarizes aspectual distribution in translated MC. Data results
show correspondences to the English tense/aspect. In the subject data set,
432 (54%) cases contain the perfective aspect, 314 (39.3%) contain the
imperfective aspect, and 54 (6.7%) cases contain modality. In translated MC,
the aspect marker -le/le (15.8%), -guo (2.2%), temporal adverbials (19.2%),
RVC (10.5%), and context (6.3%) express perfective meaning. In order to
express imperfective aspect in translated MC, the aspect maker -zhe (3.1%),
zai (4.9%), temporal adverbials (18.4%), and context (12.9%) are used.
Auxiliary verb (1.1%) and future-oriented verb (5.6%) are used to express
the modality in translated MC. The following table shows the results:
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(11) Table 92: Aspect and Modality in Translated MC
MC
Aspectual
Pres Past Perfect Prog Count
Marking
(Freq)
Perfective
-le/le
23
59
33
11
126
432
(15.8%)
(54%)
-guo
5
13
18
(2.2%)
Temporal
5
18
131
154
adverbial
(19.2%)
RVC/
24
48
11
1
84
Accomplishment
(10.5%)
Context
10
30
10
50
(6.3%)
Imperfective -zhe
11
6
8
25
314
(3.1%)
(39.3%)
zai
39
39
(4.9%)
Temporal
36
28
83
147
adverbial
(18.4%)
Context
59
6
38
103
(12.9%)
Modality
Auxiliary verb
5
2
2
9
54
(1.1%)
(6.7%)
Future-oriented 27
18
45
verb
(5.6%)
Total
200 200 200
200 800
(100%)

8.2.1.2 Aspect and Modality in L1 MC
Aspect and modality in L1 MC are collected from LCMC. In 616 (77%)
examples these are used to express perfective aspect. 141 (17.6%) cases use
them for the imperfective aspect. Modality occurs in 43 (5.4%) cases. In
order to express perfective aspect, -le/le occurs in 185 (21.8%) cases, -guo in
3 (0.4%), RVC in 191 (23.9), temporal adverbials in 196 (24.5%), and
context in 51 (6.4%). The imperfective aspect marker -zhe 32 (4%), zai 5
(0.6%), temporal adverbial 53 (6.6%), and context 51 (6.4%) also occur in
L1 MC. Modality is expressed by auxiliary verbs alone in 43 (5.4%) cases.
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(12) Table 93: Aspect and Modality in L1 MC
Aspect
Aspectual Marking
Count (Freq)
Perfective
-le/le
175 (21.8%)
616 (77%)
-guo
3 (0.4%)
RVC/
191 (23.9%)
Accomplishment
Temporal adverbial
196 (24.5%)
Context
51 (6.4%)
Imperfective -zhe
32 (4%)
141 (17.6%) zai
5 (0.6%)
Temporal adverbial
53 (6.6%)
Context
51 (6.4%)
Modality
Auxiliary verb
38 (4.8%)
43 (5.4%)
Future-oriented verb 5 (0.6%)
Total
800 (100%)
8.2.1.3 Statistical Comparison
The distributional result comparing translated MC with L1 MC is drawn
from data presented is as follows:
(13) Table 94: Perfective vs. Imperfective Aspect in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect
Translated
L1 MC
P value (Chi Square Test)
MC
< 0.000172
Perfective
432
616
(54%)
(77%)
Imperfective 314
141
(39.3%)
(17.6%)
Modality
54 (6.7%)
43 (5.4%)
Total
800 (100%) 800 (100%)
We can see that the distribution of aspect usage significantly differs
between L1 and translated MC. Particularly L1 MC uses perfective aspect
(77%) more frequently than imperfective aspect (17.6%). One possible
explanation is that native MC speakers prefer describing events perfectively.
The distribution of aspectual marking is illustrated in the following under the

72

Chi squared equals 268.621 with 2 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001.
By conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
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category of perfective aspect, imperfective aspect and modality.

Perfective Aspect
In the following table, the distribution of perfective aspectual marking types
significantly differs between L1 and translated MC:

(14) Table 95: Perfective Aspectual Marking in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect
Aspectual
in
in L1 MC
P value
Marking
Translated
(Chi Square Test)
MC
< 0.000173
-le
126
175
(29.2%)
(28.5%)
-guo
18
3
(4.2%)
(0.5%)
Perfective RVC/ Acc. 84
191
(19.4%)
(31.0%)
Temporal
154
196
adverbial
(35.6%)
(31.8 %)
Context
50
51
(11.6%)
(8.2%)
Total
432
616
(100%)
(100%)

Imperfective Aspect
In the following table, the distribution of imperfective aspect significantly
differs between L1 and translated MC.

73

Chi squared equals 134.901 with 4 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001.
By conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
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(15) Table 96: Imperfective Aspectual Marking in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect
Aspectual in
in L1 MC P value
Marking Translated
(Chi Square Test)
MC
< 0.000174
zai
39
5
(12.4%)
(3.5%)
-zhe
25
32
Imperfective
(8.0%)
(22.8%)
Temporal 148
53 (38.6
adverbial (46.8%)
%)
Context
103
51
(32.8%)
(36.2%)
Total
314
141
(100%)
(100%)

Modality
The following table compares modality between L1 and translated MC. The
chi square text shows that auxiliary verb and future-oriented verbs are
statistically different.

(16) Table 97: Modality in Translated and L1 MC
Modality
Aspectual
in
in L1 MC
Marking
Translated
MC
Possibility Auxiliary verb 9
38
future
(16.7%)
(88.4%)
time
Future-oriented 45
5
verb
(83.3%)
(11.6%)
Total
54
43
(100%)
(100%)

74

P value
(Chi Square Test)
< 0.000175

Chi squared equals 109.528 with 3 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001.
By conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
75
Chi squared equals 277.741 with 1 degree of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001.
By conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
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8.2.2 Distribution of Aspectual Marking
8.2.2.1 Marked vs. Unmarked Aspect in Translated MC
In the translated MC data set, the ratio of marked to unmarked registers is
4.22: 1. The ratio of lexical verbs: context: aspect marker: temporal adverbial
registers 0.45: 0.53: 0.69: 1. Temporal adverbials (38.6%) are used much
more frequently than aspect markers (26%) in translated MC. This is despite
the fact that MC is rich in aspect markers.

(17) Table 98: English Translated Marked vs. Unmarked in MC
English
Aspectual Marking Count
Ratio
Translated as
in MC
(Freq)
Marked
Temporal adverb
301 (38.6%) 0.45:0.53:0.69:1
647 (80.9%)
Aspect marker
208 (26%)
Lexical verb
138 (18.3%) Marked: Unmarked
Unmarked
Context
153 (19.1%) 4.22:1
153 (19.1%)
Total
800(100%)

8.2.2.2 Marked vs. Unmarked Aspect in L1 MC
L1 MC has a strong tendency to use marked means to deal with aspect. The
ratio of marked to unmarked is 6.88: 1. Among all marked means, temporal
adverbials are used frequently (31.1%). Considering all means, the ratio of
context: aspect marker: lexical verb: temporal adverbial registers
0.41:0.85:0.93:1.

(18)Table 99: Marked vs. Unmarked in L1 MC
Aspect
Aspectual
Count (Freq )
Expressed as
Marking
Marked
Temporal adverb 249 (31.1%)
698 (88.2%)
Aspect marker
215 (26.9%)
Lexical verb
234 (29.2%)
Unmarked
Context
102 (12.8%)
102 (12.8%)
Total
800 (100%)

Ratio
0.41:0.85:0.93:1

Marked: Unmarked
6.88:1
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8.2.2.3 Statistical Comparison
Comparing translated MC with L1 MC in terms of four types of linguistic
aspect marking shows the following result.

(19) Table 100: Aspectual Marking in Translated and L1 MC
Aspectual
Translated
L1 MC
P value (Chi square test)
Marking
MC
76
Temporal
301 (38.6%) 249 (31.1%) < 0.0001
adverbial
Aspect
208 (26%)
215 (26.9%)
marker
Lexical verb 138 (18.3%) 234 (29.2%)
Context
153 (19.1%) 102 (12.8%)
Total
800 (100%) 800 (100%)

These figures show that L1 MC prefers using temporal adverbials to
express aspect. Translated MC uses temporal adverbials more frequently than
L1 MC. This supports the normalization translation universals. The
following table compare marked with unmarked means.

(20) Table 101: Marked vs. Unmarked in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect
Translated
L1 MC
P value (Chi Square Test)
Expressed MC
as
77
Marked
647 (80.9%) 698 (88.2%) < 0.0001
Unmarked
Total

153 (19.1%) 102 (12.8%)
800 (100%) 800 (100%)

Marked devices are also called explicit means, while the unmarked are
implicit. According to the data, marked devices are less frequently used in
translated MC (80.9%) than in L1 (88.2%). The unmarked form is more
frequently used in translated MC (19.1%) than in L1 (12.8%). In other words,
76

Chi squared equals 85.320 with 3 degrees of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001.
By conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
77
Chi squared equals 28.684 with 1 degree of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001. By
conventional criteria, this difference is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
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translated MC is more implicit than non-translated MC. This result
contradicts the explicitation translation universal, which holds that translated
texts are more explicit than non-translated texts.

8.2.3 Usage of Aspectual Marking
Most aspectual marking in translated MC tends to exaggerate compositional
potentiality, which results in significantly more multiple usages than aspect
marking in L1 MC. This suggests that translated MC is different from L1
MC.

8.2.3.1 Marked Means
8.2.3.1.1 Aspect Marker
Perfective Aspect Marker
In translated MC, -le occurs in 126 cases, which comprise three uses. In L1
MC, 175 cases of -le have only one basic use. The aspect marker -guo
contains two usages in translated MC, while only one basic usage in L1 MC.

(21) Table 102: Perfective Aspect Marker in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect Translated MC
L1 MC
marker
-le
Completed
82
Completed
175
Resultative 33
Stative
11
Total
126
-guo
Completed
5
Resultative 3
Resultative

13

Total

18

Imperfective Aspect Marker
Zai in translated MC has the same usage as in L1 MC. In L1 MC, 32 cases of
-zhe have only one basic use, while 25 examples of -zhe have two usages in
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translated MC.

(22) Table 103: Imperfective Aspect Marker in Translated and L1 MC
Aspect Translated MC
L1 MC
marker
zai
On-going 39
On-going 5
-zhe
Durative
8
Durative
32
Stative
17
Total
25
8.2.3.1.2 Temporal Adverbial
Frequency adverbs have only one usage in L1 and translated MC. Time span
in translated MC has five usages, while in L1 has only two usages. Location
in L1 MC contains only one basic usage, while in translated MC it has two
usages.

(23) Table 104: Temporal Adverbial in Translated and L1 MC
Temporal Translated MC
L1 MC
Adverbial
Frequency Habitual
36
Habitual
41
Time
Futurate
3
On-going
12
Span
Completed 15
Resultative 131
Habitual
9
Resultative 91
On-going
72
Total
103
Total
230
Completed 17
Location
Completed 105
Resultative 18
Total
35

8.2.3.1.3 Lexical Verbs
Auxiliary verbs and accomplishment verbs both have the same usages in
translated and L1 MC. L1 MC has no future-oriented verbs. RVC has two
usages in translated MC, while contains only one basic usage in L1 MC.
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(24) Table 105: Lexical Verb in Translated and L1 MC
Lexical Verb
Translated MC
L1 MC
Auxiliary verb
Modality
7
Modality
Futurate
2
Futurate
Total
9
Total
Future-oriented
Futurate
45
Futurate
Verb
Accomplishment Resultative 10
Resultative
Verb
RVC
Completed
70
Completed
Resultative 4
Total
74

29
9
38
5
20
171

8.2.2.3.2 Unmarked: Context
Context in L1 MC has two usages (e.g, completed and habitual/general truth),
while in translated MC, it has more (e.g., completed, resultative, habitual,
state a fact, on-going, and futurate).

(25) Table 106: Context in Translated and L1 MC
Context
Translated MC
L1 MC
Zero Form Completed 40
Completed 51
Resultative 10
Habitual/
51
general
Habitual
60
truth
State a fact 6
On-going
36
Futurate
1
Total
153
102

8.2.4 Interim Summary
The above results suggest that L1 MC and translated MC are different in terms
of distribution of aspect and aspectual marking. Compared with L1 MC,
translated MC uses fewer lexically explicit devices and more often the implicit
zero form, which hints at the existence of complexity. This shows that
explicitation in translated MC contradicts the translation universals. Temporal
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adverbials are used most frequently in L1 MC, which can be seen as the most
typical feature. Temporal adverbials in translated MC appear more frequently
than in L1 MC, and also more than other means. In addition, aspectual marking
in translated MC contains more multiple usages than in L1 MC. These
phenomenons support the feature of normalization.

8.3 Summary
All situations in English are translatable into MC, but the two languages use
different means to express a given meaning. In English, tense and aspect as
reflected by different verb forms are important elements in a sentence to
express temporal reference and transform situations into temporal logic
operators. That is, all English sentences grammatically mark tense and aspect.
In contrast, a MC verb appears in only one form in a sentence no matter
whether the event it describes has finished in the past or will take place in the
future. MC uses lexical means, either marked or unmarked, to express aspect.
The lack of regular morphological tense markers makes MC temporal
expressions complicated, and also makes the conventional theory of
determining temporal information based on verb inflection inapplicable.
Temporal interpretation in MC is determined by aspect marker, temporal
adverb, lexical verb or context. A one-to-one equivalence can be found out in
English-MC translation from a semantic view, which has no translation
problem.
Among these four lexical means, aspect markers, lexical verbs, and
context belong to MC aspectual system alone. Temporal adverbials, however,
appear in both English and MC. The data collected here suggests that
temporal adverbs are used most frequently in translating the English perfect
and progressive into MC, most frequently with two temporal adverbials, the
typical MC .+ (in the process of ) and34 (already). In fact, in many
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cases both adverbials occur only in the MC translation, and not in the
English original. The occurrence and position of temporal adverbials is based
on the conventions of each language. Considering the category of tense, MC
has no tense but only aspect. In order to express the meaning conveyed by
English tense, MC uses aspectual marking. As far as aspect is concerned,
distributional differences occur in English and MC. Although both languages
contain aspect, they have different aspect domains. The parameter of
perfective and imperfective aspect varies between languages. Owing to these
aspectual differences, aspect shifts occur in translations between English and
MC. But, an aspect shift may not change the aspectual meaning. Thus,
aspectual marking in translated MC is assumed to be TT-oriented rather than
ST-oriented.
Aspectual marking is different between translated MC and L1 MC in
terms of distribution and usage. It should be noted that the explicitation of
translated MC is contradictory to translation universal hypotheses. But, the
normalization hypothesis confirms the hypothesis that translations have their
own patterns and even exaggerate it. Thus, the so-called translation
universals might be shifting phenomenon between specific languages and
apply only to certain features in local translated languages. It is by no means
the only phenomena applicable to all translational language.
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PART IV CONCLUSION
Chapter 9 Conclusion and Outlook
Translational phenomena are variously defined by scholars as an art, a craft,
or a science (Bassnett 1985). By its nature, translation is multilingual and
interdisciplinary with reference to the field of linguistics, cultural studies,
and communication studies. This dissertation quantitatively analyses
translation from English into MC, focusing on tense and aspect, with a
corpus-based contrastive approach.
As background, a general description of tense and aspect in both
languages has been introduced. Previous studies focuses on generalizing
tense and aspect in English and MC. English has two tenses: the simple
present and the simple past. The basic meaning of English tense is related to
the time. The English perfect belongs to the perfective aspect, which
indicates result. The English progressive shows the imperfective aspect,
which refers to an on-going situation. MC has no tense, but two aspects:
perfective and imperfective aspect. The perfective aspect means resultative
and completive, while the imperfective aspect means durative, on-going, and
habitual. Although English and MC are unrelated languages, there are some
conventional translation patterns which can be followed as tendencies.
In order to study MC translation patterns of English tense and aspect, this
dissertation has investigated two relationships based on one main question
and conducted three examinations with data collected from two corpora. The
examination of translatability concerns the relationship between English and
translated MC. The examination of acceptability treats the principle of the
translated MC, i.e., it is oriented at the translated or target text. The
examination of two translation universals in translated MC, normalization
and explicitation, checks the adequacy of translation universals.
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The contrast between English and MC shows that English tense and
aspect is always translatable into MC. The English grammatical forms are
compatible with four lexical means in translated MC: aspect marking,
temporal adverbs, lexical verbs, and context. Although these two languages
contain different means to express time, one-to-one translation equivalences
are always found in the data, while some examples undergo aspect shifts in
translation because of different aspectual domains. That is, sometimes the
English perfective denotes result, while the MC translation indicates
resultative and completiveness; or the English imperfective refers to
on-going states, while the MC translation refers to on-going, durative, or
habitual states. It is shown that there is no translation problem when
translating English tense and aspect into MC. However, the results suggest
that temporal adverbials are used more frequently in translated MC, which
contradicts previous studies that suggest context is used most frequently in
translation. One explanation is that MC temporal adverbials have the same
usage as in English. Other lexical means are less frequently used possibly
due to the following reasons. First, aspect markers in translated MC, except
for zai, all have multiple usages. For example, a number of examples in my
data set show that the perfective aspect marker -le does not always refer to
the past, but also the present. Similarly, the durative aspect marker -zhe
combined with stative verbs is not usually used to translate the English
progressive with durative situations, but also the English present. The marker
-guo is used to translate the English experiential perfect as well as the past.
Among these four aspect markers, only the progressive aspect marker zai has
a fixed expression, which is utilised to express the canonical use of the
English progressive, i.e., to denote on-going events. Due to these multiple
usages, translational MC prefers using temporal adverbials rather than aspect
markers. Secondly, lexical verbs include RVCs, accomplishment verbs,
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auxiliary verbs, and future-oriented verbs. RVCs often indicate the
completion, as do accomplishment verbs. Future-oriented verbs and auxiliary
verbs mark modality in MC. Thus, the usage of lexical verbs is relatively
limited. As stative situations are not marked aspectually in MC, context is the
most frequently used means to render the English present into MC. The
context-dependent zero form presents difficulties in translation for of two
reasons: i) the context forms a major challenge to the translator’s linguistic
judgement and word selection, because an implicit lexical meaning also
brings an implicit temporal meaning in a clause; ii) the context may be
ambiguous between perfective and imperfective readings, e.g., the zero form
can be either perfective or imperfective, depending on translator’s choices. In
addition, translated MC is not ST-oriented text. One explanation for this is
that MC most frequently uses the temporal adverbial .+ (in the process of)
to signal the imperfective aspect, while English does not have an analogous
temporal adverbial construction.
The contrast between translated and original MC shows that they are
statistically different in terms of aspectual distribution and usage. In order
words, translated MC is not TT-oriented. The explicitation of translated MC
contradicts the translation universal hypotheses. But normalization confirms
the hypothesis that translations have their own patterns and even exaggerate
them. The so-called translation universals may not be compatible with all
natural languages. All in all, translated MC seems to be different from both
source English texts and original MC texts. Thus, translated MC seems
appropriate to consider as the third code.
The present study provides an example of the centrality of a
corpus-based approach within translation and contrastive linguistics.
However, different corpora may produce different data results for the same
phenomena because of differences in domain and genre. Thus, the presented
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data results show features of tense and aspect in English and MC in certain
conditions. More research is required to confirm the universal applicability
of these findings.
In addition, the work of producing a faithful and accurate translation is a
complex transfer process since it consists of reproducing information into
another language. Translators have to make use of linguistic knowledge,
intellectual capacity, intuition, and translation skill when transferring
information, esp. for linguistic and cultural untransability (Tricás 1995;
Gerding-Salas 2000). Newmark (1998/1995) distinguishes several important
techniques that a proficient translator should have: i) reading comprehension
ability in a foreign language; ii) knowledge of the subject sensitivity to
language (both mother tongue and foreign language); iii) competence to
write

the

target

language

dexterously,

clearly,

economically

and

resourcefully. To some extent, the quality of translated texts depends on the
translator. That is, the result of translation is more or less subjective. As
Newmark (1988/1995) states, “translation is for discussion”. Thus, to
compare more than one translated version is recommended for foreign
language learning.
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Appendix 2: Zusammenfassung in deutscher Sprache
Eine korpusbasierte kontrastive Analyse von Tempus und Aspekt in der
Übersetzung vom Englischen ins Mandarin Chinesische

Aufgrund ihrer globalen Bedeutung stellen die englische und die mandarin
chinesische Sprache anerkannte und notwendige Thematiken für eine
linguistische Vergleichsstudie dar. Dem ersten Anschein nach weisen beide
Sprachen vor allem in der schriftlichen Form kaum Parallelen auf und ohne
Zweifel können viele grammatikalische Besonderheiten des Mandarin
Chinesischen nicht im Englischen gefunden werden und umgekehrt.
In dieser Arbeit werden

der Gebrauch von Tempus und Aspekt zwei

Hauptproblemfeldern in der Grammatik untersucht. Betrachtet man das
morpho-syntaktische Format, so lässt sich konstatieren, dass sowohl das
Englische als auch das Mandarin Chinesische temporale Informationen
aufweisen. Tempus und Aspekt werden jedoch nicht in allen Sprachen gleich
deutlich voneinander geschieden. Da wir im Englischen und Mandarin
Chinesischen verschiedene temporale Informationen unterscheiden, stellen
Tempus und Aspekt in beiden Sprachen eine große Herausforderung in der
Übersetzungswissenschaft und Kontrastiven Linguistik dar. Auf dieser Basis
soll in dieser Dissertation der Versuch unternommen werden, Tempus und
Aspekt des Englischen und Mandarin Chinesischen auf der Grundlage einer
allgemeinen Theorie der Zeitrelationen zu beschreiben. Kapitel 1 stellt oben
genannte Motivationen sowie eine kurze Zusammenfassung dar. Aufgrund
derartiger Variationen in beiden Sprachen behandelt das darauf folgende
Kapitel eine Übersicht zu der Annahme der Beschreibung von Tempus und
Aspekt im Englischen und Mandarin Chinesischen. Diese beinhaltet
historische und aktuelle Argumente sowohl auf syntaktischer als auch auf
semantischer Ebene. Ziel der theoretischen Basis dieser Arbeit ist es, die
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Charakteristika und Übersetzungsäquivalenz von Tempus und Aspekt in
beiden Sprachen zusammenfassend darzustellen, zu diskutieren und die
wichtigsten Fakten zu erläutern. In den beiden ersten Kapiteln der
theoretischen Basis werden daher die wichtigsten Phänomene von Tempus
und Aspekt im Englischen und im Mandarin Chinesischen präsentiert.
Kapitel 2 behandelt Tempus und Aspekt im Englischen, sowie die
Klassifizierung und Bedeutung dieser Kategorien als wichtige Konzepte. Der
Begriff Tempus in seiner grammtischen Bedeutung behandelt die Zeit, in
welcher aus der Sicht des Sprechers das Besprochene stattfindet. Daraus
folgt, dass das Tempus als sprachliches Mittel die Zeitstufen ausdrückt. Im
Gegensatz zum Tempus bezieht sich das Aspekt nicht auf den Zeitpunkt des
Vorgangs relativ zum Moment der Aussage, sondern auf die Art und Weise,
wie dieser Vorgang betrachtet wird. In der englischen Sprache wird Tempus
entweder als grammatische Form oder als semantische Bedeutung bzw.
Funktion des Tempus verstanden. Als Tatsache wird in dieser Arbeit
akzeptiert, dass das Englische zwei sogenannte Tempora kennt, auf welche
sich grammatische Formen aufbauen. Die Gesamtheit der Kategorie des
Tempus lässt sich morpho-syntaktisch unterteilen in Präsens (Present Tense)
und Präteritum (Past Tense).78 Die semantischen Funktionen werden durch
die Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft zum Ausdruck gebracht. Die
Grundtempora können darüber hinaus noch weiter mit Hilfe der sogenannten
Aspekte modifiziert werden. Der perfektive Aspekt (z.B. Perfect) betrachtet
eine abgeschlossene Handlung und das aus ihr resultierende andauernde
Ergebnis gleichzeitig. Der imperfektive Aspekt, also das Progressive,
betrachtet eine Handlung ohne Hinblick auf ihre Abgeschlossenheit, also
einen Zustand, der entweder andauert (durativ), oder sich dauernd wiederholt
78

Da im Rahmen dieser Arbeit vornehmlich mit englischsprachiger Literatur gearbeitet
wurde, ist eine adäquate Übersetzung von Fachtermini teilweise problematisch. Aus
Gründen der besseren Verständlichkeit sind die englischen Ausdrücke zum Teil in
Klammern mit angegeben.
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(iterativ). Im Englischen werden Zeitstufen und Aspekte systematisch
miteinander kombiniert, so dass zu jedem Aspekt zwei Zeitstufen existieren.
In der mandarin chinesischen Sprache unterscheidet man morphologisch nur
den Aspekt und kennt keine grundsätzliche Kategorisierung in Zeitstufen.
Kapitel 3 stellt die Beschreibung des mandarin chinesischen Aspektes mit
Hilfe von Beispielen dar. Anhand weiterer Beispiele wird illustriert, dass das
Mandarin Chinesische eine Reihe von Aspektmarkierungen aufweist, um
temporale Eigenschaften darzustellen: die Verbsuffixe -le und -guo drücken
hierbei den perfektiven Aspekt aus während die Verbsuffixe -zhe und zai für
den imperfektiven Aspekt verwendet werden. Das Mandarin Chinesische
weist gegenüber flektierenden Sprachen wie Englisch häufiger Derivation
und

Komposition

auf.

Kapitel

4

beschäftigt

sich

mit

der

Übersetzungsäquivalenz beider Sprachen und erweitert damit gleichsam die
theoretischen

Darstellungen

der

vorangegangenen

Kapitel.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich konstatieren, dass jedes Tempus und jeder
Aspekt

im

Englischen

eine

Übersetzungsäquivalenz

im

Mandarin

Chinesischen besitzt.
Daran schließen sich in Kapitel 5 drei Fragen an. Frage 1 lautet: Wie und zu
welchem Grad werden Tempus und Aspekt des Englischen ins Mandarin
Chinesische übersetzt? Frage 2 lautet: Werden übersetzte mandarin
chinesische

Texte

als

zieltextorientiert

(TT-oriented)

oder

ausgangstextorientiert (ST-oriented) eingeordnet oder bietet sich besser ein
dritter Code (third code) an, um Übersetzungen dieser Art gerecht zu
beschreiben? Frage 3 lautet: Ist die Übersetzungsuniversal als eine
linguistische Eigenheit anwendbar? Für die englisch-mandarin chinesische
Übersetzung stehen diese Fragen derzeit offen, während Übersetzungen
zwischen europäischen Sprachen in derartigen Fällen ausführlich untersucht
worden sind.
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Um die Fragen zu beantworten und die Antworten zu erklären, stellt Kapitel
6 eine korpusbasierte Methode für die Übersetzungswissenschaft und
Kontrastive

Linguistik

zwischen

dem

Englischen

und

Mandarin

Chinesischen bereit. Die in dieser Arbeit zusammengetragenen Daten
wurden vor allem zwei Korpora entnommen: das Babel English-Chinese
Parallel Corpus welches Übersetzungsäquivalenz erhebt, und das Lancaster
Corpus of Mandarin Chinese welches L1 mandarin chinesische Daten
sammelt. Statistische Verfahren zur Untersuchung und Darstellung, wie zum
Beispiel Persons Chi-Quadrat-Test, unterstützen die empirische Evaluation.
Vor dem Hintergrund der obigen Beschreibung sind die Ergebnisse der
Arbeit in Kapitel 7 und 8 zusammengefasst, je nach Bedeutung der
temporalen Informationen, unterschiedlich mehr oder wenig eingeschränkt.
Folgende Punkte fassen die Ergebnisse der Analysen in kurzer Form
zusammen: i) Kontext wird häufiger verwendet im Mandarin Chinesischen,
um die englische Gegenwart zu übersetzen; ii) die englische Vergangenheit
wird meist durch die mandarin chinesische perfektive Aspektmarkierung
(aspect marker) realisiert; iii) temporale Adverbien werden am häufigsten
benutzt, um das englische Perfekt und Progressive auszudrücken. In Bezug
auf generelle Übersetzungsäquivalenz scheint das Mandarin Chinesische alle
englischen Tempora und Aspekte vorzüglich mit temporalen Adverbien zu
übersetzen. Da Mandarin Chinesisch wie bereits erwähnt nur zwei Aspekte
umfasst, behandelt das Konzept des Aspekts unterschiedliche Domänen in
beiden Sprachen. Daher kommt es in einigen Fällen innerhalb von
englisch-mandarin chinesischen Übersetzungen zu Aspektverschiebungen
(aspect shifts). Neben der Darstellung von Übersetzungsäquivalenz in beiden
Sprachen spielt der linguistische Vergleich eine wesentliche Rolle in dieser
Arbeit.

Durch

einen

statistischen

Vergleich

konnten

signifikante

Unterschiede i) zwischen mandarin chinesischem Zieltext und L1 Mandarin
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Chinesisch und ii) zwischen mandarin chinesischem Zieltext und englischem
Ausgangstext hinsichtlich von Funktionen und Distributionen von Tempus
und Aspekt festgestellt werden. Damit kann dem übersetzten Mandarin
Chinesisch ein dritter Code zugesprochen werden. In Anlehnung an die
Korpusdaten unterstützt der Unterschied zwischen mandarin chinesischem
Zieltext und L1 Mandarin Chinesisch die „normalization hypotheses“, aber
nicht das Merkmal der Explizierung (explicitation).
Die Analyse hat gezeigt, zu welchem Grad die auf europäische Sprachen
zurückgehenden
extrapoliert

linguistischen

werden

können.

Theorien
Im

ins

Mandarin

Abschluss

Chinesiche

werden

die

Untersuchungsergebnisse in Kapitel 9 zusammengefasst, in dem überprüft
wird, wie die aufgestellten Fragen beantwortet werden konnten, und welche
der aufgestellten Hypothesen verifiziert bzw. falsifiziert werden konnten.
Außerdem sollen Defizite der vorliegenden Arbeit kritisch reflektiert und
weitere Forschungsperspektiven aufgezeigt werden.

!
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1) Data from Bable: English source text
Present
Number

Sentence ID

1

utfbifile0.txt_0012

2

utfbifile0.txt_0013

3

utfbifile0.txt_0014

4

utfbifile0.txt_0015

5

utfbifile0.txt_0015

6

utfbifile0.txt_0016

7

utfbifile0.txt_0017

8

utfbifile0.txt_0018

9

utfbifile0.txt_0020

10

utfbifile0.txt_0024

11

utfbifile0.txt_0025

12

utfbifile0.txt_0026

13

utfbifile0.txt_0027

14

utfbifile0.txt_0028

15

utfbifile0.txt_0029

16

utfbifile0.txt_0030

17

utfbifile0.txt_0033

18

utfbifile0.txt_0035

19

utfbifile0.txt_0048

20

utfbifile0.txt_0089

21

utfbifile0.txt_0090

22

utfbifile0.txt_0101

23

utfbifile0.txt_0102

24

utfbifile0.txt_0103

25

utfbifile0.txt_0118

26

utfbifile0.txt_0130

27

utfbifile0.txt_0151

28

utfbifile0.txt_0156

29

utfbifile0.txt_0161

30

utfbifile0.txt_0162

31

utfbifile0.txt_0163

32

utfbifile0.txt_0173

33

utfbifile0.txt_0174

34

utfbifile0.txt_0175

35

utfbifile0.txt_0176

36

utfbifile0.txt_0177
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37

utfbifile0.txt_0178

38

utfbifile0.txt_0179

39

utfbifile0.txt_0180

40

utfbifile0.txt_0184

41

utfbifile0.txt_0185

42

utfbifile0.txt_0186

43

utfbifile0.txt_0187

44

utfbifile0.txt_0194

45

utfbifile0.txt_0201

46

utfbifile0.txt_0207

47

utfbifile0.txt_0218

48

utfbifile0.txt_0219

49

utfbifile0.txt_0224

50

utfbifile0.txt_0225

51

utfbifile0.txt_0233

52

utfbifile0.txt_0260

53

utfbifile0.txt_0274

54

utfbifile0.txt_0275

55

utfbifile0.txt_0283

56

utfbifile0.txt_0297

57

utfbifile0.txt_0302

58

utfbifile0.txt_0307

59

utfbifile0.txt_0308

60

utfbifile0.txt_0312

61

utfbifile0.txt_0313

62

utfbifile0.txt_0316

63

utfbifile0.txt_0323

64

utfbifile0.txt_0328

65

utfbifile0.txt_0330

66

utfbifile0.txt_0332

67

utfbifile0.txt_0333

68

utfbifile0.txt_0334

69

utfbifile0.txt_0335

70

utfbifile0.txt_0336

71

utfbifile0.txt_0337

72

utfbifile0.txt_0339

73

utfbifile0.txt_0340

74

utfbifile0.txt_0341

75

utfbifile0.txt_0342

76

utfbifile0.txt_0343

77

utfbifile0.txt_0344
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78

utfbifile0.txt_0345

79

utfbifile0.txt_0346

80

utfbifile0.txt_0347

81

utfbifile0.txt_0348

82

utfbifile0.txt_0349

83

utfbifile0.txt_0350

84

utfbifile0.txt_0351

85

utfbifile0.txt_0352

86

utfbifile0.txt_0353

87

utfbifile0.txt_0354

88

utfbifile0.txt_0355

89

utfbifile0.txt_0356

90

utfbifile0.txt_0357

91

utfbifile0.txt_0358

92

utfbifile0.txt_0359

93

utfbifile0.txt_0331

94

utfbifile0.txt_0303

95

utfbifile0.txt_0304

96

utfbifile0.txt_0305

97

utfbifile0.txt_0306

98

utfbifile0.txt_0360

99

utfbifile0.txt_0361

100

utfbifile0.txt_0362

101

utfbifile0.txt_0363

102

utfbifile0.txt_0364

103

utfbifile0.txt_0365

104

utfbifile0.txt_0368

105

utfbifile0.txt_0369

106

utfbifile0.txt_0370

107

utfbifile0.txt_0371

108

utfbifile0.txt_0372

109

utfbifile0.txt_0373

110

utfbifile0.txt_0374

111

utfbifile0.txt_0375

112

utfbifile0.txt_0376

113

utfbifile0.txt_0377

114

utfbifile0.txt_0378

115

utfbifile0.txt_0379

116

utfbifile0.txt_0380

117

utfbifile0.txt_0381

118

utfbifile0.txt_0382
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119

utfbifile0.txt_0383

120

utfbifile0.txt_0384

121

utfbifile0.txt_0385

122

utfbifile0.txt_0386

123

utfbifile0.txt_0394

124

utfbifile0.txt_0395

125

utfbifile0.txt_0397

126

utfbifile0.txt_0398

127

utfbifile0.txt_0400

128

utfbifile0.txt_0401

129

utfbifile0.txt_0402

130

utfbifile0.txt_0403

131

utfbifile0.txt_0404

132

utfbifile0.txt_0405

133

utfbifile0.txt_0406

134

utfbifile0.txt_0407

135

utfbifile0.txt_0408

136

utfbifile0.txt_0410

137

utfbifile0.txt_0411

138

utfbifile0.txt_0412

139

utfbifile0.txt_0413

140

utfbifile0.txt_0419

141

utfbifile0.txt_0420

142

utfbifile0.txt_0421

143

utfbifile0.txt_0423

144

utfbifile0.txt_0425

145

utfbifile0.txt_0428

146

utfbifile0.txt_0433

147

utfbifile0.txt_0490

148

utfbifile0.txt_0498

149

utfbifile0.txt_0500

150

utfbifile0.txt_0501

151

utfbifile0.txt_0502

152

utfbifile0.txt_0502

153

utfbifile0.txt_0503

154

utfbifile0.txt_0504

155

utfbifile0.txt_0513

156

utfbifile0.txt_0521

157

utfbifile0.txt_0523

158

utfbifile0.txt_0530

159

utfbifile0.txt_0537
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160

utfbifile0.txt_0538

161

utfbifile0.txt_0540

162

utfbifile0.txt_0549

163

utfbifile0.txt_0558

164

utfbifile0.txt_0569

165

utfbifile0.txt_0592

166

utfbifile0.txt_0597

167

utfbifile0.txt_0604

168

utfbifile0.txt_0619

169

utfbifile0.txt_0636

170

utfbifile0.txt_0650

171

utfbifile0.txt_0666

172

utfbifile0.txt_0670

173

utfbifile0.txt_0672

174

utfbifile0.txt_0701

175

utfbifile0.txt_0702

176

utfbifile0.txt_0703

177

utfbifile0.txt_0704

178

utfbifile0.txt_0705

179

utfbifile0.txt_0706

180

utfbifile0.txt_0708

181

utfbifile0.txt_0726

182

utfbifile0.txt_0727

183

utfbifile0.txt_0728

184

utfbifile0.txt_0734

185

utfbifile0.txt_0735

186

utfbifile0.txt_0736

187

utfbifile0.txt_0738

188

utfbifile0.txt_0746

189

utfbifile0.txt_0747

190

utfbifile0.txt_0755

191

utfbifile0.txt_0756

192

utfbifile0.txt_0757

193

utfbifile0.txt_0760

194

utfbifile0.txt_0781

195

utfbifile0.txt_0804

196

utfbifile0.txt_0831

197

utfbifile0.txt_1324

198

utfbifile0.txt_1366

199

utfbifile0.txt_1398

200

utfbifile0.txt_1434
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Past
Number

Sentence ID

1

utfbifile0.txt_0019

2

utfbifile0.txt_0039

3

utfbifile0.txt_0043

4

utfbifile0.txt_0044

5

utfbifile0.txt_0053

6

utfbifile0.txt_0054

7

utfbifile0.txt_0056

8

utfbifile0.txt_0057

9

utfbifile0.txt_0061

10

utfbifile0.txt_0062

11

utfbifile0.txt_0063

12

utfbifile0.txt_0064

13

utfbifile0.txt_0065

14

utfbifile0.txt_0066

15

utfbifile0.txt_0067

16

utfbifile0.txt_0068

17

utfbifile0.txt_0069

18

utfbifile0.txt_0070

19

utfbifile0.txt_0071

20

utfbifile0.txt_0074

21

utfbifile0.txt_0075

22

utfbifile0.txt_0076

23

utfbifile0.txt_0077

24

utfbifile0.txt_0079

25

utfbifile0.txt_0083

26

utfbifile0.txt_0084

27

utfbifile0.txt_0085

28

utfbifile0.txt_0086

29

utfbifile0.txt_0087

30

utfbifile0.txt_0088

31

utfbifile0.txt_0089

32

utfbifile0.txt_0090

33

utfbifile0.txt_0093

34

utfbifile0.txt_0094

35

utfbifile0.txt_0095

36

utfbifile0.txt_0097

37

utfbifile0.txt_0099

38

utfbifile0.txt_0100

39

utfbifile0.txt_0104
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40

utfbifile0.txt_0106

41

utfbifile0.txt_0107

42

utfbifile0.txt_0108

43

utfbifile0.txt_0109

44

utfbifile0.txt_0110

45

utfbifile0.txt_0111

46

utfbifile0.txt_0112

47

utfbifile0.txt_0113

48

utfbifile0.txt_0114

49

utfbifile0.txt_0115

50

utfbifile0.txt_0116

51

utfbifile0.txt_0118

52

utfbifile0.txt_0120

53

utfbifile0.txt_0122

54

utfbifile0.txt_0123

55

utfbifile0.txt_0124

56

utfbifile0.txt_0125

57

utfbifile0.txt_0126

58

utfbifile0.txt_0127

59

utfbifile0.txt_0129

60

utfbifile0.txt_0130

61

utfbifile0.txt_0131

62

utfbifile0.txt_0132

63

utfbifile0.txt_0133

64

utfbifile0.txt_0134

65

utfbifile0.txt_0136

66

utfbifile0.txt_0137

67

utfbifile0.txt_0139

68

utfbifile0.txt_0140

69

utfbifile0.txt_0142

70

utfbifile0.txt_0143

71

utfbifile0.txt_0144

72

utfbifile0.txt_0145

73

utfbifile0.txt_0148

74

utfbifile0.txt_0149

75

utfbifile0.txt_0155

76

utfbifile0.txt_0156

77

utfbifile0.txt_0158

78

utfbifile0.txt_0159

79

utfbifile0.txt_0160

80

utfbifile0.txt_0162
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81

utfbifile0.txt_0163

82

utfbifile0.txt_0164

83

utfbifile0.txt_0165

84

utfbifile0.txt_0166

85

utfbifile0.txt_0167

86

utfbifile0.txt_0168

87

utfbifile0.txt_0169

88

utfbifile0.txt_0171

89

utfbifile0.txt_0178

90

utfbifile0.txt_0179

91

utfbifile0.txt_0180

92

utfbifile0.txt_0188

93

utfbifile0.txt_0191

94

utfbifile0.txt_0192

95

utfbifile0.txt_0193

96

utfbifile0.txt_0194

97

utfbifile0.txt_0196

98

utfbifile0.txt_0197

99

utfbifile0.txt_0200

100

utfbifile0.txt_0203

101

utfbifile0.txt_0206

102

utfbifile0.txt_0208

103

utfbifile0.txt_0209

104

utfbifile0.txt_0210

105

utfbifile0.txt_0211

106

utfbifile0.txt_0216

107

utfbifile0.txt_0225

108

utfbifile0.txt_0226

109

utfbifile0.txt_0227

110

utfbifile0.txt_0229

111

utfbifile0.txt_0230

112

utfbifile0.txt_0232

113

utfbifile0.txt_0234

114

utfbifile0.txt_0235

115

utfbifile0.txt_0236

116

utfbifile0.txt_0237

117

utfbifile0.txt_0238

118

utfbifile0.txt_0239

119

utfbifile0.txt_0241

120

utfbifile0.txt_0243

121

utfbifile0.txt_0247
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122

utfbifile0.txt_0250

123

utfbifile0.txt_0251

124

utfbifile0.txt_0252

125

utfbifile0.txt_0254

126

utfbifile0.txt_0255

127

utfbifile0.txt_0256

128

utfbifile0.txt_0257

129

utfbifile0.txt_0258

130

utfbifile0.txt_0261

131

utfbifile0.txt_0262

132

utfbifile0.txt_0263

133

utfbifile0.txt_0264

134

utfbifile0.txt_0265

135

utfbifile0.txt_0260

136

utfbifile0.txt_0266

137

utfbifile0.txt_0267

138

utfbifile0.txt_0270

139

utfbifile0.txt_0268

140

utfbifile0.txt_0269

141

utfbifile0.txt_0271

142

utfbifile0.txt_0272

143

utfbifile0.txt_0275

144

utfbifile0.txt_0276

145

utfbifile0.txt_0277

146

utfbifile0.txt_0279

147

utfbifile0.txt_0280

148

utfbifile0.txt_0281

149

utfbifile0.txt_0282

150

utfbifile0.txt_0305

151

utfbifile0.txt_0338

152

utfbifile0.txt_0369

153

utfbifile0.txt_0383

154

utfbifile0.txt_0384

155

utfbifile0.txt_0386

156

utfbifile0.txt_0390

157

utfbifile0.txt_0391

158

utfbifile0.txt_0392

159

utfbifile0.txt_0434

160

utfbifile0.txt_0435

161

utfbifile0.txt_0437

162

utfbifile0.txt_0439
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163

utfbifile0.txt_0442

164

utfbifile0.txt_0444

165

utfbifile0.txt_0454

166

utfbifile0.txt_0459

167

utfbifile0.txt_0463

168

utfbifile0.txt_0464

169

utfbifile0.txt_0465

170

utfbifile0.txt_0467

171

utfbifile0.txt_0468

172

utfbifile0.txt_0471

173

utfbifile0.txt_0476

174

utfbifile0.txt_0477

175

utfbifile0.txt_0478

176

utfbifile0.txt_0484

177

utfbifile0.txt_0485

178

utfbifile0.txt_0499

179

utfbifile0.txt_0546

180

utfbifile0.txt_0547

181

utfbifile0.txt_0591

182

utfbifile0.txt_0616

183

utfbifile0.txt_0617

184

utfbifile0.txt_0627

185

utfbifile0.txt_0629

186

utfbifile0.txt_0634

187

utfbifile0.txt_0635

188

utfbifile0.txt_0641

189

utfbifile0.txt_0685

190

utfbifile0.txt_0688

191

utfbifile0.txt_0689

192

utfbifile0.txt_0690

193

utfbifile0.txt_0699

194

utfbifile0.txt_0710

195

utfbifile0.txt_0742

196

utfbifile0.txt_0787

197

utfbifile0.txt_0801

198

utfbifile0.txt_0811

199

utfbifile0.txt_0822

200

utfbifile0.txt_0849
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Perfect
Number

Sentence ID

1

utfbifile0.txt_0036

2

utfbifile0.txt_0037

3

utfbifile0.txt_0269

4

utfbifile0.txt_0301

5

utfbifile0.txt_0342

6

utfbifile0.txt_03422

7

utfbifile0.txt_03440

8

utfbifile0.txt_03463

9

utfbifile0.txt_0361

10

utfbifile0.txt_0373

11

utfbifile0.txt_0410

12

utfbifile0.txt_0500

13

utfbifile0.txt_0533

14

utfbifile0.txt_0535

15

utfbifile0.txt_0576

16

utfbifile0.txt_0651

17

utfbifile0.txt_0652

18

utfbifile0.txt_0682

19

utfbifile0.txt_0740

20

utfbifile0.txt_0759

21

utfbifile0.txt_0778

22

utfbifile0.txt_0836

23

utfbifile0.txt_0944

24

utfbifile0.txt_0959

25

utfbifile0.txt_0968

26

utfbifile0.txt_1_3_5

27

utfbifile0.txt_1_6_2

28

utfbifile0.txt_1020

29

utfbifile0.txt_1067

30

utfbifile0.txt_1071

31

utfbifile0.txt_11_1_3

32

utfbifile0.txt_1147

33

utfbifile0.txt_1164

34

utfbifile0.txt_1231

35

utfbifile0.txt_1446

36

utfbifile0.txt_1455

37

utfbifile0.txt_1460

38

utfbifile0.txt_1535

39

utfbifile0.txt_1549
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40

utfbifile0.txt_1602

41

utfbifile0.txt_1606

42

utfbifile0.txt_1611

43

utfbifile0.txt_1619

44

utfbifile0.txt_1670

45

utfbifile0.txt_1675

46

utfbifile0.txt_1677

47

utfbifile0.txt_1691

48

utfbifile0.txt_17_20_3

49

utfbifile0.txt_17_21_1

50

utfbifile0.txt_1727

51

utfbifile0.txt_1743

52

utfbifile0.txt_1762

53

utfbifile0.txt_1763

54

utfbifile0.txt_1768

55

utfbifile0.txt_1769

56

utfbifile0.txt_1771

57

utfbifile0.txt_18_1_6

58

utfbifile0.txt_1865

59

utfbifile0.txt_1926

60

utfbifile0.txt_1973

61

utfbifile0.txt_2_2_4

62

utfbifile0.txt_21_2_1

63

utfbifile0.txt_2200

64

utfbifile0.txt_2234

65

utfbifile0.txt_2248

66

utfbifile0.txt_2281

67

utfbifile0.txt_2287

68

utfbifile0.txt_23_6_2

69

utfbifile0.txt_2309

70

utfbifile0.txt_25_26_2

71

utfbifile0.txt_26_3_3

72

utfbifile0.txt_2639

73

utfbifile0.txt_2640

74

utfbifile0.txt_2643

75

utfbifile0.txt_2646

76

utfbifile0.txt_2682

77

utfbifile0.txt_2686

78

utfbifile0.txt_2694

79

utfbifile0.txt_27_10_2

80

utfbifile0.txt_27_18_2
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81

utfbifile0.txt_27_3_3

82

utfbifile0.txt_27_7_3

83

utfbifile0.txt_28_4_1

84

utfbifile0.txt_28_6_1

85

utfbifile0.txt_2817

86

utfbifile0.txt_2822

87

utfbifile0.txt_2852

88

utfbifile0.txt_2882

89

utfbifile0.txt_2889

90

utfbifile0.txt_29_4_2

91

utfbifile0.txt_29_5_6

92

utfbifile0.txt_29_7_1

93

utfbifile0.txt_29_7_6

94

utfbifile0.txt_2944

95

utfbifile0.txt_2945

96

utfbifile0.txt_2967

97

utfbifile0.txt_2994

98

utfbifile0.txt_2995

99

utfbifile0.txt_3_1_3

100

utfbifile0.txt_3_14_4

101

utfbifile0.txt_3_14_5

102

utfbifile0.txt_3_5_3

103

utfbifile0.txt_3_7_2

104

utfbifile0.txt_3_9_2

105

utfbifile0.txt_3_9_2

106

utfbifile0.txt_3028

107

utfbifile0.txt_3032

108

utfbifile0.txt_3037

109

utfbifile0.txt_3058

110

utfbifile0.txt_3098

111

utfbifile0.txt_31_1_1

112

utfbifile0.txt_3152

113

utfbifile0.txt_3159

114

utfbifile0.txt_3179

115

utfbifile0.txt_3187

116

utfbifile0.txt_3191

117

utfbifile0.txt_32_1_6

118

utfbifile0.txt_3206

119

utfbifile0.txt_3210

120

utfbifile0.txt_3240

121

utfbifile0.txt_3261
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122

utfbifile0.txt_3262

123

utfbifile0.txt_3274

124

utfbifile0.txt_3278

125

utfbifile0.txt_3279

126

utfbifile0.txt_33_1_2

127

utfbifile0.txt_33_5_3

128

utfbifile0.txt_33_5_5

129

utfbifile0.txt_33_8_2

130

utfbifile0.txt_33_8_3

131

utfbifile0.txt_3347

132

utfbifile0.txt_3378

133

utfbifile0.txt_3379

134

utfbifile0.txt_3387

135

utfbifile0.txt_3388

136

utfbifile0.txt_34_5_5

137

utfbifile0.txt_3408

138

utfbifile0.txt_3409

139

utfbifile0.txt_3422

140

utfbifile0.txt_3439

141

utfbifile0.txt_3440

142

utfbifile0.txt_3463

143

utfbifile0.txt_3468

144

utfbifile0.txt_3469

145

utfbifile0.txt_3475

146

utfbifile0.txt_3497

147

utfbifile0.txt_3498

148

utfbifile0.txt_35_3_2

149

utfbifile0.txt_3509

150

utfbifile0.txt_3938

151

utfbifile0.txt_3958

152

utfbifile0.txt_3960

153

utfbifile0.txt_3971

154

utfbifile0.txt_3972

155

utfbifile0.txt_4_1_1

156

utfbifile0.txt_4_4_4

157

utfbifile0.txt_4_5_3

158

utfbifile0.txt_41_2_2

159

utfbifile0.txt_41_6_1

160

utfbifile0.txt_4228

161

utfbifile0.txt_4421

162

utfbifile0.txt_4501
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163

utfbifile0.txt_4543

164

utfbifile0.txt_4552

165

utfbifile0.txt_4573

166

utfbifile0.txt_46_2_4

167

utfbifile0.txt_4600

168

utfbifile0.txt_4617

169

utfbifile0.txt_4618

170

utfbifile0.txt_4680

171

utfbifile0.txt_47_3_3

172

utfbifile0.txt_4787

173

utfbifile0.txt_48_6_3

174

utfbifile0.txt_5_6_1

175

utfbifile0.txt_50_16_1

176

utfbifile0.txt_5186

177

utfbifile0.txt_5207

178

utfbifile0.txt_5361

179

utfbifile0.txt_5411

180

utfbifile0.txt_5446

181

utfbifile0.txt_5447

182

utfbifile0.txt_5479

183

utfbifile0.txt_5481

184

utfbifile0.txt_5482

185

utfbifile0.txt_5491

186

utfbifile0.txt_5492

187

utfbifile0.txt_5587

188

utfbifile0.txt_5592

189

utfbifile0.txt_5606

190

utfbifile0.txt_5660

191

utfbifile0.txt_5868

192

utfbifile0.txt_5973

193

utfbifile0.txt_6_1_2

194

utfbifile0.txt_6_3_1

195

utfbifile0.txt_6_3_1

196

utfbifile0.txt_7_3_3

197

utfbifile0.txt_7_3_4

198

utfbifile0.txt_7_5_3

199

utfbifile0.txt_8_1_1

200

utfbifile0.txt_8_2_5
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Progressive
Number

Sentence ID

1

utfbifile0.txt_0010

2

utfbifile0.txt_0033

3

utfbifile0.txt_0065

4

utfbifile0.txt_0066

5

utfbifile0.txt_0078

6

utfbifile0.txt_0098

7

utfbifile0.txt_0099

8

utfbifile0.txt_0121

9

utfbifile0.txt_0141

10

utfbifile0.txt_0257

11

utfbifile0.txt_0260

12

utfbifile0.txt_0269

13

utfbifile0.txt_0332

14

utfbifile0.txt_0349

15

utfbifile0.txt_0383

16

utfbifile0.txt_0409

17

utfbifile0.txt_0411

18

utfbifile0.txt_0413

19

utfbifile0.txt_0421

20

utfbifile0.txt_0422

21

utfbifile0.txt_0433

22

utfbifile0.txt_0453

23

utfbifile0.txt_0488

24

utfbifile0.txt_0499

25

utfbifile0.txt_0514

26

utfbifile0.txt_0523

27

utfbifile0.txt_0540

28

utfbifile0.txt_0569

29

utfbifile0.txt_0574

30

utfbifile0.txt_0670

31

utfbifile0.txt_0670

32

utfbifile0.txt_0725

33

utfbifile0.txt_0749

34

utfbifile0.txt_0750

35

utfbifile0.txt_0769

36

utfbifile0.txt_0770

37

utfbifile0.txt_0809

38

utfbifile0.txt_0812

39

utfbifile0.txt_0813
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40

utfbifile0.txt_0825

41

utfbifile0.txt_0877

42

utfbifile0.txt_1071

43

utfbifile0.txt_1073

44

utfbifile0.txt_1083

45

utfbifile0.txt_1133

46

utfbifile0.txt_1156

47

utfbifile0.txt_1193

48

utfbifile0.txt_1199

49

utfbifile0.txt_1204

50

utfbifile0.txt_1206

51

utfbifile0.txt_1212

52

utfbifile0.txt_1220

53

utfbifile0.txt_1221

54

utfbifile0.txt_1310

55

utfbifile0.txt_1315

56

utfbifile0.txt_1315

57

utfbifile0.txt_1325

58

utfbifile0.txt_1325

59

utfbifile0.txt_1342

60

utfbifile0.txt_1343

61

utfbifile0.txt_1363

62

utfbifile0.txt_1391

63

utfbifile0.txt_1404

64

utfbifile0.txt_1421

65

utfbifile0.txt_1485

66

utfbifile0.txt_1519

67

utfbifile0.txt_1519

68

utfbifile0.txt_1522

69

utfbifile0.txt_1523

70

utfbifile0.txt_1524

71

utfbifile0.txt_1524

72

utfbifile0.txt_1531

73

utfbifile0.txt_1570

74

utfbifile0.txt_1594

75

utfbifile0.txt_1657

76

utfbifile0.txt_1667

77

utfbifile0.txt_1684

78

utfbifile0.txt_1686

79

utfbifile0.txt_1686

80

utfbifile0.txt_1790
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81

utfbifile0.txt_1818

82

utfbifile0.txt_1832

83

utfbifile0.txt_1918

84

utfbifile0.txt_1936

85

utfbifile0.txt_1943

86

utfbifile0.txt_1948

87

utfbifile0.txt_1969

88

utfbifile0.txt_2070

89

utfbifile0.txt_2109

90

utfbifile0.txt_2132

91

utfbifile0.txt_2226

92

utfbifile0.txt_2240

93

utfbifile0.txt_2268

94

utfbifile0.txt_2334

95

utfbifile0.txt_2371

96

utfbifile0.txt_2468

97

utfbifile0.txt_2514

98

utfbifile0.txt_2704

99

utfbifile0.txt_2722

100

utfbifile0.txt_2744

101

utfbifile0.txt_2796

102

utfbifile0.txt_2820

103

utfbifile0.txt_2822

104

utfbifile0.txt_2840

105

utfbifile0.txt_2845

106

utfbifile0.txt_2855

107

utfbifile0.txt_2863

108

utfbifile0.txt_2865

109

utfbifile0.txt_2868

110

utfbifile0.txt_2869

111

utfbifile0.txt_2880

112

utfbifile0.txt_3002

113

utfbifile0.txt_3048

114

utfbifile0.txt_3076

115

utfbifile0.txt_3081

116

utfbifile0.txt_3089

117

utfbifile0.txt_3126

118

utfbifile0.txt_3156

119

utfbifile0.txt_3163

120

utfbifile0.txt_3166

121

utfbifile0.txt_3171
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122

utfbifile0.txt_3173

123

utfbifile0.txt_3197

124

utfbifile0.txt_3216

125

utfbifile0.txt_3273

126

utfbifile0.txt_3336

127

utfbifile0.txt_3342

128

utfbifile0.txt_3376

129

utfbifile0.txt_3379

130

utfbifile0.txt_3398

131

utfbifile0.txt_3411

132

utfbifile0.txt_3441

133

utfbifile0.txt_3451

134

utfbifile0.txt_3453

135

utfbifile0.txt_3461

136

utfbifile0.txt_3466

137

utfbifile0.txt_3482

138

utfbifile0.txt_3512

139

utfbifile0.txt_3523

140

utfbifile0.txt_3525

141

utfbifile0.txt_3528

142

utfbifile0.txt_3534

143

utfbifile0.txt_3552

144

utfbifile0.txt_3555

145

utfbifile0.txt_3561

146

utfbifile0.txt_3563

147

utfbifile0.txt_3571

148

utfbifile0.txt_3573

149

utfbifile0.txt_3583

150

utfbifile0.txt_3633

151

utfbifile0.txt_3633

152

utfbifile0.txt_3644

153

utfbifile0.txt_3646

154

utfbifile0.txt_3668

155

utfbifile0.txt_3732

156

utfbifile0.txt_3738

157

utfbifile0.txt_3768

158

utfbifile0.txt_3810

159

utfbifile0.txt_3850

160

utfbifile0.txt_3855

161

utfbifile0.txt_3917

162

utfbifile0.txt_3955
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163

utfbifile0.txt_4006

164

utfbifile0.txt_4023

165

utfbifile0.txt_4078

166

utfbifile0.txt_4108

167

utfbifile0.txt_4121

168

utfbifile0.txt_4138

169

utfbifile0.txt_4157

170

utfbifile0.txt_4185

171

utfbifile0.txt_4243

172

utfbifile0.txt_4244

173

utfbifile0.txt_4250

174

utfbifile0.txt_4288

175

utfbifile0.txt_4306

176

utfbifile0.txt_4312

177

utfbifile0.txt_4323

178

utfbifile0.txt_4329

179

utfbifile0.txt_4332

180

utfbifile0.txt_4336

181

utfbifile0.txt_4337

182

utfbifile0.txt_4338

183

utfbifile0.txt_4345

184

utfbifile0.txt_4355

185

utfbifile0.txt_4384

186

utfbifile0.txt_4394

187

utfbifile0.txt_4397

188

utfbifile0.txt_4399

189

utfbifile0.txt_4408

190

utfbifile0.txt_4417

191

utfbifile0.txt_4431

192

utfbifile0.txt_4450

193

utfbifile0.txt_4467

194

utfbifile0.txt_4492

195

utfbifile0.txt_4500

196

utfbifile0.txt_4520

197

utfbifile0.txt_4534

198

utfbifile0.txt_4542

199

utfbifile0.txt_4546

200

utfbifile0.txt_4547
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2) Data from LCMC: L1 MC
L1 MC Perfective Aspect
Number

Sentence ID

1

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

2

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

3

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

4

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

5

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

6

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

7

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

8

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

9

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

10

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

11

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

12

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

13

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

14

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

15

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

16

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

17

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

18

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

19

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

20

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

21

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

22

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

23

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

24

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

25

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

26

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

27

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

28

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

29

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

30

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

31

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

32

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

33

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

34

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

35

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

36

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

37

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

38

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")
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39

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

40

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

41

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

42

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

43

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

44

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

45

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

46

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

47

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

48

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

49

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

50

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

51

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

52

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

53

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

54

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

55

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

56

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0088")

57

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0089")

58

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0092")

59

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0093")

60

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

61

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

62

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

63

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

64

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

65

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

66

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

67

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

68

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

69

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

70

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

71

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

72

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

73

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

74

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

75

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

76

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

77

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

78

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

79

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")
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80

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

81

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

82

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

83

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

84

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

85

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

86

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

87

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

88

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

89

(LCMC_A.xml/sn=”0046”)

90

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

91

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

92

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

93

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

94

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

95

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

96

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

97

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

98

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

99

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

100

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

101

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

102

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

103

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

104

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

105

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

106

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

107

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

108

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0086")

109

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

110

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0092")

111

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0093")

112

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0094")

113

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0097")

114

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0100")

115

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0101")

116

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0102")

117

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0103")

118

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0104")

119

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

120

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")
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121

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

122

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

123

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

124

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

125

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

126

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

127

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

128

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

129

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

130

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

131

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

132

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

133

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

134

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

135

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

136

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

137

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

138

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

139

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

140

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

141

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

142

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

143

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

144

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

145

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

146

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

147

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

148

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

149

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

150

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

151

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

152

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

153

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

154

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

155

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

156

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

157

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

158

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

159

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

160

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

161

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")
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162

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

163

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

164

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

165

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

166

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

167

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

168

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

169

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

170

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

171

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

172

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

173

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

174

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

175

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

176

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

177

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

178

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

179

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

180

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

181

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

182

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

183

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

184

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

185

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

186

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

187

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

188

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

189

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

190

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

191

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

192

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

193

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

194

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

195

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

196

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

197

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

198

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

199

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

200

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

201

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

202

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")
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203

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

204

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

205

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

206

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

207

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

208

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

209

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

210

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

211

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

212

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

213

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

214

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

215

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

216

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

217

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

218

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

219

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

220

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

221

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

222

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

223

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

224

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

225

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

226

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

227

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

228

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

229

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

230

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

231

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

232

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

233

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

234

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

235

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0086")

236

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

237

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0091")

238

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0092")

239

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0093")

240

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0094")

241

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0095")

242

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

243

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")
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244

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

245

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

246

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

247

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

248

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

249

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

250

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

251

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

252

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

253

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

254

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

255

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

256

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

257

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

258

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

259

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

260

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

261

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

262

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

263

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

264

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

265

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

266

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

267

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

268

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

269

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

270

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

271

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

272

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

273

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

274

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

275

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

276

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

277

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

278

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

279

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

280

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

281

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

282

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

283

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

284

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")
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285

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

286

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

287

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

288

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

289

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

290

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

291

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

292

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

293

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

294

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

295

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

296

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

297

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

298

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

299

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

300

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

301

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

302

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

303

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

304

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

305

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

306

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

307

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

308

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0088")

309

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0089")

310

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0090")

311

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0092")

312

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0093")

313

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

314

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

315

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

316

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

317

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

318

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

319

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

320

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

321

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

322

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

323

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

324

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

325

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")
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326

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

327

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

328

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

329

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

330

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

331

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

332

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

333

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

334

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

335

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

336

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

337

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

338

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

339

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

340

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

341

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

342

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

343

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

344

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

345

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

346

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

347

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

348

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

349

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

350

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

351

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

352

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

353

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

354

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0086")

355

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

356

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0088")

357

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0091")

358

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0094")

359

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0098")

360

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0103")

361

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0106")

362

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0108")

363

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0109")

364

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0110")

365

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0002")

366

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")
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367

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

368

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

369

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

370

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

371

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

372

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

373

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

374

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

375

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

376

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

377

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

378

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

379

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

380

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

381

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

382

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

383

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

384

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

385

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

386

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

387

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

388

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

389

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

390

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

391

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

392

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

393

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

394

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

395

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

396

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

397

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

398

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

399

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

400

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

401

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

402

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

403

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

404

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

405

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

406

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

407

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")
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408

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0002")

409

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

410

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

411

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

412

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

413

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

414

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

415

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

416

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

417

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

418

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

419

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

420

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

421

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

422

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

423

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

424

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

425

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

426

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

427

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

428

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

429

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

430

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

431

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

432

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

433

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")

434

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

435

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

436

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

437

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

438

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

439

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

440

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

441

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

442

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

443

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

444

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

445

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

446

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

447

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

448

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")
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449

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

450

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

451

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

452

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

453

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

454

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

455

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

456

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

457

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

458

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

459

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

460

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

461

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

462

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

463

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

464

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

465

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

466

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

467

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

468

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

469

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

470

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

471

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

472

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

473

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

474

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

475

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

476

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

477

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

478

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

479

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

480

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

481

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

482

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

483

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

484

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

485

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

486

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

487

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

488

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

489

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")
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490

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

491

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

492

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

493

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

494

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

495

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

496

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

497

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

498

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

499

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

500

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

501

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

502

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

503

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0059")

504

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

505

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

506

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

507

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

508

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

509

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

510

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

511

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

512

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

513

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

514

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

515

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

516

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

517

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

518

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

519

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

520

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

521

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

522

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0089")

523

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0091")

524

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0092")

525

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0093")

526

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0094")

527

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

528

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

529

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

530

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")
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531

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

532

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

533

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

534

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

535

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

536

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

537

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

538

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

539

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

540

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

541

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

542

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

543

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

544

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

545

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

546

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

547

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

548

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

549

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

550

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

551

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

552

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

553

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

554

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

555

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

556

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

557

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

558

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

559

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

560

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

561

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0066")

562

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

563

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0068")

564

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

565

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0070")

566

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

567

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

568

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

569

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0074")

570

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0075")

571

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")
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572

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

573

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

574

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

575

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

576

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0086")

577

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0002")

578

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0003")

579

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

580

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0005")

581

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

582

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

583

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

584

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0010")

585

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

586

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

587

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

588

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

589

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

590

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

591

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0021")

592

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

593

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

594

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0026")

595

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0029")

596

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

597

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

598

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

599

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

600

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

601

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

602

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

603

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")

604

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

605

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

606

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

607

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

608

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

609

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

610

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

611

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

612

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")
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613

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

614

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

615

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

616

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")
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L1 MC Imperfective Aspect
Number

Sentence ID

1

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

2

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

3

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

4

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

5

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")

6

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

7

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

8

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

9

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

10

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

11

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

12

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

13

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

14

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

15

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0065")

16

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

17

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

18

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

19

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0043")

20

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

21

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

22

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

23

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

24

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

25

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

26

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0067")

27

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

28

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

29

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

30

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0095")

31

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0096")

32

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0099")

33

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

34

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

35

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

36

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

37

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

38

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

39

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")
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40

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

41

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

42

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

43

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0047")

44

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

45

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

46

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

47

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

48

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

49

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

50

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0088")

51

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0090")

52

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

53

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

54

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0018")

55

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

56

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

57

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

58

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

59

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

60

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

61

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0011")

62

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

63

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

64

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")

65

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

66

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

67

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0035")

68

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0042")

69

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

70

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")

71

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

72

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

73

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0060")

74

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

75

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0073")

76

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

77

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0090")

78

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0107")

79

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0007")

80

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")
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81

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0028")

82

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

83

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0033")

84

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")

85

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

86

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

87

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

88

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0056")

89

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0063")

90

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0079")

91

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0006")

92

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

93

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

94

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

95

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

96

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

97

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0071")

98

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

99

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0084")

100

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0086")

101

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0087")

102

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0088")

103

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0008")

104

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

105

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0013")

106

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

107

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0015")

108

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0017")

109

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

110

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

111

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

112

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

113

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0046")

114

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0048")

115

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

116

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0082")

117

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0002")

118

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

119

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

120

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

121

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0022")
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122

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

123

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0024")

124

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

125

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0030")

126

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0032")

127

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

128

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

129

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0055")

130

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

131

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0062")

132

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0064")

133

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

134

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0078")

135

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0080")

136

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0081")

137

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

138

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

139

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0027")

140

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0034")

141

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0050")
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L1 Modality
Number

Sentence ID

1

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0040")

2

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0045")

3

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0023")

4

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0036")

5

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0039")

6

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0041")

7

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

8

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

9

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0076")

10

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0091")

11

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0098")

12

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0009")

13

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0077")

14

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

15

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0012")

16

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0089")

17

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

18

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0049")

19

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

20

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

21

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0069")

22

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0083")

23

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0111")

24

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0004")

25

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0025")

26

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

27

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0044")

28

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0051")

29

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0052")

30

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0053")

31

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0054")

32

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0057")

33

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0058")

34

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0019")

35

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0072")

36

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0085")

37

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0061")

38

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0016")

39

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0038")
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40

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0031")

41

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0014")

42

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0020")

43

(LCMC_A.xml/sn="0037")

!

!
!

